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Clinton and Blair

The former president of the United States, Bill Clinton, and the current prime
minister of the United Kingdom, Tony Blair, have described their style of
government as a “Third Way.” In this important and timely book, Flavio Romano
identifies and clarifies the economic implications of this particular approach to
public governance.

Clinton and Blair: The Political Economy of the Third Way tests the validity of
President Clinton’s and Prime Minister Blair’s claims of practicing a Third Way
by submitting their economic policies to extensive theoretical and historical
analysis. Through careful and detailed examination of their fiscal, monetary,
education, employment, and public and private investment policies,
overwhelming evidence is presented to challenge these leaders’ claim of
practicing what they preach. Flavio Romano’s detailed study shows that the
economic policy practice of both leaders is actually rooted in standard
neoclassical theory. Dr Romano provides suggestions for an alternative course
which could constitute a genuine third way.

This engaging book will be of great interest to students and practitioners of
economics and politics and to those interested in world politics in general.

Flavio Romano is a Lecturer at the University of New South Wales, Australia.
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[T]he ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they are right and
when they are wrong, are more powerful than is commonly understood. Indeed,
the world is ruled by little else. Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite
exempt from any intellectual influences, are usually the slaves of some defunct
economist.

(John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, 
Interest and Money 1936)
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Preface

This study arose out of a lifetime of interest in the role of government in improving
the economic condition of its citizens. The Nobel Prize-winning economist
Robert Lucas famously observed that once one begins to think about questions of
economic growth it is difficult to think about anything else. I have found myself
subject to that dilemma, and this study is one of its results.
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President Bill Clinton of the United States and Prime Minister Tony Blair of the
United Kingdom have both described their approach to public governance as a
“Third Way” that is of neither the Right nor Left but new and different. The con-
cept of a Third Way has also gained currency in Australian political circles, espe-
cially amongst the Australian Labor Party, and is particularly associated with
politicians such as Mark Latham (New Thinking for Australian Labour: Civilising
Global Capital 1998) and Lindsay Tanner (Open Australia 1999). The Third Way
has also been invoked by Liberal politicians such as Tony Abbott as well as pop-
ular economic and social commentators such as Clive Hamilton (Growth Fetish
2003) and the Reverend Tim Costello.

Current interpretations of Clinton and Blair’s Third Way are brief and limited
to the philosophical and political. Economic evaluations of the Third Way pro-
gram are lacking, and it is precisely the purpose of this study to analyze the Third
Way as an economic policy program.

The analysis begins by examining the Third Way as an economic program.
Chapters 2 and 3 examine theories of economic growth and public finance
respectively. They find that the Third Way’s economic program is drawn from two
very different and potentially conflicting traditions: its program for economic
growth is best described as drawing from evolutionary growth theory and endoge-
nous growth theory (EGT), whilst its program for public finance is based on stan-
dard neoclassical theory. The potential for conflict resides in the fact that its
program for economic growth advocates increased public investment, whilst its
program for public finance requires fiscal discipline.

Chapters 4 and 5 analyze the Third Way’s economic policy practice in the
United States and the United Kingdom respectively. They find that the potential
conflict between public investment and ‘sound’ public finance did emerge in
practice and was resolved in favor of the latter, locating Clinton and Blair’s Third
Way within standard neoclassical theory. Thus, the “Third” Way is found not to
be a third way at all.

Chapter 6 concludes by discussing the political dimensions of the Third Way as
well as the Australian Third Way debate, in particular its possible origins in the
Hawke and Keating Labor Governments as well as its currency among more con-
temporary politicians. The concluding chapter also offers an alternative economic
program which, it is argued, could come closer to constituting a genuine third way.

Introduction
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President Bill Clinton and Prime Minister Tony Blair have described their
practice of governing the United States and the United Kingdom respectively as
a “Third Way” that is of neither the Right nor Left but new and different.

Use of the term “Third Way” to describe some style or philosophy of govern-
ment is not new; it has in fact been used to describe quite an eclectic range of dif-
ferent governments since at least the end of the nineteenth century, when Pope
Pius XII called for a third way between socialism and capitalism. It has also been
used in more recent times to variously describe Sweden’s “social democratic
middle ground between capitalism and communism” (Reich 1999: 1); some
unspecified form of social democracy between free-market capitalism and cen-
trally planned socialism; as well as by the dictators Franco and Tito to describe
their own approaches to governing (Arestis and Sawyer 2001: 2). Since then it has
also reappeared in other contexts; in fact the similarity to Harold Macmillan’s
(1938) “Middle Way,” for instance, is notable.

Marxist political philosophers have also used the term. Ota Sik in his The Third
Way: Marxist–Leninist Theory and Modern Industrial Society (1976), for
example, used the term to describe a system where market forces are allowed to
operate within the economy but where the government intervenes to redistribute
wealth to ensure equality of outcomes. The term has also been applied to
examples of attempts to combine a free-market economic policy with a socialist
political environment such as China, Vietnam, and Laos (McDonnell 1999: 21).

In the 1980s, the term was adopted by the charitable sector in the United States
to describe the development of “social capital,” that is, a system whereby com-
munities work together to accrue wealth for philanthropic purposes and to also
improve social bonds in the process (McDonnell 1999: 22).

In the 1990s, the United States Democratic Party adopted the term to once
again point to an alternative philosophical route between neoclassical liberalism
and social democracy:

We reject both the do-nothing [laissez-faire Republican] government of the
last 12 years and the big government theory that says we can hamstring busi-
ness and tax and spend our way to prosperity. Instead we offer a third way.

(Democratic Party 1992: 690, italics added)

1 An introduction to the 
Third Way
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Similarly, US President Bill Clinton announced to the Congress in his 1998
Report on the State of the Union that:

We have moved past the sterile debate between those who say Government is
the enemy and those who say Government is the answer. My fellow
Americans, we have found a Third Way. We have the smallest Government in
35 years, but a more progressive one. We have a smaller Government but a
stronger nation.

(1998c, italics added)

Even more recently the term has been zealously adopted by the prime minister of
the United Kingdom, Tony Blair, and his self-christened “New Labour”
Government. Blair wrote in 1998:

The “Third Way” is to my mind the best label for the new politics which the
progressive centre-left is forging. . . . The Third Way stands for a modernised
social democracy, passionate in its commitment to social justice and the
goals of the centre-left, but innovative and forward-looking in the means to
achieve them. It is founded on the values that have guided progressive poli-
tics for more than a century – democracy, liberty, justice, mutual obligation
and internationalism. But it is a third way because it moves decisively beyond
an Old Left preoccupied by state control, high taxation and producer inter-
ests; and a New Right treating public investment, and often the very notions
of ‘society’ and collective endeavour, as evils to be undone.

(1998d: 1)

It is with this last form of the Third Way – that of Clinton and Blair – that this
work is concerned. In particular, it is concerned with exploring Clinton and
Blair’s Third Way as an economic program, with the aim of determining whether
it is in fact ‘new’ or whether it actually adheres to some existing economic theo-
retical tradition(s). Existing evaluations of the Clinton–Blair Third Way have
focused on its philosophical and political nature. Economic assessments are lack-
ing and it is therefore precisely the purpose of this study to analyze the Third
Way’s coherence as an economic program. The importance of the study is that, by
exploring the Third Way and its heritage, it seeks to improve our knowledge and
understanding of the Third Way and thereby contribute to the quality of public
discourse concerned with contemporary macroeconomic policy.

The Third Way as a public philosophy

As Pierson and Castles (2002: 687) point out, it is unclear from the literature
exactly what the Third Way is and its proponents are clearest about what it is 
not – neither the “old” social democracy nor neoliberalism. One interpretation of
the Third Way, associated with Anthony Giddens – the Third Way’s “chief ”
philosopher and the person Scanlon (1999: 25) describes as “Tony Blair’s

An introduction to the Third Way 3
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favourite intellectual” – seeks to explain it as an emerging public philosophy.
Giddens has written very extensively (1994, 1998, 2000a,b,c, 2001) about the
philosophy of the Third Way as an alternative public philosophy by reference to
the two other “ways” of “classical social democracy” and neoliberalism:

Classical social democracy thought of wealth creation as almost incidental to
its basic concerns with economic security and redistribution. The neoliberals
placed competitiveness and the generating of wealth much more to the fore-
front. Third way politics also gives very strong emphasis to these qualities,
which have an urgent importance given the nature of the global marketplace.
They will not be developed, however, if individuals are abandoned to sink or
swim in an economic whirlpool. Government has an essential role to play
in investing in the human resources and infrastructure needed to develop an
entrepreneurial culture.

(1998: 99)

Furthermore:

Traditional socialist ideas, radical and reformist, were based on the ideas of
economic management and planning – a market economy is essentially irra-
tional and refractory to social justice. Even most advocates of a “mixed econ-
omy” accepted markets only grudgingly. But as a theory of the managed
economy, socialism barely exists any longer. The “Keynesian welfare com-
promise” has been largely dissolved in the West, while countries that retain
a nominal attachment to communism . . . have abandoned the economic
doctrines for which they once stood. The “second way” – neoliberalism, or
market fundamentalism – has been discarded even by most of its rightist
supporters . . . neoliberal policies . . . suggest it is up to individuals to fend for
themselves in a world marked by high levels of technological change and
insecurity.

(2001: 2)

According to Giddens (2001: 2), the Third Way project must begin with
“modernising social democracy” in order to “adapt social democracy to a world
which has fundamentally changed over the past two or three decades” due to
globalization and the emergence of the “knowledge economy” (1998: 26). The
Third Way project consists of a “series of endeavours, common to the majority of
left parties and thinkers in Europe and elsewhere, to restructure leftist doctrines
[because] there is a general recognition almost everywhere that the two ‘ways’
that have dominated political thinking since the Second World War have failed or
lost their purchase” (2001: 2). The Third Way therefore, according to Giddens, is
an alternative public philosophy because it transcends both social democracy’s
concerns with economic redistribution and neoliberals’ concerns with competi-
tiveness by uniting these values in developing a culture that addresses the nature
of contemporary societal risks (1994, 2000b,c).

4 An introduction to the Third Way
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Hombach (2000: 1) similarly describes the Third Way as a public philosophy
“that will steer a third course, a path between competing ideologies [which
overcomes] the extremes of free market economics on the one hand and
centralized welfare state on the other.”

The Third Way as a political strategy

An alternative interpretation – and one which enjoys widespread support – is that
of the Third Way as a political strategy designed to reposition the Left within the
political mainstream as a viable alternative to the Right, capable in itself of
successfully governing capitalist economies in the age of global capitalism (Reich
1997; Burns and Sorenson 1999; Dionne 1999; Harris 1999; Hay 1999; King and
Wickham Jones 1999; Morris 1999; Scanlon 1999; Baer 2000; Campbell and
Rockman 2000). Political strategy in this context should simply be understood to
mean an electoral tactic designed to win sufficient electoral support from voters
for political parties to govern.

According to Dionne (1999, quoted in Temple, M. 2000: 303–4), voters clearly
like and want capitalism so that in order to win elections “parties on the
left . . . have to prove they’re comfortable with the market [economy] and accept
its disciplines; however, voters want capitalism tempered by other values, such as
community and compassion.” Therefore, New Labour felt it necessary to launch
a Third Way which embraced capitalism but also addressed the need for “realism
with a heart.”

Harris (1999: 52–61) too argues that the Third Way represents the Left’s
response to the New Right and the “victory” of capitalism over socialism. That is,
that the end of socialism as a genuine rival economic system to capitalism renders
the debate over the merits of the two systems redundant. Also, the New Right, led
by Conservative Prime Minister Thatcher and Republican President Reagan,
tightened its grip on political power in the United Kingdom and the United States
by developing a new political language to reflect the dominance of capitalism in
the popular cultures of those countries. This political language includes expres-
sions such as “privatization” and “the homeowner society,” which have since
joined the mainstream political lexicon.

According to Harris, if the Left were to persist in the redundant argument of
socialism versus capitalism, it would face certain political irrelevance. The Third
Way therefore represents the Left’s reinvention to enter the mainstream political
debate by, first, accepting capitalism as the given economic system and, second,
inventing the language of a “New Left” paradigm for “administering” capitalism.
Tony Blair succeeded in achieving the former by having Clause IV of the British
Labour Party constitution (requiring the socialization of the means of production
and distribution) removed and the latter through the language of the Third Way,
with terms such as “stakeholder society,” “equality of opportunity,” and “new
social contract.” In fact, Blair explicitly acknowledges that a stated political ambi-
tion for the Third Way project is as “an attempt to marginalise the free-market
Right” (1996b: 13–15).

An introduction to the Third Way 5
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Hay (1999) too interprets the Third Way as a political strategy, by applying
Anthony Downs’ framework. In An Economic Theory of Democracy (1957: 300),
Downs posited that “political parties tend to maintain the ideological positions
that are consistent over time unless they suffer drastic defeats, in which case
they change their ideologies to resemble that of the party that defeated them.”
Applying Downs’ theory, Hay (1999: 94) argues that Blair’s New Labour – having
been kept out of office by the Conservative Party for the 18 years to 1997 –
recrafted its agenda to more closely resemble that of its opposition, thereby reduc-
ing the difference and increasing its electoral appeal. Hay’s argument can easily
be extended to apply to the US Democratic Party, which had been similarly kept
out office for the 12 years to 1992 by its Republican opposition.

Kenneth Baer’s comprehensive study Reinventing Democrats: The Politics of
Liberalism from Reagan to Clinton (2000) examines the modern history of the US
Democratic Party and his findings concur with Hay (1999) and Downs (1957).
Baer’s thesis is that the Third Way project was originally developed by the
“New Democrat” faction of the Democratic Party and their most important
organizational form, the Democratic Leadership Council (DLC), to reposition
the Democratic Party to appeal to the electoral mainstream and thus win
elections.

Baer (2000: 68) explains that “those instrumental in the founding of the DLC
felt that . . . its [the Democratic Party’s] platform was an amalgam of special-interest
concerns and was too far to the left of ‘mainstream’ America on many issues.”
The DLC was formed in the aftermath of the 1984 election by a group of elected
Democratic officials who believed that the Democratic Party was in danger of
marginalization and even extinction unless the party could jettison its image as
a party of profligate “tax-and-spenders” appealing only to sectional minority
interests – namely labor unions and black Americans – and develop a mainstream
public philosophy with wide electoral appeal. Specifically, the DLC thought that
the Democratic Party was losing elections because it embraced a public philoso-
phy that repelled “the working-class and middle-class voters,” especially “white
Southern Democrats,” towards the Republican Party – the so-called Reagan
Democrats (2000: 12, 32) who voted for and were considered instrumental in
electing Republican President Ronald Reagan in 1980.

With the election of their former chairman Bill Clinton to the presidency, the
New Democrats saw many of their ideas become national policy and some of
their most prominent members enter the presidential cabinet and staff.

There is also consensus that Blair imported Clinton’s Third Way simply as a
means to reposition the Labour Party to win elections, as it had done for
Clinton and the Democratic Party in the US presidential election of 1992 (Adams
1998; Hay 1999; Claven 2000; Fairclough 2000; Foley 2000). Adams (1998: 43)
has explained that in reshaping and repositioning New Labour, Blair was
strongly influenced by Clinton’s performance with the Democratic Party.
Secretary of the British Fabian Society, Michael Jacobs (2001a), has also noted
that Blair and his Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon Brown, have explicitly
styled themselves on the US Democrats rather than in the tradition of European
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social democrats. Foley (2000) goes so far as to speak of Blair’s as a “British
presidency.”

King and Wickham Jones (1999) explain that the “New Democrat” victory in
1992 boosted the British Labour Party’s confidence that parties of the Left could
win elections. Many leading modernizers and staff of the British Labour Party,
most notably Tony Blair and Gordon Brown, spent time in Washington observing
and learning from the Clinton Administration. A report on the 1992 Clinton
campaign by British Labour Party operatives Patricia Hewett and Phil Gould
recommended that in order to win, Labour would need to copy the Democratic
campaign. The report was adopted.

Duncan (1999) attributes the political interpretation of the Third Way to
Schumpeter’s argument, in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1942), that if
the Left were to govern a capitalist economy they would have to do so according
to capitalist not socialist logic:

Socialists had to govern in an essentially capitalist world . . . a social and
economic system that would not function except on capitalist lines. . . . If they
were to run it, they would have to run it according to its own logic. They
would have to “administer” capitalism.

(Duncan 1999: 32)

Morris (1999) argues for an even more explicitly political interpretation of the
Third Way. According to Morris, a former political advisor to Clinton, the Third
Way is the name he and the Clinton White House gave to the tactic of politically
outmaneuvering congressional Republicans by adopting the most central
ideological position on issues, in order to appeal to the political center (where the
majority of voters are thought to be ideologically located) and in the process
make the Republicans appear dogmatic, unreasonable, and therefore politically
unappealing. Morris also refers to the Third Way as “triangulation,” a metaphor
referring to the well-known land surveying technique in which a point in space is
accurately located through reference to two other points on either side.

Quirk and Cunion instead refer to Morris’ triangulation as “opportunistic
centrism” (Campbell and Rockman 2000: 204) and Burns and Sorenson (1999)
concur by arguing that the Third Way should be understood as a cynical and
manipulative ploy by Clinton and his Democratic Party to capture the political
center on issues so as to maximize their voter appeal.

The Third Way as an economic program:
a ‘New’ agenda for globalization

A third interpretation of the Third Way is that of a national economic program for
addressing the contemporary demands of globalization. This interpretation is not
mutually exclusive to the preceding two but is the one with which this study is
concerned. The Third Way economic program begins with the analysis that the
world is undergoing unprecedented change in the form of rapid economic and
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technological globalization. According to Clinton (1996: 37), “the future
prospects of average Americans today are being driven by one central force: rapid
economic change.” Similarly for Blair, the Third Way “is about addressing the
concerns of people who [are] undergoing rapid change . . . in a world of ever more
rapid globalisation” (Blair and Schröeder 1998: 163). The especially important
characteristics of globalization for Blair (1998d: 6) are the instantaneous mobil-
ity of capital across national frontiers and the emergence of global networks of
production and competition, both facilitated by developments in information
technology.

The importance of international modes of production is that goods and services
are no longer produced and consumed within one country but, facilitated by tech-
nology, can be designed in one or more countries, manufactured in others, and
exported to yet others for consumption. Thus, competition between countries for
employers, and hence for employment, has become as global as the competition
between producers for sales.

The implications of the instantaneous mobility of capital across national
frontiers are particularly significant for national economic policy. Most impor-
tantly, it is understood to mean that national governments that do not observe the
economic policy preferences of the international capital markets risk capital flight
(Friedman, T. 1999).

The New Economy: the Third Way as a program for 
economic growth

The Third Way argues that capitalism has entered a new stage of development –
the New Economy – in which technological innovation and human capital have
become especially important as the factors of economic growth:

The new economy – like the new politics [the Third Way] is radically
different. . . . Its most valuable assets are knowledge and creativity. The
successful economies of the future will excel at generating and disseminat-
ing knowledge, and commercially exploiting it. The main source of value and
competitive advantage in the modern economy is human and intellectual
capital.

(Blair 1998d: 8)

Indeed, for the Third Way, economic growth depends only on technological
innovation (Clinton 1991, 1996; Clinton and Gore 1992; Blair 1998d). In turn,
technological innovation, it argues, demands higher levels of skills and education,
hence the premium it places on high educational standards. According to Blair
(1998d: 6), “technological advance and the rise of skills and information as key
drivers of employment and new industries . . . [are] placing an unprecedented
premium on the need for high educational standards.” Income in the knowledge
economy is dependent on education. As Clinton and Gore (1992: 16) put it: “what
you earn depends on what you learn.”

8 An introduction to the Third Way
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The proliferation of information technology, according to Giddens (2001: 183),
has led to a declining demand for unskilled workers, whose job opportunities and
wages therefore also decline, whilst those with high skills or education can
increase their income. In addition, the “Fordist” model of mass industrial pro-
duction and the long-term employment it offered has been replaced by the rise of
the dynamic “information” or “knowledge economy” with an associated increase
in workforce fragmentation and employment instability (Reich 1991; Arestis and
Sawyer 2001: 38).

Given these developments, a central duty of government, according to Clinton
(1996a: 95), is to equip people with what he calls “the basic building blocks of
economic opportunity” – the training and skills which will enable them to pros-
per in the knowledge economy. Indeed, Clinton (1996a: 38) argues that the most
important part of his strategy “has been investing in our people and our future –
in research and technology, in education and skills.” Similarly, Blair (1996b: xii)
calls for an “economic strategy based on investment in people, infrastructure and
industrial research and development.”

The importance of education in the Third Way is difficult to overstate: educa-
tion and training are explicitly identified as the preferred forms of government
intervention. Education is of such importance that Clinton labeled himself the
“education governor” during the 1992 presidential election (Burns and Sorenson
1999: 62, 64) and Blair declared his priorities for government were “education,
education and education” (Blair 1996a).

As an employment strategy, the Third Way is predicated on the idea that the
unemployed can only be helped into the labor market through various supply-side
policies (principally education) without a demand-side agenda (Arestis and
Sawyer 2001: 26). For this reason, the Third Way considers education a critical
economic policy instrument.

‘Sound’ public finance: the Third Way as a program of 
public finance

The other component of the Third Way economic program – its program of public
finance – promotes the principles of ‘sound’ public finance. Clinton explains that
the central role of government is to create the framework for the economy to grow,
and this requires “reducing the deficit, bringing interest rates down, holding infla-
tion in check . . . expanding opportunities for world trade, supporting research
and technology, and increasing educational opportunity . . .” (1996a: 95, italics
added). He adds that “Government . . . doesn’t create jobs; that’s businesses’
responsibility” (1996a: 95).

Employment and prosperity – known as “opportunity” in the Third Way lexicon –
can only be achieved, according to Clinton (1996a: 21), through economic growth.
Economic growth, in turn, requires that government adopt the principles of
‘sound’ public finance. This means balanced or surplus budgets. Indeed, Blair and
Schröeder (1998: 167) implore that “sound public finance should be a badge of
pride for social democrats.”

An introduction to the Third Way 9
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Blair (1998d: 10) warns that due to the demands of global capital, “in
macroeconomic policy, medium-sized countries cannot ‘go-it-alone’: they must
be continually sensitive to the international economy and its driving forces”;
otherwise they risk losing investment and employment through capital flight.
Therefore, in order to attract and retain investment, taxes – both personal and
corporate – should be low (Blair and Schröeder 1998: 166, italics added).

The Third Way program for public finance favors tight fiscal policy and
monetary stability, rejecting Keynesian demand-side stabilization policies as
incompatible with the demands of global capital for low taxation and fiscal
discipline (Clinton 1996a: 22; Blair 1998d: 10; Giddens 2000b: 73). Government
spending should be reduced because, according to Blair and Schröeder (1998:
167), “public expenditure as a proportion of national income has more or less
reached the limits of acceptability.” Hence the significance they attach to their so-
called golden rule: that government should borrow only to finance investment not
consumption (Blair and Schröeder 1998: 167).

Clinton (1996: 22), in fact, claims that his highest economic priority was
“cutting the [budget] deficit in half [and] bringing interest rates down.” Similarly,
Blair and Schröeder (1998: 167) argue that “social democrats . . . must not tolerate
excessive levels of public sector debt.”

In summary, the macroeconomic program of the Third Way argues that lower
taxation, fiscal discipline, and fiscal and monetary stability lead to lower interest
rates, increased investment, and, thus, higher rates of growth (Arestis and Sawyer
2001: 27). It is imperative to note the central logic of this argument: that to attract
and retain global investment, taxation and interest rates must be kept low and this
requires balanced or surplus budgets.

It should also be noted that a potentially significant conflict may exist between
the extensive public investment program (especially with respect to education)
that Clinton (1996) and Blair (1996b: xii) claim is a central component of the
Third Way program and the requirements of ‘sound’ public finance for low rates
of taxation and balanced or surplus budgets. This study will show that given these
two competing demands, Clinton and Blair’s Third Way chose to place priority on
‘sound’ public finance – the distinguishing policy feature of the Third Way –
thereby locating it within standard neoclassical theory.

Before proceeding to a detailed examination of policy, a few comments regard-
ing the relationship between economic theory and political program are required.
We will see in Chapter 3 that neoclassical economic theory is not a single
“church” but permits variations on the basic theme of rational choice by
maximizing individuals. We will describe the standard version of neoclassical
economics, which extols the virtues of unhindered competition among individu-
als operating in a “perfect” environment. However, many neoclassical economists
see this rarefied model, at best, as a starting point from which to develop a more
elaborate model that takes into account real worldly considerations such as imper-
fect information (Eatwell and Milgate 1983).

This “flexibility” in the theoretical model to which neoclassical economists
subscribe provides a similar flexibility to the possibilities of political program
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that find their intellectual justification in neoclassical economics. The “standard”
model, which is explained in Chapter 3, tends to lend weight to the political
program of neoliberalism, whereas the elaborations of this model tend to lead into
more “social democratic” policy agendas.

Neoclassical economic theory can therefore find expression in at least two
different political programs and, for our purposes, these are neoliberalism and
social democracy (Adams 1998; De Martino 1998). Whilst both accept the overall
neoclassical analysis of the capitalist economy, their primary concerns differ and
this manifests itself in their policy practice. Social democracy is primarily con-
cerned with equality and aims “to regulate and socialise the wealth-creating and
directionless economic dynamism of capitalism, not replace it” (Pierson 2003)
through policies of redistribution, welfare, and public spending (Giddens 1998:
99). Neoliberalism, on the other hand, may sacrifice economic equality and wel-
fare in the pursuit of economic growth through policies that foster wealth creation
based on the free market, minimal government, and maximum individual freedom
and responsibility (Adams 1998: 28). Thus, to clarify terms, “neoclassical” refers
to the body of economic theory and “neoliberal” and “social democratic” to the
respective political programs and policy practices. It will be argued that, despite
Giddens’ (2001: 2) stated aspiration for the Third Way project, the Clinton–Blair
Third Way accepted the standard neoclassical economic analysis and expressed it
in the form of neoliberal not social democratic policies.

Importantly, it should also be noted that, according to the Third Way, the capi-
talist market is taken to be the inevitable and most desirable form of economic
organization, so that government policies – especially economic policies – must
conform to its demands. If prosperity is to be achieved and sustained, this must
occur through policies that respect that market. As Blair’s Conservative prede-
cessor, Margaret Thatcher, was fond of saying about the market economy: “There
is no alternative” (Jenkins 1983).

Finally, it is also worth noting that the Third Way does not make any mention
of full employment as a macroeconomic objective. The absence of full employ-
ment is closely followed by the absence of an entire demand-side to its economic
program: especially the possibility of reducing public debt through economic
growth stimulated by such a demand-side program. Alternatively, the require-
ments of ‘sound’ public finance for a balanced budget could be achieved through
increased tax rates to generate more tax revenue rather than through reduced
public spending.

Conclusion

Despite its various labels – the “Third Way” (Clinton 1998c; Blair 1998d), the
“Vital Centre” (Clinton 2000c), the “New Centre” (Blair and Schröeder 1998),
and the “New Middle” (Blair and Schröeder 1998) – the Third Way program
can be understood as a strategy that seeks to reconcile the demands of globaliza-
tion (and global capital in particular) with individuals’ opportunity to prosper,
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12 An introduction to the Third Way

respectively through the twin pillars of ‘sound’ public finance and a program of
supply-side public investment, especially in education and training.

Having noted the potential for conflict between the two pillars of ‘sound’
public finance and public investment, Chapters 2 and 3 examine theories of
economic growth and public finance respectively. They find that the Third Way’s
economic program is drawn from two very different and potentially conflicting
traditions: its program for economic growth is best described as drawing from
evolutionary and endogenous growth theories, whilst its program for public
finance is from standard neoclassical theory.

Chapters 4 and 5 analyze the Third Way’s economic policies in the United
States and the United Kingdom respectively. They find that the potential conflict
between public investment and ‘sound’ public finance identified earlier did
emerge in practice and was resolved in favor of the latter, locating Clinton and
Blair’s Third Way within standard neoclassical theory.

Chapter 6 concludes by discussing whether the Third Way could have been
a different program. In particular, the Third Way lacks a demand side to its
program, such that might have enabled debt reduction through economic growth
rather than exclusively depending on reduced public expenditure.

The methodology adopted by this study is to test historical practice against
economic theory. It analyzes the economic policy practice of the two-term
Clinton Democratic Administration in the United States (1993–2001) and the first
term (1997–2001) of the Blair “New” Labour Government in the United
Kingdom and tests this against economic theory for the purpose of drawing
meaningful conclusions about the economics of the Third Way. The importance
of analyzing policy practice in assessing the Third Way’s performance is because
of the priority both Clinton and Blair place on outcomes over process, and, after
all, as the proverb reminds us, “it is by their fruits that we shall know them.”
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It is interesting to note that Third Way policy and other documents published
before Clinton and Blair entered office do not contain any explicit references to
economic theories or theorists. The only explicit reference to theory in that entire
time was by Gordon Brown, then Blair’s Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer,
who in the autumn of 1994 was lampooned by the media for referring to “post-
neoclassical endogenous growth theory” in a speech on economic policy (Crafts
1996: 30). The key documents of the Third Way program are identified in
Table 2.1.

Despite the lack of explicit references, it will be shown that the Third Way
program resonates with two distinct – but not necessarily contradictory – theories
of economic growth. These are the evolutionary and the endogenous growth
theories, each of which will be discussed in order to show their policy implications.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Third Way argues that capitalism has
entered a new stage of development – the New Economy – in which technologi-
cal innovation and human capital have become especially important as the
determining factors of economic growth.

Indeed, for the Third Way, economic growth depends only on technological
innovation (Clinton 1991; Clinton and Gore 1992; Clinton 1996a; Blair 1998d).
In turn, technological innovation, it argues, demands higher and higher levels of
skills and education – hence the unprecedented premium the Third Way places on
high educational standards. According to Blair (1998d: 6), “technological
advance and the rise of skills and information as key drivers of employment and
new industries . . . [are] placing an unprecedented premium on the need for
high educational standards.” Income in the knowledge economy is dependent on
education. As Clinton and Gore (1992: 16) put it: “what you earn depends on
what you learn.”

Nye (2001: 251) calls this development “The Third Industrial Revolution”
because, he argues, it is as revolutionary in economic terms as the invention of
the steam engine in the eighteenth century and the introduction of electricity at
the end of the nineteenth. The Third Way program therefore attaches great impor-
tance to investment – both public and private – in infrastructure that supports
education, research, and innovation and that therefore drives economic growth
(Clinton 1996a: 38; Blair 1998d: xii).

2 The Third Way and 
economic growth
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As a program for economic growth, the Third Way draws from both the
evolutionary and endogenous (also known as New Growth) theories of economic
growth, both of which will be discussed in this chapter. It will be later shown that
these theories of economic growth are incompatible with the standard neoclassi-
cal theory of public finance practiced by the Third Way. The reason for this
incompatibility is simply that these theories of economic growth advocate
increased government spending on the provision of certain types of public goods,
whilst the standard neoclassical theory of public finance is opposed to public
spending generally and to deficit spending in particular.

Economic theories which identify technological innovation and human capital
as prime determinants of growth are not at all recent but have an extensive
intellectual heritage. According to Rosenberg (1982: 3), the understanding of
technical innovation as the means to productivity improvements is common to all
economic theories. The Third Way, however, goes further than most in arguing
that the emergence of the New Economy places an unprecedented premium on
innovation and education as the primary sources of economic growth. Whilst use
of the term “human capital” to refer to the productive capacities of the stock of skills
and knowledge human beings acquire through education and training is relatively
recent (dating from only the mid-twentieth century) (Marginson 1993: 31), the
concept itself dates back many hundreds of years (Rosen 1987: 681–2).

Economists of all descriptions have accepted that new products, processes, and
knowledge are the main source of dynamism in capitalist growth, but few have
examined the origins of such innovation or the consequences of their adoption
(Freeman 1987a). Most have preferred, in Rosenberg’s (1982) words, not to look
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Table 2.1 Key documents of the Third Way program

Author(s) Policy documents Other (non-policy)
publications

Clinton, B. and Putting People First: How
Gore, A. (1992) We Can All Change America

(US) Democratic Party Democratic Party Platform
(1992)

Blair, T. (1996) New Britain: My Vision of
a Young Country

New Labour (1997e) New Labour: Because
Britain Deserves Better

Blair, T. (1998) The Third Way: New
Politics for the New Century

Blair, T. and “Europe: The Third
Schröeder, G. (1998) Way/Die Neue Mitte”

Giddens, A. (1994) Beyond Left and Right: 
The Future of Radical 
Politics

Reich, R. (1992) “Clintonomics 101: and
why it beats Bush–Reagan”
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inside “the black box” of innovation but to leave that task to technologists and
historians (Freeman 1987a). As already noted, however, the Third Way goes
further than most, insisting as it does that economic growth is now only
dependent on the rate of technological innovation and the skills that that requires.

Evolutionary theory

The economist Joseph Schumpeter is perhaps the most prominent economist to
analyze and emphasize the importance of innovation to capitalist economic
growth (Coombs et al. 1987: 4). In The Theory of Economic Development (1934),
Schumpeter was concerned with explaining long-term economic development
and structural change in capitalist economies, and his theory can be restated as
follows.

The internal dynamics of capitalism spring from the continuous competition
between firms for profits. Each capitalist seeks to recoup her investment plus a
return (in the form of profits) by selling goods to the market against the efforts of
other capitalists to do the same.

If all firms produce similar products with similar production costs in a
competitive market, then profits cannot exist. Therefore, the means of profitabil-
ity and the key means of growth in the Schumpeterian view of competition is the
search for new processes or products that yield a competitive advantage in
the form of more efficient production or new goods. Competition thus reinforces
the introduction of technological and organizational change in the accumulation
process and these “new combinations mean the competitive elimination of the
old” (Schumpeter 1934: 66–7). Competition is therefore critical to the process,
but it is competition between entrepreneurs aimed at securing monopoly profits,
not competition in the neoclassical sense of perfectly competitive markets
(Phillimore 1998: 51). As a consequence, one of the most distinctive attributes
of capitalist dynamics has been its constant revolutionizing of the techniques of
production – what Schumpeter famously calls the process of “creative destruc-
tion” (1942: 84). This idea – the recognition of the critical role innovation plays
in economic growth – is Schumpeter’s most significant contribution.

As a result of innovation, a flow of income arises that cannot be attributed to
the contribution of either labor or capital. The source of this profit is the mono-
poly rent an entrepreneur receives for achieving a productivity improvement that
has not yet diffused to her competitors. Once competitors adopt the innovation, the
monopoly rent will cease, profits will vanish, and investment will decline.
Economic cycles, according to Schumpeter (1939), can therefore be understood as
fluctuations in the development of innovations (Rosenberg 1982: 5; Peet 1999: 37).

Economic growth, for Schumpeter, consists of the discontinuous introduction
of “new combinations” of products and methods of production (Schumpeter
1934: 65–6). Note that these occur mostly on the supply-side and are five in
number: new products, new methods of production, new markets, new materials,
and reorganization of industry (Schumpeter 1934: 66). An enterprise consists of
new combinations and an entrepreneur introduces these new combinations, which
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“leads the means of production into new channels” that can reap a profit
(Schumpeter 1934: 88–9). Schumpeter distinguishes between innovations and
inventions, and the distinction is a subtle but important one. Schumpeter uses the
term “technical development” only for innovations that involve the introduction
of new methods of production. Inventions involve new products. Innovations need
not depend on inventions and inventions do not necessarily lead to innovations.
Rosenberg (1976) is critical of this distinction for placing undue emphasis on
innovation at the expense of invention. As a result, argues Rosenberg (1976: 67),
“inventive activity itself is never examined as a continuing activity . . . relevant to
the subsequent Schumpeterian stages of innovation . . . [but as] an activity carried
on offstage and out of sight.” The principal consequence of Schumpeter’s treat-
ment of inventions as exogenous, explains Rosenberg (1976: 68), is that it limits
our understanding of the overall process of innovation.

As Schumpeter argued that profits derive from innovation and innovation is by
definition a deviation from routine behavior, the economic equilibrium of pro-
duction, organization, and distribution is continually disrupted so that, contrary to
neoclassical theory, capitalist economies are in a constant state of disequilibrium
(Nelson and Winter 1982: 41; Archibugi and Michie 1997: 241). In other words,
the static efficiency of a system that at “every point in time fully utilizes its
possibilities” may in the long run be inferior to the dynamic efficiency of a sys-
tem which allocates part of its resources to the generation of new knowledge and
innovation (Coombs et al. 1987: 15). The essential distinction between static and
dynamic efficiency is that the former is achieved by working within a given set
of initial conditions while the latter implies the creation of a new set of initial
conditions (Klein 1977: 12).

Schumpeter was emphatic that disequilibrium is fundamental to the capitalist
dynamic: “Whereas a stationary feudal economy would still be a feudal economy,
and a stationary socialist economy would still be a socialist economy, stationary
capitalism is a contradiction in terms” (1937, quoted in Rosenberg 1994: 49;
Nelson and Winter 2002: 24). Moreover, due to its disequilibrium nature and the
fact that economic change for Schumpeter occurs in historical time rather than
neoclassical static time (Rosenberg 1994: 60), the changes caused by innovation
are regarded as “evolutionary”:

The essential point to grasp is that in dealing with capitalism we are dealing
with an evolutionary process. . . . Capitalism . . . is by nature a form or method
of economic change and not only never is but never can be stationary.

(Schumpeter 1942: 82)

Nelson and Winter (1982: 40) and Rosenberg (1994: 53) point out that
Schumpeter also rejects the neoclassical assumption of rational decision-making
and replaces it with uncertainty. As Schumpeter explains:

The assumption that conduct is prompt and rational is in all cases a fiction. . . .
To cling to it, as the traditional [neoclassical] theory does, is to hide an
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essential thing and to ignore a fact which . . . is theoretically important and the
source of the explanation of phenomena which would not exist without it.

(1934: 80)

The “phenomenon” Schumpeter is referring to is innovation, which, he argues,
cannot be explained by rationality because firms cannot possibly know all of the
costs and possibilities of innovations before they are undertaken, even where
innovations have become routine within the firm:

The assumption that business behavior is ideally rational and prompt, and
also that in principle it is the same with all firms . . . breaks down as soon as
we . . . allow the business community under study to be faced by . . . new
possibilities of business action which are as yet untried and about which the
most complete command of routine teaches nothing.

(1939: 98–9)

Kamien and Schwartz (1982), Nelson and Winter (1982), and Rosenberg (1994)
distinguish between the form of competition Schumpeter presents in the Theory
of Economic Development and that in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy
(1942), which they label Schumpeter Mark I and Schumpeter Mark II respec-
tively. In Schumpeter Mark I, based on an examination of the typical European
industrial structure of the late nineteenth century, the pattern of innovative activ-
ity is characterized by technological ease of entry into an industry and by the
major role played by individual entrepreneurs and new firms in innovation
(Nelson and Winter 2002: 37).

However, in Schumpeter Mark II, based on US industry in the first half of the
twentieth century, the pattern of innovative activity comes to be characterized
by the prevalence of large established firms and by barriers to entry for new
innovators. Large firms that have benefited from economies of scale and have
institutionalized (or “routinized”) the innovation process with the establishment
of research laboratories (Nelson and Winter 1982: 133, 2002: 37) use their accu-
mulated stock of technical knowledge, their advanced competence in large-scale
research and development (R&D), production, and distribution, and their finan-
cial resources to create barriers to entry by new entrepreneurs and small firms in
order to maintain monopolistic advantages (Coombs et al. 1987: 95).

The essential difference is that in Schumpeter Mark II, fewer large firms, often
oligopolies or monopolies, replace many small firms in competitive markets as
the engines of growth (Rosenberg 1994: 52). In both cases, however, Schumpeter
considers innovation not only endogenous to the capitalist system but absolutely
critical to it, which is once again contrary to the neoclassical view that innovation
is an exogenous process (1994: 58).

The label “evolutionary theory” has come to refer to a range of theories
relating to economic development which reject the neoclassical concept of equi-
librium in favor of a view of capitalist growth as a disequilibrium, cumulative,
path-dependent process that occurs in historical time. Especially notable among
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these are the contributions of Kaldor (1934, 1966, 1972) and Joan Robinson
(1962a,b). However, of particular interest for our purposes is the application of
evolutionary theory to the study of innovation. Later economists such as Nelson
and Winter (1977, 1982) and Rosenberg (1976, 1982, 1994), who have developed
Schumpeter’s inquiry into the centrality of innovation and competition for eco-
nomic growth, are often referred to as “neo-Schumpeterian” or “evolutionary”
(Freeman 1987a: 858, 1994: 464). As Nelson and Winter explain:

The influence of Joseph Schumpeter is so pervasive in our work that it
requires particular mention. . . . Indeed the term “neo-Schumpeterian” would
be as appropriate a designation for our entire approach as “evolutionary.”
More precisely, it could reasonably be said that we are evolutionary theorists
for the sake of being neo-Schumpeterians – that is, because evolutionary ideas
provide a workable approach to the problem of elaborating and formalizing
the Schumpeterian view of capitalism as an engine of progressive change.

(1982: 39)

Evolutionary theory is so called because, in addition to adopting Schumpeter’s
view of capitalist growth as an evolutionary process of cumulative and path-
dependent innovation, it also adopts the biological theory of evolution as a
metaphor with which to explain that “market competition is analogous to biolog-
ical competition and that business firms must pass a survival test imposed by the
market” and that the principal strategy available to firms to do so is innovation
(Nelson and Winter 1982: 41; Rosenberg 1994: 15).

Evolutionary theory seeks to explain innovation and economic change and
rejects neoclassical theory as unrealistic and inadequate for the purpose (Nelson
and Winter 1974, 1977, 1982: 23–4). In particular, it rejects the neoclassical
assumptions that firms always behave in a profit-maximizing manner, that the
economic system tends towards equilibrium, and that firms are rational actors
with costless and unlimited access to perfect information with which they can
attain certainty about all possible future courses of action (Nelson and Winter
1982: 3–22).

In their stead, evolutionary theory replaces these assumptions with firms that
operate with limited information and bounded rationality, which in turn generate
uncertainty within an economic environment which is dynamic rather than static,
occurring in historical time, and where change, as with Schumpeter, is a dis-
equilibrium process (Nelson and Winter 1974, 1982). Rationality is bounded in
evolutionary theory because economic reality is too complex and information too
limited to permit actors to achieve perfect certainty about all possible future
courses of action (1982: 35).

According to this view, firms’ access to information is limited to their imme-
diate past experience so that they organize and store information through regular
and predictable behavioral patterns which become “routine” (Edquist 1997: 203).
As Nelson and Winter (1982: 134, 2002: 30) note: “firms may be expected
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to behave in future according to the routines they have employed in the past.”
In evolutionary theory, these routines play the role that genes play in biological
evolutionary theory because

they are a persistent feature of the organism and determine its possible
behavior . . . they are heritable in the sense that tomorrow’s organisms gener-
ated from today’s (for example, building a new plant) have many of the
same characteristics, and they are selectable in the sense that organisms with
certain routines may do better than others [so that] their relative importance
in the population (industry) is augmented over time.

(Nelson and Winter 1982: 14)

Firms’ actual selection of innovations is analogous to biological organisms’ selec-
tion of adaptations that help them to better survive so that, as with Schumpeter,
innovation can be understood as deviations from routine that also disrupt the
equilibrium (Nelson and Winter 1982: 41; Edquist 1997: 6).

A major concern of evolutionary theory is with the dynamic process by which
firms change behavior patterns and innovate over time (Nelson and Winter 1982:
18–19; Edquist 1997: 175–243; Metcalfe 1997: 271). At each point in time, input
and output levels are determined by firms’ production techniques (or routines)
and the magnitude of their capital stocks. Together with market supply and
demand conditions that are exogenous to the firms, their decisions determine
market prices of inputs and outputs. The profitability of each individual firm is
thus determined. Profitability operates, through investment, as one major deter-
minant of rates of growth of individual firms. With firms’ sizes thus altered,
the same production techniques yield different input and output levels, hence
different prices and profitability. By this process, aggregate input and output and
price levels for the industry undergo dynamic change. Importantly, the production
techniques of firms are subject to change through innovation which disrupts
their routines. Firms therefore “search” for new production techniques or new
products (innovations) with which to achieve monopoly profits armed only with
information limited to their routines. At any time, a diversity of alternative
innovations co-exist, rather than one “optimal” innovation as in neoclassical
theory, about which firms have varying degrees of limited information. Limited
information generates uncertainty about the particular innovation firms actually
select. The search for innovative techniques and the selection of a particular
innovation are therefore cumulative and path-dependent processes, and the
same prices that provide firms with feedback on the selection of innovation
also influence the direction of the search. As noted, the concept of firms’
search for and selection of innovations is the economic counterpart to that of
adaptation in biological evolutionary theory (Edquist 1997: 6). Through the
evolutionary process of search and selection, the firms evolve over time, with
the condition of the industry in each period bearing upon its condition in the
following period.
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Nelson and Winter (1982) conclude that firms’ routines and their search for
and actual selection of innovations are knowledge-intensive processes mainly
embedded in the skills and knowledge of their personnel, as most operations of a
firm cannot be articulated to the last detail but are a result of what Arrow (1962)
calls “learning by doing” (Lundvall 1992: 79; Freeman 1994: 473).

As a result of their evolutionary interpretation of innovation and economic
growth, Nelson and Winter (1982) offer two principal policy proposals. The
first is that, due to the demands for skills and knowledge required by firms’
search for and selection of innovations, government has a central role to play in
the provision of education, especially in the retraining of the ‘casualties’ of
unsuccessful selections of innovation (Nelson and Winter 1982: 369; Lundvall
1992: 306).

The second is that, due to the externalities and risks that arise from the inability
of innovating firms to exclude other firms from using their innovations, the
policies of government institutions play an important role in stimulating, supple-
menting, and supporting innovation through the provision of education, basic
research, and public infrastructure (Nelson and Winter 1982: 387; Metcalfe 1997:
271–2; Phillimore 1998: 65–6).

Metcalfe (1997: 276) argues that as innovation is an evolutionary process
of knowledge accumulation (and therefore path-dependent), combined with the
positive externalities that characterize knowledge, institutions (including and
especially government) have an important role to play in innovation. The incen-
tives to innovate can be significantly influenced, for example, through government
intellectual property instruments such as patents, and innovation can be stimulated
through the provision of public education and knowledge infrastructure.

From the growing interest among economists in the role of institutions in the
evolutionary theory of economic growth has emerged a rich and extensive litera-
ture on “national systems of innovation” (Freeman 1987b, 1994; Porter 1990;
Reich 1991; Lundvall 1992; Nelson 1993; Edquist 1997).

Friedrich List, who introduced a stages theory of industrial development and
economic growth in The National System of Political Economy (1841), is the
pioneer to whom the concept of national systems of innovation (NSI) is com-
monly attributed (Lundvall 1992: 16; Archibugi and Michie 1997: 6; Edquist
1997: 157). List distinguishes five stages of economic growth: (a) the savage
stage, (b) the pastoral stage, (c) the agricultural stage, (d) the agricultural and
manufacturing stage, and finally (e) the agricultural, manufacturing, and com-
mercial stage. List’s discussion centers on the transition from stage (c) to stages
(d) and (e) and he recognizes that that transition requires industrial innova-
tion based on what he calls “intellectual capital” and learning (Archibugi and
Michie 1997: 7; Edquist 1997: 165). In fact, according to Freeman (1997: 24),
List (1841) concluded that it is human capital that is decisive for growth and
criticized Adam Smith’s (1776) emphasis on physical capital. List thus advocates
the need for government provision of education and training and for developing
institutions and infrastructure that support industrial development (Lundvall
1992: 16; Archibugi and Michie 1997: 8).
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Freeman (1987b) and Lundvall (1992) were the first to use the term “national
systems of innovation” to refer to “all interrelated, institutional and structural
factors in a nation, which generate, select, and diffuse innovation” (Archibugi and
Michie 1997: 3; Edquist 1997: 3). Metcalfe defines NSI as:

that set of distinct institutions which jointly and individually contribute to the
development and diffusion of new technologies and which provides the
framework within which government forms and implements policies to
influence the innovation process. As such, it is a system of interconnected
institutions to create, store and transfer the knowledge, skills and artefacts
which define new technologies.

(1997: 285)

As innovation is an evolutionary process of knowledge accumulation and learn-
ing, the NSI approach stresses the importance of national institutions within that
process (Lundvall 1992: 3, 23; Edquist 1997: 15–26). Institutions in the NSI
approach can be understood as the formalization of habits and customs which
reduce the transaction costs and uncertainty for agents involved in innovation.
Veblen (1919: 239, 241) defined institutions as “settled habits of thought com-
mon to the generality of man” and therefore suggested they are “an outgrowth of
habit.” North (1990, 1991) also stresses the importance of the institutional frame-
work to economic growth:

Institutions are the humanly devised constraints that structure political,
economic and social interaction. They consist of both informal constraints
(sanctions, taboos, customs, traditions, and codes of conduct), and formal
rules (constitutions, laws, property rights).

(1991: 97)

National institutions in the NSI approach are routines for collective action and
are therefore similar to the role of routines for the organizational behavior of
firms in earlier evolutionary theory. Carlsson and Stankiewicz explain that
institutions:

[A]re the normative structures which promote stable patterns of social
interactions/transactions necessary for the performance of vital societal
functions. . . . By the institutional infrastructure of a technological [innova-
tion] system we mean a set of institutional arrangements (both regimes and
organizations) which, directly or indirectly, support, stimulate and regulate
the process of innovation and diffusion of technology. The range of insti-
tutions is very wide. The political system, educational system (including
universities), patent legislation, and institutions regulating labor relations are
among the many arrangements which can influence the generation, develop-
ment, transfer and utilization of technologies.

(1995: 45)
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Edquist and Johnson (1997: 50) attempt to identify the particular subset of
institutions which influence innovation and that may therefore be useful in
defining a “system of innovation.” They distinguish between institutions that
are “formal” (laws such as intellectual property and patent laws) and those that are
“informal” (common law, customs, tradition, practices, ethics, and norms of
behavior). They find that these institutions can influence innovation by reducing
uncertainty by enhancing the transmission of information; managing conflicts;
providing incentives to innovate; and directly stimulating innovation (1997: 51–5).

Institutions can reduce uncertainty in the innovation process. For example, evo-
lutionary theory argues that because innovators are unable to appropriate all of
the benefits of the knowledge or innovations they create, well-known positive
externalities are generated that cannot be appropriated and may therefore dis-
courage innovation (Nelson and Winter 1982: 387; Von Hippel 1982; Lundvall
1992: 316; Metcalfe 1997: 270). In this example, government legal institutions or
infrastructure such as patents and other intellectual property laws can reduce
innovators’ uncertainty about the appropriation possibilities of their innovations.

Equally, legal institutions and infrastructure manage conflicts by creating and
enforcing property rights and regulating the kinds of behavior individuals and
organizations can engage in. By managing conflicts, such institutions are thought
to encourage cooperative behavior not only in the innovation process but through-
out society.

A third function of institutions is to provide incentives that influence economic
decisions (Lundvall 1992: 303). The taxation system, for example, can affect the
intensity and even the direction of innovation efforts through instruments such
as taxes, allowances, rebates, and deductions for investments in research and
education. Property rights to knowledge and ideas, such as intellectual property
laws, are also important forms of incentives as they affect innovators’ capacity
to appropriate their innovations and the temporary monopoly rents that they
generate.

Finally, institutions can also directly stimulate innovations. For example,
government can stimulate innovation through the contribution of its network of
education and research institutions and public infrastructure, as well as through
its role as a major purchaser of innovations.

The contribution of government education and research institutions benefits
innovation by producing trained personnel and research that private firms may
find uneconomic to do due to uncertainty, risk, economies of scale, and external-
ities (Coombs et al. 1987: 207; Lundvall 1992: 152, 303). Similarly, government
has an essential role to play in the provision of public infrastructure, such as
energy supply and telecommunications, which is vital as an enabler of many inno-
vation activities but which, yet again, is unlikely to be provided privately due to
economies of scale and externalities.

With regard to the role of government as a major purchaser of innovations,
a demanding procurement policy can stimulate innovation, and one that favors
smaller firms can stimulate competition (Lundvall 1992: 142; Carlsson and
Jacobsson 1997: 288). K. Smith (1997: 88) points out that “when we look at the
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major technological innovations that have shaped the modern world something
stands out: most of them . . . originated or [were] developed in public sector
infrastructural organizations.”

Still another way in which government can direct innovation is through the
regulatory system (Coombs et al. 1987: 210; Smith, K. 1997: 90). For example,
a government may raise environmental standards, which may then stimulate tech-
nological innovations with which to comply with the new standards. This is also
a good example of evolutionary theory’s concern with dynamic efficiency
mentioned earlier.

Dynamic efficiency results from improvements in technical or productive
efficiency that arise over a period of time so that a dynamically efficient economy
is one which is proficient in improving methods of producing existing products
and also at developing and marketing completely new products so that the
economy may grow in the future. In both cases, invention, innovation, and
R&D can lead to significant improvements in dynamic efficiency. As discussed,
Schumpeter (Mark II) made it clear that large firms and oligopolistic markets are
more conducive to innovation as entrepreneurs use the advantage of economies of
scale to produce innovations that help to secure temporary monopoly profits
(Phillimore 1998: 53). It is its central concern with dynamic efficiency that leads
evolutionary theory to attribute an important role for government in stimulating
and leading innovation.

On the other hand, standard neoclassical theory, as we shall see, is concerned
with static efficiency, that is, the most efficient allocation of resources between
competing ends at a given point in the present time. This concern with static
efficiency rests on the concept of perfectly competitive markets which maximize
the allocation of resources without (and indeed precluding) any significant eco-
nomic role for government (Argyrous 2000; Blaug 2001: 44). This disagreement
between the evolutionary and neoclassical theoretical traditions over static versus
dynamic efficiency is a key analytical difference with major implications for
policy to which we shall return.

Normatively, the NSI approach advocates a central and active role for govern-
ment institutions in promoting innovation through the provision of and investment
in legal and regulatory infrastructure, education and research infrastructure, and
physical infrastructure and as major purchasers of innovations themselves
(Rosenberg 1982: 235–6; Coombs et al. 1987: 206–9; Lundvall 1992: 129–45;
Nelson 1993; Archibugi and Michie 1997: 17–18; Edquist and Johnson 1997: 59).

Within the NSI approach, Porter (1990) and Reich (1991) have had a particu-
larly strong influence on the Third Way program and deserve special attention. In
his Competitive Advantage of Nations (1990), Porter, like List (1841), also devel-
ops a historical model of economic development: nations pass through the
successive stages of resource-driven, investment-driven, innovation-driven, and
wealth-driven economic development within which only the United States and the
United Kingdom are mature innovation-driven economies. Using industry sectors
firmly located within national boundaries as his unit of analysis, he argues that
national economic development is achieved through the competitive advantage of
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a nation’s firms and, contrary to the views of Ohmae (1990) and Chesnais (1994),
who argue that globalization is making redundant the role of the nation-state,
Porter argues that national government has a vital role to play in developing
competitive advantage.

Competitive advantage is of two types: either goods and services that are
supplied at a lower cost or those of a superior quality (Porter 1990: 37).
Competitive advantage is achieved through innovation, which can be caused by
new technologies, changing market demands, the emergence of a new industry,
the changing costs of factors of production, or changes in government regulation.

The sustainability of competitive advantage depends on the source of the
advantage (Porter 1990: 49–50). The source of competitive advantage can be of a
high or a low order. High-order advantages require what Porter (1990: 77) calls
“advanced” factors of production; more highly skilled personnel, sophisticated
infrastructure, and the ongoing capacity for technical innovation. Low-order
advantages are based on “basic” factors of production: low labor costs and low
material costs, both of which are relatively easy to replicate and therefore of
limited benefit.

Porter concludes that “the central goal of government policy toward the
economy is to deploy a nation’s resources (labor and capital) with high and rising
levels of productivity” (1990: 617). The implications for government policy are
clear: government should develop an economic environment which fosters com-
petition and innovation, both in physical and human capital, through investment
in education, research, and infrastructure (1990: 627). “Nations succeed where
the national environment uniquely enables firms to perceive new strategies for
competing in an industry [and] where firms are pushed to . . . compete globally,”
argues Porter (1990: 68). Acknowledging his intellectual debt to Schumpeter,
Porter concludes that the role of the state for growth must ultimately be to
stimulate increased competition and innovation (1990: 70).

Another adherent to the NSI approach, Robert Reich, has been especially
influential on the Third Way program as he served as Clinton’s first Secretary of
Labor. In The Work of Nations, Reich (1991) argues that the international mobility
of capital, the emergence of global networks of production, and the ascendancy
of the information economy, all facilitated by developments in information
technology, point to the need for a nation to invest in the human capital of its
workforce as its most important (and perhaps only) enduring resource in the
pursuit of national prosperity.

The significance of the international mobility of capital is that investment can
relocate rapidly to any place on the planet in pursuit of maximum returns. The
importance of international modes of production is that goods and services are no
longer produced and consumed within one country but, facilitated by technology,
can be designed in one or more countries, manufactured in others, and exported
to yet others for consumption.

As both capital and production processes have become global, labor is the only
factor of production which remains set within the nation so that, whilst competi-
tion between nations’ firms has become meaningless, competition between
nations’ workers for the best jobs has become paramount (DeMartino 1998: 38).
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Where the majority of the NSI literature adopts either the firm (Lundvall 1992;
Nelson 1993; Edquist 1997) or industry sector (Porter 1990) as the basic agent of
innovation, Reich adopts the individual because, he argues, labor is the only
remaining factor of production entirely located within national boundaries and
therefore most subject to national policy-making.

Reich further argues that the “Fordist” model of mass industrial production of
the twentieth century has been replaced by the new “post-industrial” information
economy in which information and knowledge have become the principal source
of value. Reich adopts Drucker’s (1969) distinction between people who work in
the production of physical objects and “knowledge workers”: people who work
with intangibles such as ideas and information. Consequently, the long-term
employment security of the industrial assembly line has been replaced with a
growing division between the unskilled, who are left with low-paid jobs, and
a new protagonist who is prospering from the information economy – the
“symbolic analyst”:

Gone forever are the assembly lines that used to provide lifetime jobs with
rising wages and benefits to people straight out of high school, or even the
good corporation that promised a lifetime of secure employment to the loyal
white collar professional. . . . The winners in this volatile, new globalized
economy are those who can identify and solve problems, manipulate and ana-
lyze symbols, create and manage information. Those with a college degree
are thus likely . . . to end up on the happier side of the great divide.

(Reich 1996: 18)

National prosperity, according to Reich, can therefore only be achieved through a
highly skilled labor force producing high value-added goods and services. Reich
defines the skills of a nation’s workforce as its most important resource in the
competition for international investment and high-wage jobs:

In the politics and economics of the coming [twenty-first] century, there will
be no national products or technologies, no national corporations, no national
industries. There will no longer be national economies. . . . All that will
remain rooted within national borders are the people who comprise a nation.
Each nation’s primary assets will be its citizens’ skills and insights. Each
nation’s political task will be to cope with the centrifugal forces of the global
economy which tear at the ties binding citizens together – bestowing ever
greater wealth on the most skilled and insightful, while consigning the less
skilled to a declining standard of living.

(1991: 3)

The path to national prosperity, according to Reich, is to attract and retain inter-
national capital by investing in the education and skills of a national workforce so
as to produce the most productive “symbolic analysts” in the world. As nations
secure investment, a virtuous cycle develops: “well-trained workers attract global
corporations, which invest and give workers good jobs; the good jobs, in turn,
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generate additional training and experience,” which attract more global investment
(1990: 59).

Based on his 1991 analysis, Reich wrote in 1992 that the Third Way’s
“centerpiece . . . is a major increase in public investment in education, training,
and infrastructure” (1992: 1). However, as analysis in Chapter 4 will show, due to
the Third Way’s commitment to reduced government spending – what Reich calls
the “conceptual prison” of deficit reduction (1997: 199) – Clinton was unable to
match that rhetoric with actual public investments. As Reich (1999: 3) notes about
the Clinton Administration, due to its fiscal discipline it “didn’t give [public
investment] a chance.” Without the all-important public investment agenda, Reich
describes the Third Way as not a third way at all but “the Second Way, blazed by
Reagan and Thatcher” (1999: 12). This is a central theme to which we shall fre-
quently return. Reich’s disappointment with the Third Way in practice eventually
compelled him to resign from the Clinton Cabinet (1997).

To conclude this section before proceeding to a discussion of neoclassical
growth theories, evolutionary theory views capitalist economic growth as driven
by innovation which requires, above all, human capital. Thus it advocates, as does
the Third Way program, an active role for government in the provision of educa-
tion, research, and public infrastructure. The policy implications, whilst very
general, clearly point to the need for increased public spending in the provision
of these public goods. Specifically, they point to the need for government to
increase public expenditure on networks of educational and research institutions;
infrastructure such as roads, transport, and communications; industrial innova-
tions programs; and government regulation and procurement policies.

Neoclassical theory

The development of the standard neoclassical theory of economic growth is
commonly attributed to Ramsey (1928), Solow (1956), Swan (1956), Cass
(1965), and Koopmans (1965) (see e.g. McCallum 1996: 12; Barro 1997: 1).
It will be argued that this is the model of economic growth that the Third Way
adopts in practice.

Neoclassical theory assumes that firms possess perfect information and
complete rationality, which endows them with foresight and therefore certainty
about the future (Nelson and Winter 2002: 29). Armed with these attributes, firms
can freely pursue their only motive for existing – the maximization of profits.
Moreover, not only is their ability to acquire information perfect, it is also cost-
less (Rosenberg 1994: 5). Firms utilize their perfect information and certainty
about the relative profitability of all production possibilities to choose a produc-
tion function which maximizes profits and is therefore Pareto-optimal (Nelson
and Winter 2002: 30).

In neoclassical theory, the prime determinant of economic growth is thrift: the
level of saving for capital accumulation determines the level (but not the rate) of
growth in output and income through the level of investment in the capital stock
needed for production (Grossman and Helpman 1994: 23; Singer 1998: 5;
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Cesaratto 1999: 772–6). Therefore, higher levels of national saving correspond to
greater stocks of productive capacity and higher levels of output and income
(Dowrick 1995: 3). This relation points to an important normative role for
government in increasing national savings through fiscal discipline, namely
surplus budgets and debt retirement, and low levels of taxation (Grossman and
Helpman 1994: 36).

All factors of production in neoclassical theory – whether land, labor, or
capital – earn a return exactly equal to their marginal contribution to the value
of output and are viewed as perfectly substitutable (Fusfield 1999: 88). Factors of
production exhibit diminishing marginal productivity, so that the marginal prod-
uct of each additional unit of a factor diminishes (Barro 1997). The production
system is an equilibrium process in which supply and demand are balanced in all
markets and determine the prices at which markets clear.

In neoclassical theory, innovation occurs exogenously and is then adopted by
firms seeking to maximize profits, which temporarily disturbs the equilibrium of
the production process, but, through competition, innovations are then diffused
throughout the industry and competitive equilibrium is restored (Buttrick 1960:
187; Lundvall 1992: 8). Innovation and human capital do matter for growth in
standard neoclassical theory, but only to the extent that they can increase the pro-
ductivity of the factors of production, so that the same outputs can be produced
with less factor inputs or, alternatively, more outputs can be produced with the
same inputs (Abramovitz 1956; Singer 1998: 6).

The time paths of input, output, and prices are interpreted as the paths gener-
ated by profit-maximizing firms in a moving equilibrium driven by changes in
product demand, factor supply, and technological conditions (Nelson and Winter
1974: 887). Not only innovation and human capital are exogenous to this system,
so are institutions, infrastructure, and consumer tastes (Buttrick 1960: 176;
Edquist 1997: 44). The neoclassical production function can thus be formally
stated as output (Y ) is a function ( f ) of the rate of capital investment (K ) and
labor growth (L) so that: Y � f (K, L).

Also important to this discussion of the Third Way is the role of human capital
in economic growth. In their Income from Independent Professional Practice
(1945), economists Friedman and Kuznets considered the role of human capital
in neoclassical theory. They defined occupational choice and practice in terms of
a free-market system: human capital investments, such as the decision to acquire
an education, are a decision for the individual beneficiary because the (pecu-
niary) benefits accrue to the individual.

Milton Friedman (1955), in his influential essay “The Role of Government in
Education,” expanded upon his earlier paper with Kuznets to argue that govern-
ment should not fund education and training because the benefits primarily
accrue to the individual and therefore the decision to invest in education should
be left to him or her (Marginson 1993: 36; DeMartino 1998: 30). In other words,
investment in human capital should be regarded just as investment in any other
factor of production. A rational, utility-maximizing individual, the argument
goes, will invest in her education and training until the marginal utility – in the
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form of additional future earning capacity for example – is equal to the marginal
cost – which is the income forgone due to study for example. Friedman explains
in a definitive statement of the neoclassical position that because the benefits
accrue to the individual there is no reason the individual rather than the govern-
ment should not pay the full cost of the investment in human capital:

Vocational and professional schooling . . . is a form of investment precisely
analogous to investment in machinery, buildings, or other forms of non-
human capital. Its function is to raise the economic productivity of the human
being. If it does so, the individual is rewarded in a free enterprise society by
receiving a higher return for his services than he would otherwise be able to
command. This difference in economic return is the economic incentive to
invest in human capital whether in the form of a machine or a human being.
In both cases, extra returns must be balanced against the costs of acquiring
them. For vocational schooling, the major costs are the income forgone
during the period of training, interest lost by postponing the beginning of the
earning period, and special expenses of acquiring the training such as tuition
fees and expenditure on books and equipment . . . in both cases, an individual
presumably regards the investment as desirable if the extra returns . . . exceed
the extra costs. . . . If the individual undertakes the investment and if the state
neither subsidizes the investment nor taxes the return, the individual . . . bears
all the extra costs and receives all the extra returns: there are no obvious
unborne costs or unappropriable returns that tend to make private incentives
diverge systematically from those that are socially appropriate.

(1962: 100–1)

Becker (1975: 45) similarly argues that, as with any other form of investment, the
rate of return is “the most important single determinant of the amount invested in
human capital.”

The Solow neoclassical growth model

As a matter of historical interest, EGT emerged from the failure of Solow’s neo-
classical growth model to adequately explain the role of innovation in economic
growth. Solow’s (1956) growth model focuses attention on the process of capital
formation. Aggregate savings, he argues, finance additions to the national capital
stock. An economy with an initially low capital–labor ratio will have a high
marginal product of capital. Then, if a constant fraction of the income generated
by a new piece of equipment is saved, the gross investment in new capital
goods may exceed the amount needed to offset depreciation and to equip new
members of the workforce, thus the capital–labor ratio will rise – known as
“capital deepening” – and national output and income will increase. Solow’s
theory is clearly neoclassical because it utilizes an aggregate production function
as well as the assumptions of instant market-clearing and general equilibrium
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(Jones, C. 1998: 69–70). Swan (1956) contemporaneously developed a similar
analysis that was less mathematically explicit (McCallum 1996: 12).

In a famous empirical study, Solow (1957) examined the period 1909 to
1949 in the United States. Solow’s conclusion was that over 80 percent of the
growth in output per labor hour was due to productivity increases from innova-
tion and not to the growth in the quantity of inputs per se. Specifically, Solow
found that of the average annual growth of 2.9 percent per annum over
that period, 0.32 percentage points was attributable to capital accumulation,
1.09 percentage points due to increases in the input of labor, and the remaining
1.49 percentage points to innovation. This last portion of the growth rate, that por-
tion that cannot be attributed to capital or labor, is known as the “Solow residual”
(Coombs et al. 1987: 143).

The paradox of Solow’s 1957 paper is that he found innovation to be more
important for economic growth than capital accumulation (Cesaratto 1999). The
reason is that, without innovation, the assumption of diminishing returns to
capital means that per capita growth must eventually cease (Barro 1997: 3).
Solow’s (1960) tenuous solution to the paradox was to argue that investment is the
vehicle for innovation since “many if not most innovations need to be embodied
in new kinds of durable equipment before they can be made effective” (Solow
1960: 91). Thus Solow sought to protect the integrity of the neoclassical model
by substantially redeploying the neoclassical argument that innovation matters to
the extent that it increases the productivity of capital. As Phelps (1962: 549)
remarks, in Solow’s argument “investment has been married to technology.”
Arrow’s (1962) contribution, which Cesaratto (1999: 780) claims may represent
the inspiration for EGT, takes Solow’s defense a step further in his “learning-by-
doing” model with the argument that capital investment is not only the vehicle for
innovation but represents its source by linking investment to the increasing
returns from learning processes.

Solow’s (1957) revision to neoclassical growth theory can be formally stated as
output (Y ) is a function ( f ) of capital (K ), labor (L), and innovation (A) so that
Y � Af(K, L), where A is a given constant. Solow’s contribution can be therefore
understood as the addition of innovation to the basic neoclassical growth model.
Innovation here refers to advances in knowledge and technology and points to the
important roles of research, education, and training as sources of growth (Solow
1970).

Like Solow, Denison (1985) found that for the period 1929–82 in the United
States, output per labor hour grew at the rate of 1.58 percent per annum, of which
1.02 percentage points were due to technical innovation. Denison’s finding thus
supports Solow’s estimate that most of the output in growth per labor hour is due
to innovation. As noted, without innovation, per capita economic growth will
eventually cease as diminishing returns to capital set in. Technological progress
can offset the tendency for the marginal product to fall, and in the long run
countries exhibit per capita growth at the rate of innovation.

However, the problem remained that Solow’s model treats technological
innovation as exogenous to the production process. Innovation simply occurs
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and, due to its exogenous treatment, has been famously described as Solow’s
“black box” (Rosenberg 1982) and “manna from heaven” (Jones, C. 1998: 33).
Later economists, such as the endogenous growth theorists, would attempt to
unpack, that is, explain, the black box of innovation.

Endogenous growth theory

In response to the failure of neoclassical growth theory to adequately explain the
role of innovation within growth, Romer (1990), Aghion and Howitt (1992),
Lucas (1988), King and Rebelo (1990), and Grossman and Helpman (1991) have
sought to extend neoclassical models so that they incorporate endogenous
innovation, hence the name “endogenous growth theory” (Dowrick 1995: 3;
McCallum 1996: 14).

They begin by expanding the concept of capital in neoclassical theory from
physical capital to include human capital (Barro 1997: 2). According to the
theory’s pioneer, Paul Romer, EGT

distinguishes itself from neoclassical growth by emphasizing that economic
growth is an endogenous outcome of an economic system, not the result of
forces that impinge from outside. For this reason, the theoretical work does
not invoke exogenous technological change to explain why income per capita
has increased by an order of magnitude since the industrial revolution. . . . It
tries instead to uncover the private and public sector choices that cause the
rate of growth of the residual to vary across countries.

(1994a: 3)

Romer (1986, 1989, 1994a) argues that innovations are based on ideas and an
inherent characteristic of ideas is that they are nonrivalrous. That is, once an idea
has been produced, anyone with knowledge of the idea can utilize it. Nonrivalrous
goods need to be produced only once because, by definition, more than one
consumer can utilize the goods, even simultaneously. Thus, nonrivalrous goods
such as ideas involve a fixed cost of production and zero marginal cost. For exam-
ple, it can cost a great deal to produce the first unit of a software program but,
equipped with that knowledge, subsequent units cost very little to reproduce.

Romer’s analysis led to a simple but powerful insight: because ideas (and
therefore innovations) are nonrivalrous, their producers cannot capture the full
benefits or value unless they can capture monopoly rents for their ideas through
devices such as patents.

No firm would invest the often vast resources required to develop ideas in a
perfectly competitive market because it would not be able to capture the returns
required to justify the investment. Therefore, the fact that producers of ideas
price their ideas above the marginal cost of production means that they receive
increasing rather than constant or diminishing returns to scale. The presence
of increasing returns to scale, according to neoclassical canons, indicates
imperfect competition. To continue with the software program example: whilst
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the very first unit of the program is very expensive to produce each additional
copy costs very little but is sold at a very high markup. Romer’s finding develops
Knight’s (1944) influential study of the improvements in society’s stock of
productive knowledge in overcoming the law of diminishing returns in a growing
economy.

Furthermore, according to Romer, because ideas can be a classic positive
externality, since once they are released their producers may not be able to pre-
vent others from utilizing them, the market will tend to supply a less than socially
optimum level of these ideas, as markets tend to do with positive externalities.
As the long run rate of economic growth depends entirely on the rate at which
innovation and knowledge grow, which the market is thought to under-supply, the
public sector has a vital role to play in supplementing the private provision of
research and education through policy instruments such as public investment, tax
subsidies, and intellectual property rights (Romer 1986, 1994a,b).

Lucas (1988) develops Denison (1962), Schultz (1962), Arrow (1962), Uzawa
(1965), and Becker’s (1975) models of human capital investment and growth and
comes to the same conclusion as Romer, that growth is driven by the rate of
investment in human capital (Sinha 2000: 56). In Lucas’ model, investment in
human capital is more important for economic growth than investment in physi-
cal capital. Lucas shows that human capital produces positive externalities to
society which the individual is unable to completely appropriate, so that there will
be a tendency for individuals to invest less in formal skill enhancement than is
socially desirable. He therefore concludes that government policy that results in a
permanent increase in the time individuals spend developing their human capital
generates a permanent increase in the growth of output per worker and therefore
raises economic growth.

As a neoclassical model should, Lucas’ establishes a connection between
saving and growth “since the higher the discount rate, the lower we would expect
saving and investment rates to be in all forms of capital” (Hall, P. 1994: 332). This
is why Lucas (1988: 19–20) describes his model as “identical” to Solow’s because
saving and growth are connected in the rate of human capital investment, and
therefore the rate of change of labor efficiency is dependent on the saving and
investment decisions of the community. Lucas is substantially redeploying the
standard neoclassical argument: that the higher the rate of investment in human
capital, the higher will be the efficiency or productivity of labor, and this will
increase the efficiency of capital (Fine 2000: 249), thus increasing the growth rate.

Mankiw et al. (1992) evaluated the empirical implications of the Solow model
and found that it performed well but could be improved by extending the model
to include human capital, that is, by recognizing that labor in different economies
may possess different levels of education and skills. Their extension of the Solow
model found that economic growth is driven by investment in human capital,
innovation, investment in physical capital, and low population growth rates. In
fact, they suggest factor-shares of one-third each for physical capital, human
capital, and raw labor. Furthermore, in the steady state, per capita output grows
at the rate of innovation just as in the original (1957) Solow model. Thus they
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conclude that “the Solow model is consistent with the international evidence if
one acknowledges the importance of human as well as physical capital” (Mankiw
et al. 1992: 433; Grossman and Helpman 1994: 27).

Barro and Sala-I-Martin (1995) collated extensive testing of the impact of
investment in human capital on growth and found that educational expenditures
by governments have a strong positive impact – an annual rate of return on public
education in the order of 20 percent.

EGT can be understood in its formal statement as output (Y ) is a
function ( f ) of capital (K), labor (L), innovation (A), and human capital (H) so
that Y � Af(K, H, L). The principal contribution therefore is the addition of
human capital as a separate form of capital to the Solow (1957) growth model.
The decisive difference between standard neoclassical growth theory and EGT,
however, is that the latter allows for the possibility of increasing returns, whereby
if all inputs are doubled, it is possible for output to more than double. This result
obtains because, as Romer (1990) explains, knowledge is not completely exclud-
able, so that a doubling in the amount of knowledge can result in a more than dou-
bling of its productive utilization by firms. Lucas (1988), meanwhile, attributes
the increasing returns to human capital rather than to knowledge per se.

Unlike standard neoclassical theory but as with evolutionary theorists, EGT
theorists argue for public intervention and investment in the provision of basic
R&D, education and training, intellectual property rights, and knowledge infra-
structure – inputs which the private sector will tend to under-produce (Dowrick
1995). EGT also recommends low rates of taxation on capital as the neoclassical
prescription is that taxation should not be levied on capital, the accumulable
factor of production, since this will reduce the incentive to save, and hence the
level of investment and growth (Fine 2000: 259).

It is imperative to note that whilst EGT reaches similar normative conclusions
as evolutionary theory, it does so for very different reasons. Where evolutionary
theory recommends government provision of certain public goods due to its
unique strategic role in stimulating innovation, EGT does so solely for correcting
market failure – the textbook neoclassical rationale for government intervention.

EGT’s normative prescriptions have had an influence on the Third Way pro-
gram. As noted earlier, in the autumn of 1994, the then British Shadow
Chancellor, Gordon Brown, was lampooned by the media for referring to “post-
neoclassical endogenous growth theory” in a speech on economic policy (Crafts
1996: 30).

Fine (2000: 257) is critical of EGT as a reconstruction of Schumpeter within
“mainstream neoclassical economics” and, as evidence, points to the fact that
Solow (1991) entitles a section “Formalizing Schumpeter.” The evolutionary
economist Richard Nelson (1998: 499) also criticizes EGT for attempting to
incorporate Schumpeter’s innovation model, which is one of disequilibrium,
into neoclassical general equilibrium theory. Sinha (2000) notes EGT’s failure to
deliver on its promise to properly endogenize innovation and human capital
within neoclassical growth theory and Kurz and Salvadori (1998) dismiss it as
“old wine in a new goatskin.” However, perhaps the strongest criticism belongs to
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Setterfield (2003), who argues that since endogenous growth theorists can connect
capital, labor, innovation, and human capital to the rate of growth, the central
problem is that there is very little that it cannot connect to growth, which makes
it difficult to establish exactly what the determinants of growth are (2003: 24).

Conclusion

Both evolutionary and endogenous growth theories believe the prime determi-
nants of economic growth are innovation and human capital, whilst for standard
neoclassical theory it is saving. This analytical disagreement leads to an important
divergence over the normative role of government in fostering economic growth.

The evolutionary and endogenous growth theorists advocate active government
investment in the NSI: innovation, human capital, and infrastructure. Standard
neoclassical theory, on the other hand, advocates fiscal discipline in order to
increase savings for capital accumulation, along with low levels of taxation and
minimal government intervention. Government spending of any kind is thought
to displace private spending through the “crowding-out” effect (see Chapter 3 for
a discussion of the crowding-out effect). Investment decisions in innovation and
human capital are thought to be best left to individuals and firms to determine and
fund. Despite the intellectual debt the Third Way program owes to the normative
conclusions of both evolutionary and endogenous growth theories, we shall see
that in practice it is to the standard neoclassical theory of growth that it most
closely adheres.

It is also important to note that both of these approaches to economic growth –
the evolutionary and the neoclassical – are principally concerned with the supply
side of the economy, that is, with the productive capacity of the economy. This
means that both the program and practice of the Third Way lack a demand side,
an important issue to which we shall return.
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We can now turn to consider the other component of the Third Way program, its
program of public finance. In his classic text on the theory of public finance,
Musgrave (1959) distinguishes three distinct purposes of public finance: alloca-
tion, distribution, and stabilization. Allocation policy is concerned with securing
necessary adjustments in the market’s allocation of resources between public and
private wants. Distribution policy addresses the distribution of resources within
the economy. Stabilization policy is concerned with achieving and maintaining
full employment, price stability, and economic growth. It is in the context of this
last purpose that this chapter reviews the issue of public finance.

There have long been two main intellectual traditions in macroeconomics and
they may be broadly defined as either neoclassical or “imperfectionist.” The
former believes that markets operate most efficiently without interference, whilst
the latter believes that government intervention can significantly improve the
operation of the markets. However, within these two broad traditions, there are
many different theoretical variations, each with its own rationales, mechanisms,
and policy prescriptions.

Within the neoclassical tradition alone, for example, “standard” neoclassical
theory argues that public sector budget deficits are in all cases detrimental to the
growth of the economy because public spending displaces (more productive)
private spending, whilst other neoclassical variants argue that public spending
can in fact be beneficial for growth as it can increase the productivity of pri-
vate spending. We will first consider the standard neoclassical proposition that
public spending will crowd out private spending and/or create a twin-deficits
problem.

Standard neoclassical theory

Neoclassical theory assumes all consumers and firms are rational utility- and
profit-maximizing agents respectively who enjoy costless access to perfect infor-
mation and operate in competitive markets which are characterized by market
clearing and equilibrium outcomes (for an overview see O’Hara 1999: 788–9).
Consumers decide between the marginal utility and marginal cost of purchasing
a good and, similarly, firms decide between the marginal revenue and marginal
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cost of producing a good. Consumers cease purchasing when marginal utility
equals marginal cost and firms cease additional production when marginal
revenue equals marginal cost. All markets are assumed to be sufficiently compet-
itive so that all consumers and firms are price-takers, that is, they are individually
unable to influence prices. Static efficiency and the optimal allocation of
resources are the central concerns, and they are achieved when all markets clear.
When this occurs, full employment is also achieved and general equilibrium
prevails.

In the standard neoclassical economic system, therefore, there is no danger of
recession, other than for brief periods, because of the (microeconomic) laws of
supply and demand (Lerner 1977). An excess supply of anything over the demand
for it causes the price to fall until the market clears and equilibrium is restored.
Unemployment, for example, is an excess supply of labor. It causes the price of
labor to fall relative to other prices. At the lower real wage level, the labor market
clears and a full employment equilibrium is restored.

As standard neoclassical theory views the economy as always being or tending
to be fully employed (Newman 1968: 174), all resources are utilized; therefore
goods and services purchased by the government cannot also be purchased by the
private sector (Argyrous 1999: 30). Hence, any government expenditure must
displace a proportion of private expenditure – so-called real crowding-out. If
government expenditure crowds out an equivalent amount of private expenditure,
so that the impact on total spending is zero, then it is said to result in “complete
crowding-out.” Alternatively, crowding-out is considered “partial” if the
increased government expenditure reduces private expenditure by a smaller
amount. “Overcrowding-out” occurs if the increase in government expenditure
displaces a larger amount of private expenditure. (For a qualitative discussion of
the process of crowding-out see Arestis 1985: 100.)

There are two distinct mechanisms through which crowding-out occurs. In a
closed full employment economy, funds borrowed by the government to purchase
goods and services in excess of tax revenue (deficit-finance) cannot also be bor-
rowed by the private sector. The consequent competition for funds raises real
interest rates so that government borrowing displaces or crowds out private
borrowing for investment – so-called financial crowding-out.

In contrast, in an open economy with internationally mobile capital, net exports
rather than domestic investment are crowded out. The reason is that higher real
interest rates due to public sector budget deficits attract an inflow of foreign funds
which, with flexible exchange rates, cause the currency to appreciate and thereby
reduce the affordability (and therefore volume) of exports. This can result in a
current account deficit. This argument – that public sector budget deficits also
cause trade deficits – is the neoclassical theory of the twin deficits.

Twin-deficits theory relies on an assumption that an increase in government
saving will increase national savings, which will, in turn, close the gap between
national savings and national investment, thereby lowering the current account
deficit as less funds are needed from foreign lenders. This follows the accounting
identity whereby the current account (CA) equals investment (I) less private
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saving (Sp) and government saving (Sg):

CA � I � (Sp � Sg).

(For an extensive discussion of twin-deficits theory see Bernheim 1989; Yellen
1989; Eisner 1991a.)

In a large open economy, like the United States, both mechanisms are likely
to operate (Yellen 1989: 18). But regardless of the mechanism through which
crowding-out occurs, the implications, according to standard neoclassical theory,
are qualitatively identical. In the closed economy scenario, public sector budget
deficits reduce domestic investment and move the economy to a growth path with
lower per capita output and capital per worker. In the open economy scenario, cur-
rent account deficits induce growing foreign debt, resulting in a burden of future
interest payments which will lower the disposable income of domestic consumers.
It is important to bear in mind the critical assumption upon which this argument
rests: that markets clear or tend to clear so that resources – including labor – are
fully employed. We shall see that without this assumption, this argument 
cannot hold. Importantly, it will also be shown that the neoclassical theories of
crowding-out and the twin deficits exerted a decisive influence on the Third Way’s
practice of macroeconomic policy. The term “standard” is used throughout this
study to distinguish this neoclassical theory from more elaborated versions.

It is of historical interest that the classical economist Adam Smith pioneered
the theory of crowding-out as early as 1776 by condemning the transfer of
resources from the private sector to the government, whether through taxation or
borrowing (Arestis 1985: 102). Adam Smith (1776: 925) argued that “saving is
spending” because one person’s saving becomes another’s investment. Therefore
borrowing funds from the public to finance government expenditure, he asserts,
involves the “destruction of some capital which had before existed in the coun-
try; by the perversion of some portion of the annual produce which had before
been destined for the maintenance of productive labour, towards that of unpro-
ductive labour.” Not only does government expenditure therefore cause real
crowding-out of private expenditure but, if it is financed by borrowing, it also
causes financial crowding-out of private borrowing (for investment), by raising
the interest rates that are required to restore equilibrium between saving and
investment (Newman 1968: 15).

For Adam Smith, as with standard neoclassical theory, a nation becomes more
wealthy if its citizens and its government all refrain from excessive consumption
today and save for the future (Romer 1994b). A high rate of saving will lead to
the accumulation of more productive assets. His central concerns are saving and
capital accumulation. Excessive spending on current consumption, especially by
the government, is the most serious threat to sustained economic growth.

To summarize: the effect of government expenditure in neoclassical theory is to
displace either private investment and/or consumption (Musgrave 1959: 556–80).
The actual result depends on the type of expenditures the government makes. If
the government spends for investment then a portion of private investment will be
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crowded out. If the government spends for consumption, then a portion of private
consumption will be crowded out. If the government borrows, a portion of private
borrowing will be crowded out. Finally, if the government debt is financed
through foreign borrowing and/or it causes private investment to be financed through
foreign borrowing, the currency will appreciate, the volume of exports may
decline, and service payments for the debt will leave the country, thus deficits
may arise in the current account. Therefore, the budget deficit can result in a cur-
rent account deficit – the twin deficits.

Normatively, neoclassical theory’s concern with government expenditure is
two-fold (Rowley 1986). First, increased government expenditure increases the
size and scope of the state at the expense of individual liberty. Second, the public
sector cannot allocate resources as efficiently as the private sector. Therefore,
government expenditure should be kept to a minimum so as to interfere as little as
possible with the efficient allocation of resources, and (low) taxation is preferable
to government borrowing for the reasons discussed above (Newman 1968: 174).

While standard neoclassical theory concludes that public spending crowds out
private spending; theorists have provided a number of (not mutually exclusive)
explanations of the mechanism through which crowding-out occurs. Of these,
monetarism is an important one.

Monetarism began with Milton Friedman’s (1956) restatement of the quantity
theory of money, and Karl Brunner (1968) – who named the school – added
several important hypotheses (Mayer 1990: xi).

The basic tenet of monetarist theory is the quantity theory of money, which
states that money is neutral and therefore the price level is proportional to the
quantity of money in both the short and the long run. This relation is expressed in
the well-known equation of exchange MV � PQ: the money stock (M ) multiplied
by its velocity (V ) equals prices (P) multiplied by output (Q).

Monetarism’s principal analytical arguments are (1) that the quantity of money
is the prime determinant of the level of prices and nominal economic activity;
(2) that excessive growth in the money stock is responsible for inflation; and
(3) that unstable monetary growth is responsible for economic fluctuations.

Modern monetarists such as Milton Friedman (1968, 1983) and Mayer (1990),
however, disagree with the quantity theory’s claim that money is neutral in the
short run. They distinguish between the short- and long-run effects of changes in
money supply. In the short run, they argue, an increase in the money stock can
in fact increase the level of aggregate demand and output provided the changes
are unanticipated so that inflationary expectations have not fully adapted. Only in
the long run do changes in the money stock affect the price level and are therefore
neutral with respect to real output and employment.

A central monetarist proposition is that growth in the money stock in excess of
the growth in real output results in inflation (Friedman, M. 1956). Milton
Friedman (1974: 24) famously expressed this argument as “inflation is always and
everywhere a monetary phenomenon.” Monetarism’s central concern with growth
in the money stock and inflation is said to be its distinguishing feature (Laidler
1982: 3–4).
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A. W. Phillips (1958) attempted to show through his Phillips curve that there
exists an inverse relationship – and therefore always a trade-off – between unem-
ployment and wage inflation. Phelps (1967) and M. Friedman (1968) disagreed,
arguing instead that the existence of simultaneous unemployment and inflation
(stagflation) negated the Phillips curve relationship in the long run. In the long
run, the economy will move to some level of unemployment – which they named
the “natural rate of unemployment” – below which inflation accelerates but above
which there is no trade-off between unemployment and inflation. Moreover,
according to Friedman and Phelps, the Phillips curve ignores the effects of
expected inflation on wage setting by employees and employers. They incorpo-
rated inflation expectations into the Phillips curve to produce what is known as
the “expectations-augmented wage-Phillips curve,” which simply states that
money wages rise more the higher the expected rate of inflation.

The important implication of Phelps and Friedman’s analysis for macro-
economic policy is that using activist fiscal policy to increase aggregate demand
cannot reduce unemployment below the natural rate without incurring the cost of
accelerating inflation, which may produce a vicious cycle by increasing expected
inflation, which in turn increases actual inflation.

Normatively, monetarism prefers policies that minimize variability and uncer-
tainty for the private sector. For this reason, it prefers monetary policy to fiscal
policy as the superior instrument of macroeconomic management (Laidler 1982:
3–4; Mayer 1990: 17–18). Monetarism recommends, in particular, a monetary
policy of low and constant growth in the money stock pari passu with output
according to a constant money growth rule rather than at the discretion of the
government (Friedman, M. 1983). In this way, inflation is minimized because
growth in the money stock does not exceed growth in real output.

Low inflation is seen as essential to providing certainty to consumers and
firms’ economic planning, thereby avoiding large economic fluctuations. “Our
economic system,” says Milton Friedman (1968), “will work best when produc-
ers and consumers, employers and employees, can proceed with full confidence
that the average level of prices will behave in a known way in the future.”

Monetarism is opposed to activist fiscal policy, especially when financed by
creating money, because it is thought to be inflationary (Stein 1976: 2; Mayer
1990: 39–40). Another reason monetary policy is preferred is because, unlike fis-
cal policy, it is considered to be relatively free from political pressure, especially
when set to a rule (Galbraith 1975: 280). The decisions of the central banks
are not subject, like fiscal policy, to the political pressures of the legislature and
the executive, where fiscal policy is set, and are therefore considered purer and
more immediate in their effect on the economy.

Monetarism views the private sector as inherently stable and more efficient
than government because firms are subject to competitive pressures, and there-
fore it opposes political interference in the marketplace, such as through the
imposition of price and wage controls for example (Laidler 1982: 28–9). Another
reason monetarism opposes inflation is because it raises the share of the govern-
ment sector in the economy, with the resulting temptation to increase government
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expenditures further, resulting in a government spending–inflation spiral. Milton
Friedman (1975), for example, is an opponent of big government and favors tax
cuts during recessions and public spending cuts during booms, with the net effect
of reducing the government’s share of the economy.

Milton Friedman (1972) argues that increases in government expenditure
displace private expenditure (real crowding-out) and, if deficit-financed, displace
private investment by raising interest rates to such a degree as to discourage private
investment. The actual extent of the increased government expenditure depends on
how the expenditure is financed:

If . . . they are financed by creating money, they unquestionably do produce
inflationary pressure. . . . If they are financed by borrowing from the public,
at whatever interest rates are necessary, they may still exert some minor infla-
tionary pressure. . . . However, their major effect will be to make interest rates
higher than they would otherwise be.

(1974: 140)

The theory known as the “new classical macroeconomics” attempts to build
macroeconomic theory based on explicit neoclassical microeconomic founda-
tions. It also argues that public spending can crowd out private spending and
investment. It accepts the standard microeconomic principles of neoclassical
theory but makes important additions of its own by replacing the neoclassical
assumption of perfect information with Muth’s (1961) rational expectations
hypothesis and adding its new classical equilibrium (Lucas 1973).

In Muth’s rational expectations hypothesis people are thought to be rational
utility-maximizing agents who use all available information and their knowledge
of the way the economy works to efficiently determine their expectations and
modify their behavior rapidly in anticipation of change. Note Muth’s important
departure from standard neoclassical theory: people use all available information
but do not have perfect and complete information. Economic agents therefore do
not know the future with certainty and must base their plans and decisions,
including price setting, on their forecasts or expectations of the future. Since
these expectations are rational, people may make random errors (which are unre-
lated to previous errors) but they do not make systematic mistakes. For example,
if people have information that the money supply will increase and know that this
will result in higher prices, then they will alter their behavior accordingly to offset
the higher prices. Thus changes in money matter only while they are unexpected,
and an increase in money cannot be unexpected for ever.

The second component of the theory, the new classical equilibrium, insists that
prices are fully flexible and therefore markets clear immediately. It attempts to
explain that economic disturbances and consequent transitory departures from the
equilibrium are due to information problems. Lucas presents a neoclassical model
with one modification: perfect information is replaced with rational expectations
so that some people do not know the aggregate price level but do know the
nominal wage or price at which they can buy and sell. If all nominal prices and
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wages rise in proportion, the real wage remains unchanged, but if workers do not
realize that prices have also risen, they will think that the real wage has risen and
will supply more labor, so output will rise, until they realize their error.

Similarly, firms know the price of their good in their market but may not know
the aggregate price level due to imperfect information. Thus, they form the best
expectation they can of the relative price of their good. Firms know there are two
types of shocks in the economy: relative shocks which are specific to individual
markets and aggregate shocks which raise demand in every market. In the case of
an aggregate shock, such as an unexpected increase in the money stock, the
aggregate price level will rise. Consider the firm which has an expectation of
the aggregate price level and finds that the relative price of its good in the market
is high. The firm must then decide whether this is because demand in all markets
has increased, raising the aggregate price level, or in just its own market, raising
the relative price level. If it is the former, the firm will not want to raise output,
but if it is the latter, it will want to increase output. Lucas’ key finding is that the
firm’s rational expectation is to attribute the increased relative price to both
sources equally, which means that the firm will increase output in response to an
increase in the money stock but only if it is unexpected. Thus, Lucas succeeded
in relating higher aggregate prices to higher output as an explanation for
transitory deviations from the equilibrium.

The implications of the new classical macroeconomics for policy are remark-
able. Any systematic government attempts to stabilize the economy by means of
fiscal or monetary policy are bound to be totally ineffective because their effect
will be fully discounted by rational expectations. Nor can the government
successfully pursue any ad hoc measures to offset shocks because the private
sector is already anticipating any shocks. Government policy could only assist if
its information were better than the private sector’s, which is impossible by the
definition of the hypothesis as all agents have access to the same information
(Modigliani 1977). Under these conditions, government intervention would most
likely result in further destabilization.

Based on the hypothesis of rational expectations and the predicted absence of
any trade-off between inflation and unemployment in the short and long run,
new classical theory concludes with its policy ineffectiveness proposition: that
unemployment is insensitive to demand management policies (Stein 1984: 58).
Therefore, government should abstain from an active fiscal stabilization policy as
its effects would be anticipated and therefore rendered ineffective (Modigliani
quoted in Klamer 1984: 123–5). Its effects could only be effective if they were
implemented by surprise, which, according to Lucas and Sargeant (1981: 633),
“may very well be dangerous” for the economy.

New classical theory recommends fiscal and monetary policy rules which
maximize certainty and stability (Lucas 1986). Like monetarism, new classical
theory agues for a constant growth rate in the money supply that adheres to a
monetary rule and for constant (or smooth) tax rates (Sargeant and Wallace 1976;
Lucas and Sargeant 1981: 254, 633). Monetary policy should be considered only
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as a means of selecting a politically acceptable rate of inflation, and fiscal policy
dismissed as an instrument of active stabilization.

The Ricardian equivalence theorem is an extreme extension of the rational
expectations hypothesis which also argues that public spending can crowd out
private spending and investment. It was originally noted but rejected by the
nineteenth-century political economist David Ricardo, for whom it is named, and
later refurbished by Barro (1974).

The theorem states that the method of financing government expenditure is
irrelevant because taxation and public debt are exactly equivalent in their effect
on the economy provided that current and future taxes have no allocative effects;
all agents understand that the substitution of current debt issue for current
taxation represents the substitution of future taxes for present taxes; and those
same agents evaluate future taxes as having exactly the same present value as the
current taxes they replace.

The reason that taxation and deficits are equivalent in their effect on the
economy is that rational and far-sighted households realize that taxes now are
equivalent to taxes later, and since taxes postponed do eventually have to be paid,
these households save now to pay for future tax increases, leaving their perma-
nent income unaffected (Barro 1991). Therefore, shifts between taxes and budget
deficits do not matter for the rate of consumption, the real interest rate, the
quantity of investment, or the current account balance.

The central implication of this argument is that government budget deficits do
not affect total spending (Barro 1974). This is because when governments run
budget deficits, consumers save more to pay for the future tax increases required
to repay the deficits; thus consumption declines and total spending remains
unchanged. Therefore, government expenditure crowds out an equivalent amount
of private expenditure (complete crowding-out).

The ultrarationality hypothesis is the final variant of neoclassical theory, which
argues that government spending crowds out private spending. It too is an
extreme extension of the rational expectations hypothesis and a close relative of
the Ricardian equivalence theorem.

The hypothesis states that government expenditure is a close substitute for
private expenditure (David and Scadding 1974). This hypothesis rests on the
assumption that the combined savings ratio of the private and public sectors is
more stable than that of either alone. Therefore, it follows that an increase in gov-
ernment expenditure would reduce private expenditure by an equivalent amount
(complete crowding-out).

The private sector behaves as if government were an extension of it, so that
government expenditures are considered as substitutes for private expenditures.
Thus crowding-out may take the form of direct substitution independently of any
adjustment in the interest rate, inflation, or the exchange rate. Increases in gov-
ernment expenditure not financed by creating money will leave total expenditure
unchanged since, like the Ricardian equivalence theorem, the private sector
perceives debt-finance as simply deferred tax liabilities.
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“Imperfectionist” neoclassical models

The previous section discussed the standard neoclassical propositions of
crowding-out and the twin deficits, and the analytical apparatus that has been
developed to support them. However, many self-described neoclassical economists
would strongly disagree with these propositions. There is a range of views, which
we may call “imperfectionist” models of neoclassical theory, which concludes
that a market economy does not tend to full employment, which therefore creates
scope for active government macroeconomic policy (Eatwell and Milgate 1983).
This conclusion is the unifying factor for what I shall term “imperfectionist” neo-
classical economics, and I will discuss the various mechanisms by which the con-
clusion has been reached. The purpose of this section is to show that, even within
the neoclassical tradition, there exist a number of theories of public finance that
explain, justify, and even prescribe government spending and intervention. Thus,
within the neoclassical tradition, there is a wide range of government policy pre-
scriptions available to policy-makers beyond standard fiscal discipline or ‘sound’
public finance.

The economist David Aschauer shares the neoclassical belief in market
clearing, but the importance of his contribution has been to show that crowding-
out is not a necessary conclusion of neoclassical theory, contrary to the arguments
hitherto reviewed.

In a series of highly influential papers, Aschauer (1988, 1989, 1990) focused
attention on public infrastructure by arguing that government capital spending
complements private sector productivity and can increase private output even at
full employment. He even attributes the United States’ declining total factor
productivity during the 1980s to the reduction in investment in the nonmilitary
public capital stock.

In particular, argues Aschauer, expansions in public investment spending have
a larger stimulative impact on private output than equal increases in public
consumption expenditure. That is, even at full employment, government expendi-
ture can still raise aggregate output through its productivity-enhancing effects.
Specifically, public investment is argued to induce an increase in the profitability
or rate of return to private capital, thereby stimulating private investment expen-
diture. In other words, public capital expenditure actually crowds in private
investment. Aschauer (1990: 19) calculates that, in the long run, for every 
dollar increase in public investment, private investment rises (is crowded in)
by approximately 45 cents. Munnel’s (1990) reestimates of Aschauer’s (1989)
original calculations find an even larger marginal productivity of public capital of
approximately 60 percent; that is, a $1.00 increase in the public capital stock
would raise aggregate output by 60 cents (Munnell 1992: 191).

The extent of Aschauer’s conclusions has been challenged by Ford and Poret
(1991: 74), who nevertheless conclude that “high infrastructure investments in
the post war period have had high productivity growth.” Holtz-Eakin (1994: 20)
finds that the aggregate data do not reveal a sufficiently large relationship
between public sector capital and private production to support Aschauer’s claim
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that government capital spillovers are the source of variations in private produc-
tivity. Gramlich (1994: 1193–4) finds the evidence for Aschauer’s arguments
“decidedly mixed”; he is skeptical of Aschauer’s high estimates of public infra-
structure’s productivity yet argues that it would be more efficient to pay for such
investments from user fees rather than general government revenue. K. Smith
(1997: 91) finds these studies inconclusive as “they concentrate on relatively
simple correlations, they ignore lag structures, and they do not discuss factors . . .
shaping infrastructures [such as] the scientific and technological dimension.”
Another criticism commonly leveled at Auschauer is that the direction of causa-
tion may, in fact, run the other way round: higher levels of output lead to greater
public capital investment (Eisner 1991b; Munnell 1992: 194; Gramlich 1994:
1188; Holtz-Eakin 1994: 12).

Within the neoclassical tradition, there is a group of economists which
disagrees with the concept of market clearing, believing instead that markets –
especially the labor market – do not necessarily clear and that therefore there is a
role for active government intervention. These economists attempted to unite
Keynesian macroeconomics with neoclassical microeconomic principles in the
form of the “neoclassical synthesis,” coined by Samuelson in the mid-1950s
(Eatwell et al. 1991: 504). Modigliani explains that:

One of the basic themes that has dominated my scientific concern [has been
to integrate] the main building blocks of the General Theory with the more
established [neoclassical] methodology of economics, which rests on the
basic postulate of rational maximizing behavior on the part of economic
agents . . .

(1980: xi)

The Neoclassical–Keynesian Synthesis is based on the IS-LM model first intro-
duced by Hicks (1937). The model claims to represent the essence of Keynes’
General Theory (1936) in the form of a system of simultaneous equations that
relate saving, investment, income, and the rate of interest in the goods and money
markets. It was later extended by Modigliani (1944), Patinkin (1948), and Hansen
(1949, 1953) to relate the goods and money markets to the labor market.

One of the startling results of the IS-LM model is that it failed to obtain the
Keynesian case of an “unemployment equilibrium” (Blaug 1980: 678; Snowdon
et al. 1994: 109). The reason for this failure is known as the Pigou effect after one
of the last great classical economists who spoke for the classical school in the
1940s. It argues that, if money wages and prices were flexible, the Keynesian
model would not come to rest at less than a full employment equilibrium as falling
prices increase real wealth, which in turn increases consumption expenditure. In
theory, the economy cannot settle at an unemployment equilibrium but will auto-
matically adjust until full employment is achieved (Pigou 1928, 1943, 1947).

Thus, in order to secure an unemployment equilibrium within the IS-LM
framework, neo-Keynesians added rigid money wages and other imperfections to
this system. Modigliani (1944) showed that Keynesian results could be derived
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from an otherwise equilibrium model if the money-wage rate were fixed. Since it
was widely believed that wages were “sticky” or less than fully flexible in the
short run, Keynesian theory could apply – hence the neo-Keynesian Synthesis,
the conclusions of which are neoclassical in the long run but Keynesian in the
short run. The synthesis asserts by logical extension that the General Theory is in
fact a special case of neoclassical general equilibrium theory.

In Keynesian theory, unemployment arises from insufficient demand
(Rowthorn 1981). When demand is depressed, firms are forced to sell their out-
put at low prices and, as a result, real wages are high and profits are low. Money
wages are high because, due to their rigidity or stickiness, they do not decrease to
meet demand in the same manner as the prices of goods. Since profits are low and
wages are high, firms refuse to invest and the economy stagnates.

In an important microeconomic development for the theory, Modigliani and
Brumberg (1954) formalized the consumption function in the neoclassical terms
of utility-maximization. According to the life-cycle theory of consumption and
saving (Modigliani and Brumberg 1954; Ando and Modigliani 1963), households
decide current consumption and plan future consumption not only on the basis of
current income but also based on their wealth, so as to average their consumption
over their lifetime. An increase in current wealth then will cause households to
increase current as well as future consumption. In turn, this means that increases
in current wealth in the form of government bonds will lead to increased current
and future consumption and, thus, increased investment and employment.

Keynesian theory argues that, because of market imperfections, the less-than-
full employment equilibrium that results provides government scope for interven-
tion. The scope consists in supplementing insufficient demand through
government expenditure so that firms can raise their prices and generate the
profits required to stimulate their investment (Rowthorn 1981). Keynesian theory
recommends counter-cyclical fiscal policy so that, in recessions, government may
run a budget deficit to stimulate aggregate demand by increasing both public and
private investment (Samuelson 1951; Modigliani 1961).

Samuelson and Modigliani’s recommendations are based on the neo-Keynesian
tenet that there is a fiscal policy multiplier in excess of unity, which itself rests on
the view that the economy “normally” operates at less-than-full employment
(Stein 1976: 11). Therefore, if tax rates were reduced and the resulting deficits
were financed through the sale of bonds, then aggregate income would rise and
unemployment would fall. Therefore, contrary to neoclassical theory, government
expenditure that is deficit-financed through the sale of bonds need not crowd out
private expenditure.

Later theorists, such as Blinder and Solow (1973) and Eisner (1986, 1991a)
argue that government expenditure – particularly when deficit-financed –
increases net wealth in the form of bonds. Therefore, applying the life-cycle theory
of consumption, as households’ stocks of bonds rise, their wealth and incomes
rise and they will increase both their current and future consumption. The
increased consumption should cause private firms to increase investment and,
in conditions of less-than-full employment, raise employment. Thus, again,
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government expenditure can increase private expenditure. Tobin and Buiter
(1976) similarly find that, in the intermediate run, an increase in government
expenditure financed by the issue of bonds achieves a new equilibrium for the
economy at a higher rate of interest and a higher level of net national product.

Tobin (1965) and Mundell (1963) add that, through their “Tobin–Mundell
effect,” because individuals faced with inflation brought on by budget deficits
will reduce their holdings in the form of money in favor of real assets, such as
land, as the demand for money declines, interest rates fall and investment and
capital formation will rise.1 The importance of their conclusion is to show that
within a neoclassical framework, when the economy is at less-than-full employ-
ment, there is a role for active government intervention and that under certain
conditions government budget deficits can be justified.

The important conclusion of all these “imperfectionist” neoclassical models is
that a market economy normally operates at less-than-full employment (despite
their differences over the precise mechanism). This creates the scope for govern-
ment intervention that need not crowd out private activity. Indeed, it allows for
government spending to increase without necessarily leading to an increase in
the budget deficit. This conclusion has been formalized by the concept of the
balanced budget multiplier. That is, contrary to standard neoclassical views that
fiscal discipline and sound public finance are required to keep the budget
balanced, “imperfectionist” models allow for government to expand its activities
without this necessarily leading to an increase in public debt.

Haavelmo’s (1945) balanced budget multiplier theorem states that an increase
in government expenditure financed by an equal increase in tax revenue increases
the level of income by exactly the amount of the increase in expenditure. The
result is that the balanced budget multiplier is exactly unity.

The interesting point is that a dollar change in government expenditure is
reflected dollar for dollar in the change in aggregate demand. The multiplier
effect of government expenditure is greater than the fall in output implied by an
equivalent increase in taxation. Haavelmo’s model (1945: 314) assumes that
prices remain constant and he warns that at full employment an increase in gov-
ernment expenditure would lead to crowding-out of private expenditure. It is only
at less-than-full employment that increased government expenditure would crowd
in or increase aggregate output, and it is this assumption that New Keynesian
theory subsequently buttressed.

A multiplier of unity implies that output expands by precisely the amount of
the increased government purchases with no induced consumption spending. It is
apparent that what must be at work is the effect of higher taxes that exactly offset
the effect of the income expansion, thus maintaining disposable income, and
hence consumption, constant. With no induced consumption spending, output
expands simply by the size of the increased government expenditure.

The balanced budget multiplier result can be formally demonstrated by noting
that the change in aggregate demand (�AD) is equal to the change in government
expenditure plus the change in consumption spending given the level of invest-
ment. The latter is equal to the marginal propensity to consume out of disposable
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income (c), multiplied by the change in disposable income (�YD); that is,
�YD � �Y0��TA, where �Y0 is the change in output and �TA is the change in
tax revenue. Thus,

(3.1)

Since the change in aggregate demand must equal the change in output, we have

or

(3.2)

Next we note that by assumption the change in government expenditure between
the new and the old equilibrium is exactly equal to the change in tax collection,
so that . It follows from this last equality, after substitution in equation
(3.2), that with this particular restriction on fiscal policy we have

(3.3)

so that the multiplier is precisely unity.
We can now illustrate the effect of the theorem on aggregate output using

equation (3.3). Let us assume the following values: the initial tax rate is t � 0.1;
the new tax rate is t�� 0.2; the initial level of income is Y0 � $100; the marginal
propensity to consume is c � 0.8; and the change in government expenditure is

.
Inserting our values into the multiplier in equation (3.3) we obtain:

(3.4)

The result is that the change in aggregate income is equal to the change in
government spending (see Figure 3.1).

Salant (1966) draws the conclusion that each dollar in government expenditure
will have a larger multiplier effect than a dollar of reduction in taxes and that
therefore it is more productive for government to spend a dollar than to give
that dollar to the private sector to spend in the form of a tax cut. It follows that
government expenditure can induce a higher increase in demand than private
sector expenditure.

The balanced budget multiplier is critical because if one accepts that the
economy can rest at less-than-full employment then the government is not locked
into contractionary public finance policy.

More recently, there has emerged a response to monetarism and new classical
economics that attempts to reach the earlier Keynesian conclusions through new
mechanisms. It accepts the standard neoclassical microeconomic principles to

�Y0 

� (1/1�0.8) (10�0. 8�10) � 5�2 �10 ��G � �TA

�G ��10

�Y0 

� (1/1�c) (�G�c�G) � �G � �TA

�G � �TA

�Y0 

� (1/1�c) (�G�c�TA)

�Y0 

� �G � c(�Y0��TA)

�AD � �G � c(�Y0��TA)
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develop its own explanation of disequilibrium and wage and price stickiness and
arrives at the Keynesian conclusion that markets do not clear in the long run, which
creates scope for government intervention in the markets, especially in the labor
market (for an overview see Gordon 1990). “New Keynesian” theory should there-
fore be understood not as a new theory but as a development that provides micro-
economic foundations to the conclusions reached by earlier Keynesian theory.

Keynes (1936) assumed that nominal wages are fixed and that, in any event,
flexible wages would not succeed in stabilizing output and employment so that
the active use of fiscal policy is a preferable means of maintaining full employ-
ment. New Keynesian theory argues that wages and prices are not fixed but very
slow to adjust to changes in demand. Its attention is focused mainly on wages and
the adjustment process to explain why adjustment is not immediate or at least not
very fast so as to enable markets to clear and equilibrium to be achieved. New
Keynesian theory suggests six possible reasons to account for wage and price
stickiness which may result in fluctuations in output and employment.

1 Wages are slow to change because they are fixed in long-term contracts.
These contracts may be explicit, as with union contracts, and fixed for a
number of years. Or they may be implicit, an unwritten agreement between
firm and employee that the wage will remain fixed for a period of time.

If wages (and prices) are adjusted at different times for different firms and
industries, then the economy-wide average wage and the aggregate price lev-
els adjust only slowly to changes in demand and may result in disequilibrium.

2 Menu cost theory argues that the small costs of changing prices can have
large effects (Akerlof and Yellen 1985; Mankiw 1985). If it is costly for firms
to change the prices they charge and the wages they pay, the changes will
be infrequent; but if all firms adjust prices and wages infrequently, the
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economy-wide level of wages and prices may not be flexible enough to avoid
occasional periods of even high unemployment.

The argument asserts that when firms set prices optimally, they lose very
little by meeting increases or decreases in demand by producing more or less
without changing prices. Then if there is some small cost for the firm of
changing its prices or wages, a small change in demand will not precipitate a
price or wage change. But if firms do not change prices in response to changes
in demand, then the economy exhibits price (and/or wage) stickiness. Thus,
even extremely small costs of changing prices can generate sufficient wage
and price stickiness to give changes in the money stock substantial real effects.

It is essential to this result that firms be monopolistic competitors that set
wages and prices, rather than taking them as given by the market. The key to
the small menu cost argument is that for a monopolist or monopolistic com-
petitor, price is always above marginal cost. If offered the opportunity to sell
more at the current price, a monopolist is willing to do so. Thus monopolis-
tic competitors that find the menu costs of changing prices too high will
nonetheless willingly sell more when demand increases, perhaps as a result
of an increase in the money stock. Further, because the price (which is equal
to the marginal value of the good to the consumer) exceeds marginal cost by
definition, society benefits from the increase in output.

If firms were competitive, price would be equal to marginal cost, and firms
would not be willing to increase output if price remained constant, even if
demand increased. Thus New Keynesian theory demonstrates a close rela-
tionship between imperfect competition and Keynesian macroeconomic
policy prescriptions – particularly that an increase in aggregate demand will
lead to an increase in output (Blanchard and Kiyotake 1987).

3 Under conditions of imperfect competition, the profits of each firm depend
on the actions of other firms but, at the same time, each firm must decide its
prices and output without perfect knowledge of what other firms will do. The
actions of other firms are a matter of expectations. These facts have
extremely important implications. First, there is inevitably interdependence
among firms because they must form expectations about each others’ behav-
ior. Second, depending on what firms assume about other firms’ actions, the
economy may reach different equilibria.

One difficulty raised by the possibility of multiple equilibria is that
coordinating responses to economic shocks may produce slow adjustment of
wages and prices. Thus, the problem of coordination prevents an instant
return to a full-employment equilibrium.

4 Efficiency wage theory focuses on the wage as a means of motivating labor
(Akerlof and Yellen 1986; Lindbeck and Snower 1989). The amount of effort
workers commit to the job is related to how well the job pays relative to
alternatives. Firms may want to pay employees wages above the market-
clearing wage to ensure that they work hard in order not to lose their “good”
jobs. By the same token, firms are reluctant to cut wages because that affects
worker morale and output.
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Efficiency wage theory suggests there may be two types of labor markets:
one for desirable above-market-wage jobs and another for lower-wage jobs.
This is the dual labor market hypothesis. Unemployment can then be
explained as persons waiting for above-market-wage jobs and refusing to
accept lower-wage jobs (Akerlof et al. 1988).

5 The theory of imperfect information in its simplest form argues that individ-
uals’ information is always less than perfect and that this leads to actions
which are of less than optimum efficiency, resulting in disequilibrium.
Specifically, the lack of perfect information creates a distortion called
“asymmetrical information” whereby purchasers are at a relative disadvan-
tage to vendors because the former have access to information of inferior
quality and quantity (Stiglitz 2000). Due to asymmetrical information, pur-
chasers cannot distinguish between good quality and poor quality purchases
as efficiently as vendors, so that poor quality goods can displace those of
high quality, resulting in a market failure called “adverse selection.” Akerlof
(1970) shows, for example, that asymmetrical information could lead to
adverse selection in the used car market.

Stiglitz (2000) argues that asymmetrical information and adverse selection
interfere with the optimum allocation of resources and prevent equilibrium
from being achieved. Indeed, equilibrium may never be achieved in any
market because of the cost or difficulty or even impossibility of achieving
perfect information. Thus, asymmetrical information and adverse selection
can be used to explain disequilibrium in the goods, capital, and even labor
markets.

Applying asymmetrical information, Akerlof (1970) argues that employers
may not hire applicants from minorities, for example, because imperfect
information about a specific applicant leads the employer to apply general-
ized information about that minority to the applicant. Similarly, imperfect
information prevents job seekers from making optimum decisions because
they cannot know the future inflation rate and therefore the real wage.

Greenwald and Stiglitz (1986) show that whenever information is
imperfect – which they argue is essentially always – then a market is in dis-
equilibrium. Through their Fundamental Non-decentralizability Theorem,
they establish that, in general, due to imperfect information, efficient market
allocations cannot be attained without government intervention.

6 A simple yet elegant explanation for wage stickiness and unemployment
is Lindbeck and Snower’s (1989) “insider–outsider” theory. The theory
argues that employees who hold jobs are “insiders” and the unemployed are
“outsiders.” Firms negotiate with the insiders and the insiders have no rational
reason to cut their own wages to create jobs for the outsiders.

As noted, New Keynesian theory should be understood not as a new theory of
macroeconomics but as an attempt to provide a neoclassical microeconomic
foundation to existing Keynesian macroeconomics. Therefore, its policy recom-
mendations are the same as those of Keynesian theory. As wage and price
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rigidities do prevent markets from clearing and result in unemployment,
activist government policy can and should be used to try to stabilize the economy.
It differs only from Keynesian theory in attempting to provide a theoretical
explanation for the slow adjustment of wages and prices on which the effectiveness
of activist stabilization policy is based.

The changing focus of neoclassical theory

As we have seen, neoclassical theories are united by their belief that consumers
and firms are utility- and profit-maximizing agents respectively operating in
markets with equilibrium outcomes. The neoclassical theories reviewed have been
concerned with and divided over the effects of government expenditure as a
whole on the economy. In more recent times, however, the focus of economists,
neoclassical and otherwise (e.g. Currie 1981; Eisner 1986; Bernheim 1989;
Yellen 1989; Rock 1991), has shifted from government expenditure to a narrower
preoccupation with the effects of budget deficits, in particular the effects on the
economy of the twin-deficits theory. As discussion in following chapters will
show, the macroeconomic practice of the Third Way, with its central focus on
public debt reduction, shares this concern.

Those economists who oppose budget deficits (e.g. Bernheim 1989 and
Friedman, B. 1991) employ neoclassical twin-deficits theory to argue that gov-
ernment expenditure crowds out private expenditure and budget deficits result in
current account deficits, thus threatening the growth path of the economy. It will
be shown that so too does the practice of the Third Way.

Conclusion

This section has shown that within the neoclassical tradition there exists an exten-
sive range of competing theories of public finance, with a wide range of analyses
and policy recommendations.

According to standard neoclassical theory, government expenditure displaces
or crowds out private expenditure. If the public expenditure is deficit-financed,
interest rates rise and private borrowing is crowded out. If the deficit is financed
through foreign borrowing, service payments on the debt will leave the country,
which, combined with a stronger currency and lower exports, will result in a
current account deficit. Therefore, the public budget should be balanced and
government expenditure kept to a minimum.

This section has also shown that there are a number of different mechanisms
through which crowding-out actually occurs and these include monetarism, the
Ricardian equivalence theorem, and the ultrarationality hypothesis.

At less-than-full employment, however, “imperfectionist” neoclassical theories
argue that government spending stimulates aggregate demand, thereby increasing
investment and employment and can actually crowd in private spending, espe-
cially by running a budget deficit. Aschauer argues that even at full employment,
government investment spending can crowd in private spending.
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This chapter finds that the Third Way’s program for economic growth is from
a very different theoretical tradition to that of ‘sound’ public finance. In fact,
evolutionary and endogenous growth theories’ advocacy for increased public
investment may be in direct conflict with standard neoclassical theory’s require-
ment for fiscal discipline. Discussion of the Third Way’s economic policy practice
in the chapters that follow will show that this conflict did emerge and that the
Third Way addressed it by sacrificing its program for economic growth, namely
its public investments, in favor of the fiscal discipline required by standard
neoclassical theory.
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This chapter analyzes the historical practice of Clinton’s management of
economic policy. Before proceeding to assess the policies, however, a word on the
different political systems is warranted. In the US political system, presidents
alone do not control outcomes. The Constitution separates power between the
three discrete branches of government: the president (executive), the Congress
(legislature), and the judiciary. Policy is principally developed within the execu-
tive and congressional branches. The judiciary can affect the legality of policy.
Some scholars insist that all policy in the United States originates from the
president (such as Kingdon and Mayhew, quoted in Campbell and Rockman
2000: 51), but, as we shall see with the case of the Congress elected in November
1994, this is not an accurate view.

Meanwhile, under the United Kingdom’s political system the Cabinet (execu-
tive) is led by the prime minister, who must by definition be the leader of the
party (or coalition of parties) which holds the majority of seats in the House of
Commons. The most evident difference is the operating environment. The presi-
dent operates within an environment requiring compromise and negotiation with
Congress, especially but not only during periods of divided government, when the
presidency and the Congress are controlled by different political parties, as was
the case for most of Clinton’s two terms: between the congressional elections of
November 1994 and the end of his presidency in January 2001. On the other hand,
the prime minister of the United Kingdom controls the legislature and therefore
the passage of legislation, generating fewer demands for compromise.

In previous chapters it was shown that the two components of the Third Way
program are its program for economic growth, which advocates increased public
investment in the provision of NSI and infrastructure, and its program of ‘sound’
public finance, which advocates fiscal discipline. This chapter will argue, first,
that the overall macroeconomic framework of the Clinton Administration was
contractionary – based on the twin-deficits proposition of standard neoclassical
theory – and, second, this constrained the key public investment elements of the
Third Way program to such an extent that Clinton effectively abandoned them in
favor of fiscal discipline. This will be shown through a detailed examination of
public spending in the key areas of fiscal policy, investment policy, and education
policy.

4 The Third Way in the
United States
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Fiscal policy

Despite the fact that Clinton had campaigned on a platform of economic growth
consisting of, first, an economic stimulus package composed of “middle-class”
tax cuts and public investment and, only second, a commitment to deficit reduc-
tion (Clinton and Gore 1992; Clinton 1993a), fiscal discipline came to be the
defining feature of his fiscal policy.

The “stimulus package”

Upon assuming office in 1993, Clinton initially chose to concentrate his attention
on the economic stimulus package (over deficit reduction) as his first priority
(Woodward 1994: 172–3). Clinton told the Congress in his first State of the
Union Address in 1993:

Our immediate priority is to create jobs, now. . . . To create jobs and guarantee
a strong recovery, I call on Congress to enact an immediate jobs package of
over 30 billion dollars. We will . . . create half a million jobs: jobs that will
rebuild our highways and airports, renovate housing, bring new life to our
rural towns, and spread hope and opportunity among our nation’s youth with
almost 700,000 jobs for them this summer alone.

(1993d)

The package he eventually sent to Congress, however, had been pared back by
deficit reduction measures and only proposed $16.3 billion in spending and $12
billion in business tax incentives to stimulate economic growth in the fiscal year
1994 (Weatherford and McDonnell 1996). Specific proposals included $4 billion
in extended unemployment benefits, $1 billion for job training and employment,
summer jobs, highway construction, and community-development block grants.
Burns and Sorenson (1999: 105) describe the package as “a grab bag of items,
ranging from boosted Head Start funding and free immunization for children to
community-development grants to the kind of boondoggles that Republicans still
associate with the New Deal.”

In the end, the Democrat-controlled Congress only approved $4 billion of
extended unemployment benefits and negated the rest. Senate Republicans and
“New” Democrat senators such as John Breaux and David Boren opposed the bill.
Reich claims that the congressional cuts were more dramatic: the five-year
package of $231 billion in new investments had been reduced to $1 billion in
fiscal 1994 and $6 billion in fiscal 1995 (Reich 1997: 104). On April 21, 1993,
Clinton angrily surrendered the package, saying “I’m very disappointed about
this” (Woodward 1994: 173).

The other major commitment that Clinton had campaigned on – the “middle-
class” tax cut – was also a casualty. Clinton quickly came to consider the tax cut
too expensive and abandoned it in favor of deficit reduction (Woodward 1994: 34,
97; Weatherford and McDonnell 1996; Stephanopoulos 1999: 136).
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It is also worth examining Clinton’s fiscal performance in his management
of discretionary spending compared with his presidential predecessors. The United
States budgetary system distinguishes between two types of government expen-
diture: mandatory and discretionary (OMB 2002). Mandatory spending accounts
for two-thirds of all federal government spending and consists of entitlement
programs – such as Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and Food Stamps – as
well as interest on the national debt. Mandatory spending is called so because it
is mandated, that is, automatically appropriated by permanent laws, unless the
president and the Congress amend the laws that govern it. The balance of gov-
ernment spending is discretionary spending, which requires the congressional
passage and presidential signature of 13 appropriation laws. The president and the
Congress retain much more control over discretionary spending than they do
mandatory.

Traditionally, the Democratic Party is more closely associated with domestic
spending through its customary support of social welfare programs and public
works projects, whereas the Republicans have been more vocal in opposing
increases in government spending (Hibbs 1987). Chart 4.1 shows discretionary
spending by administration since 1962 and reveals two features: first, Democratic
administrations have generally had higher levels of discretionary spending, and
second, Clinton’s discretionary spending is significantly lower than his
Democratic predecessors’ and even lower than his Republican predecessors’.
Thus, in relation to discretionary spending, Clinton’s performance resembled that
of a Republican president rather than a Democrat.
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The “Deficit Reduction Plan”

As noted earlier, deficit reduction was of only secondary importance on Clinton’s
campaign agenda, yet in August 1993, he implemented his “Deficit Reduction
Plan” in the form of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 1993 (OBRA93).
OBRA93 was designed to reduce the deficit over the five fiscal years between
1994 and 1998 by $496 billion, composed of $255 billion in spending cuts and
$241 billion in tax increases (“Clinton’s Five-Year Economic Plan,” Historic
Documents of 1993: 182).

The $255 billion in spending cuts would come from reducing defense expendi-
ture ($77 billion) and Medicare payments ($55.8 billion), transferring a share of
the federal government’s Medicaid administrative costs to the states, a reduction in
the federal workforce of 100,000 full-time-equivalent positions, and a decrease in
agricultural crop subsidies (“Clinton’s Five-Year Economic Plan,” Historic
Documents of 1993: 182; Woodward 1994: 34; Weatherford and McDonnell 1996;
Stephanopoulos 1999: 136).

The $241 billion in tax increases would come from two new income tax
brackets – 36 percent on annual incomes above $115,000 for individuals and
$140,000 for couples and a tax surcharge of 10 percent (a 39.6 percent marginal
rate) on annual incomes above $250,000; increasing the tax rate for firms with
annual taxable incomes over $10 million from 34 to 36 percent; a tax on gasoline
and diesel fuel of 4.3 cents per gallon; raising the taxable portion of Social Security
benefits from 50 to 85 percent for individuals with an annual income above
$34,000 and for couples above $44,000; and eliminating the tax deductibility of
lobbying expenses (Clinton 1993a; “Clinton’s Five-Year Economic Plan,” Historic
Documents of 1993: 183; Burns and Sorenson 1999: 111).

An important component of OBRA93 is the significant expansion of the
earned income tax credit (EITC) for low-income earners which Clinton had
campaigned on (Clinton and Gore 1992: 165–6) and had re-iterated in his first
State of the Union Address in 1993:

We believe in jobs, we believe in learning, and we believe in rewarding work.
We believe in restoring the values that make America special. There is dignity
in all work, and there must be dignity for all workers . . . our new direction
makes this solemn commitment: By expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit,
we will make history: We will help reward work for millions of working poor
Americans. Our new direction aims to realize a principle as powerful as it is
simple: If you work full-time, you should not be poor.

(Clinton 1993d)

The EITC provides a tax incentive to engage in paid work by providing a dollar
for dollar reduction in the taxes which eligible low-wage earners owe the federal
government (Burns and Sorenson 1999: 113; Coates and Lawler 2000: 42). If the
credit exceeds the worker’s tax liability, the government refunds the difference.
By effectively increasing the wage rate, the EITC offers those eligible an added
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incentive to work. Importantly, the EITC benefits only the working poor, not
welfare recipients.

The tax credits paid under the EITC program increased from $15.5 billion in
1993 to $31 billion in fiscal 1999 (CEA 2001: 200). According to one National
Economic Council (NEC) official, it would benefit 5 million full-time workers
receiving the minimum wage and 10 million more would receive additional ben-
efits, so that every family with a full-time working parent would have an income
above the poverty line (Woodward 1994: 127, 310). The Republicans first devel-
oped the EITC and Reagan called it “the most important anti-poverty policy in
America” (Reich 1997: 88) and increased it as a means of raising the working
poor out of poverty (Weatherford and McDonnell 1996). Table 4.1 illustrates
Clinton’s expansion of the EITC: the inclusion of workers without children for the
first time and an increase in benefit of over double for families with two or more
children.

Clinton proposed in his final budget (2001) that the EITC be expanded again
with a ten-year $23.6 billion proposal to increase the maximum credit for families
with three or more children by approximately $500, and for married two-earner
couples by $250 by allowing them higher combined earnings (OMB 2001: 58).

Clinton claimed that 70 percent of the new taxes he introduced would be paid
by those who earn more than $100,000 a year and that the increases in tax rates
affected only the 1.2 percent highest income earners (Clinton 1993h). Media
commentators labeled this a “massive tax hike” and a “soak-the-rich plan”
designed to make up for the tax inequities of the 1980s “decade of greed” (The
Washington Times April 15, 1994). Yet Stephanopoulos (1999: 395) recalls that
Clinton later proclaimed to a roomful of wealthy contributors, “It might surprise
you to know that I think I raised [taxes] too much.”

OBRA93 actually delivered a total deficit reduction of $1,200 billion – more
than twice as much as planned – over the period because of the higher than expected
growth in tax receipts from a long-lasting economic expansion (OMB 2001: 14).

In his 1997 State of the Union Address, Clinton announced his plan to balance
the budget. In August 1997, he signed the Balanced Budget Act (BBA97) to bal-
ance the budget with $247 billion in savings between 1997 through 2002. But in
1998, the budget result was an earlier than expected $69 billion surplus – the first

Table 4.1 Clinton’s 1993 expansion of the EITC

1993 EITC Clinton original New EITC
(pre-Clinton) EITC proposal 1993

Family with Income ceiling $23,070 $30,000 $28,000
2� children Maximum $1,513 $3,371 $3,371

benefit
Low-income Income ceiling Ineligible $9,000 $9,000
worker Maximum Ineligible $306 $306
without benefit
children

Source: Adapted from Coates and Lawler 2000: 42.
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surplus since 1969 – due, once again, to the higher than projected tax receipts
generated by economic growth (OMB 2000: 27–8, 2002: table 1.1).

As part of the BBA97, Clinton’s Taxpayer Relief Act established a tax credit of
$500 for each dependent child under 17 years of age, created education tax
credits for postsecondary school costs, made interest on student loans deductible,
and reduced the tax rate on long-term capital gains (CBO 2000: 4). The net effect
of the Act was to reduce the impact of federal income taxes by approximately
1 percent overall (CBO 2000: 5). The 1997 budget delivered the tax cuts the
Republicans had long sought by reducing the capital gains tax, raising the tax
exemption threshold on estates to over $1 million, and giving 68 percent of the
total tax cut, amounting to $7,135 per person, to the top 1 percent of taxpayers
(those earning over $246,000 per annum), while those earning under $59,000 a
year received an average cut of $6.00 (Berman 2001: 74).

According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), between 1979 and 1997
effective federal income tax rates declined for every quintile of income distribution
(CBO 2001: xiii). Despite the OBRA93 legislation, which raised the top income
tax rate to 39.6 percent, Clinton did not significantly alter the overall tax burden,
and his performance in this respect is described as most closely resembling that
of Reagan and Bush (senior), because the highest income quintile has paid more
of the total tax receipts but only commensurately with the growth in its overall
share of national income (Wildavsky 1998).

Chart 4.2 shows that between 1993 and 2001 growth in tax receipts far out-
paced that in outlays. In that time, federal tax receipts increased by 52 percent
whilst outlays increased by only 10 percent in constant 1996 dollars (OMB 2002:
table 1.3). Moreover, as a share of gross domestic product (GDP), federal tax
receipts rose from 17.6 to 20.6 percent but government outlays actually declined
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Chart 4.2 US federal receipts, outlays, and budget surplus (% of GDP) 1993–2000.
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from 21.5 to 18.2 percent – the lowest level of expenditure since 1966 (OMB
2002: table 1.3).

The cumulative effect of Clinton’s fiscal discipline policy was to reduce the bud-
get deficit every year, from 3.9 percent of GDP in 1993 to a surplus of 2.4 percent
in 2000 (OMB 2002: table 1.3). In the process, of course, he also reduced federal
net debt (held by the public) from 49.5 percent in 1994 to 34.7 percent of GDP in
2000, the lowest level since 1984 (OMB 2002: table 7.1). The difference between
the pre-OBRA93 deficit path and after is striking: before OBRA93 the national
debt was expected to exceed GDP by 2009, yet by 2001 Clinton’s Council of
Economic Advisers (CEA) (2001: 81) were projecting its elimination by 2011.

Clinton told the Congress in his 1998 State of the Union Address:

Americans in this chamber and across our nation have pursued a new strat-
egy for prosperity: fiscal discipline to cut interest rates and spur growth. . . .
Tonight, I come before you to announce that the federal deficit – once so
incomprehensibly large that it had eleven zeroes – will be simply . . . zero. . . .
And if we maintain our resolve, we will produce balanced budgets as far as
the eye can see. We must not go back to unwise spending, or untargeted tax
cuts, that risk reopening the deficit. . . . I ask all of you to meet this test:
approve only those priorities that can actually be accomplished without
adding a dime to the deficit.

(1998c)

Chart 4.4 shows that Clinton’s fiscal discipline distinguishes him from previous
Democratic presidents and his fiscal performance resembles that of Republican
presidents more than Democratic. As a share of GDP, Clinton can lay claim to the
lowest level of total federal spending since 1966, the first budget surplus since
1969, and the lowest level of federal debt since 1984 (OMB 2002: tables 1.2
and 7.1). In fact, despite the strength of Republican opposition to growth in
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government spending, Clinton’s performance in this regard has been more
fiscally stringent, particularly when compared with the Reagan and Bush (senior)
administrations.

The fact that Clinton should distinguish himself through deficit reduction is
surprising given its secondary importance on his original agenda. Clinton’s 1992
campaign manifesto, Putting People First, mentions it only once in passing. The
centerpiece of Clinton’s 1992 presidential election platform was economic stimu-
lus and growth, famously summed up in his campaign slogan: “[It’s] the economy,
stupid!” (Woodward 1994: 54; Burns and Sorenson 1999: 75; Stephanopoulos
1999: 88). Deficit reduction did not at that point attract Clinton’s attention and,
according to Woodward (1994), he turned to it only when rival presidential con-
tenders raised the issue’s profile:

Clinton was only vaguely focused on the federal deficit that [Democratic
rival Paul] Tsongas was always harping about . . . [Independent presidential
nominee Ross] Perot had elevated deficit reduction to topic A. . . . Balanced
budget mania was now sweeping the country. The deficit problem had
never been central to Clinton’s vision, but the Clinton team now realized
they were obliged to include specific deficit reduction goals in their over-
all plan. Unfortunately, Clinton’s campaign pledges – new investments, a
middle class tax cut, a stimulus of fast-track spending to jump start the
economy, and health care reform – were expensive and could increase the
deficit.

(1994: 32, 41–2)
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On January 27, 1993, one week after his inauguration, Clinton met with
Alan Greenspan, the Reagan-appointed chairman of the Federal Reserve System.
Greenspan warned Clinton that after 1996 the deficit would grow precipitously,
as would the interest on the debt. Greenspan argued that by reducing the deficit,
interest rates would fall, thereby encouraging investment and jobs – the standard
neoclassical argument. In addition, Greenspan argued that Clinton should aban-
don the stimulus package as “it was impossible to jump-start the economy with a
short-term stimulus package” (Woodward 1994: 70).

In the end, Greenspan converted Clinton to the cause of deficit reduction,
privately recommending a target reduction in the deficit of $140 billion by 1997 –
the very figure Clinton used in his first State of the Union Address (1993d) the
following month (Woodward 1994: 68–71; Burns and Sorenson 1999: 101).
Greenspan also later urged Clinton and the Congress to pass the $500 billion target
for overall debt reduction (Woodward 1994: 266). Woodward (1994: 135) even
suggests that Greenspan was “the ghost writer of the Clinton [economic] plan.”
Woodward remarks that “with the stimulus killed . . . and the middle class tax cut
abandoned, all that remained of [Clinton’s] economic plan seemed to be deficit
reduction” (1994: 211, italics added).

Woodward (1994) also points out that much of Clinton’s thinking during the
development of the deficit reduction legislation in 1993 came, with Greenspan’s
help, to be directed at pleasing the bond market and so drive down interest rates.
Greenspan played the central role in converting Clinton to the cause of deficit
reduction with warnings that “if [Clinton] appeared to be backing off [deficit
reduction] . . . the markets would react, appropriately, negatively” (Woodward
1994: 266). Secretary of the Treasury Lloyd Bentsen also warned Clinton “that
Wall Street is watching. The market needs to believe that you’re serious about
reducing the deficit” (Reich 1997: 61). But the self-described “liberals” in the
Administration complained, “deficit reduction is the only game in town” (Reich
1997: 157).

Clinton derisively dubbed his deficit reduction effort “the financial markets
strategy” (Woodward 1994: 266). Woodward (1994: 277) further recounts that
Clinton was especially upset by an editorial in The New York Times headlined
“A Budget Worthy of Mr. Bush” which described Clinton’s budget package as
“much like the one George Bush signed three years ago,” referring to the 1990
budget deal that had also contained about $500 billion in deficit reduction over
five years. Woodward graphically describes Clinton’s displeasure at replacing his
spending program with deficit reduction:

“I hope you’re all aware we’re all Eisenhower Republicans,” [Clinton] said,
his voice dripping with sarcasm. . . .“We stand for lower deficits and free
trade and the bond market. Isn’t that great?”. . . He erupted again, his voice
severe and loud. “I don’t have a goddamn Democratic budget. . . . None of
the investments, none of the things I campaigned on.”

(1994: 165)
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Yet Clinton later, towards the end of his presidency, explains the logic of his
deficit reduction plan as vital to the health of the economy:

Our strategy has been based, first and foremost, on a commitment to fiscal
discipline. By first cutting and then eliminating the deficit, we have helped
to create a virtuous cycle of lower interest rates, greater investment, more
jobs, higher productivity, and higher wage. . . . The result has been a virtuous
cycle, in which the right policies in 1993 kicked off a chain reaction of
smaller deficits, lower costs of capital, higher investment, increased technol-
ogy in the workplace, and faster economic growth. As the deficit became a
surplus, the virtuous cycle kept turning . . . mounting surpluses mean that the
government, rather than draining resources away from private investment, is
now freeing them up. And indeed the last 8 years have seen a dramatic
increase in investment.

(CEA 2001: 3, 43, 249)

When launching the last Economic Report of the President (2001) of his
presidency, Clinton (2001c) again emphasized the central importance of fiscal
discipline to his economic strategy. “The evidence . . . shows that maintaining the
path of fiscal discipline is critical to . . . economic progress. Fiscal discipline has
allowed . . . people to increase investment, productivity, and living standards
[through] lower interest rates.”

As discussed in Chapter 3, Clinton’s argument is a precise restatement of the
neoclassical theory of crowding-out and is repeated throughout his economic policy
documents (OMB 1996: 10, 1997: 25, 1998: 23, 1999: 23, 2000: 24, 2001; CEA
1999: 43, 2000: 33, 2001: 43):

Budget deficits force the Government to borrow money in the private capital
markets. That borrowing competes with (1) borrowing by businesses that
want to build factories and machines that make workers more productive and
raise incomes, and (2) borrowing by families who hope to buy new homes,
cars, and other goods. The competition for funds tends to produce higher
interest rates.

(CEA 2001: 43)

Whilst acknowledging the role of Greenspan and the Federal Open Market
Committee in controlling interest rates, Clinton takes credit for the economic
growth, arguing that “though the Federal Reserve has played a crucial role in this
economic expansion, monetary policy was able to do its job better and more eas-
ily because of the sound fiscal policy of this Administration, as Fed members
have acknowledged” (OMB 2001: 18).

It is not coincidental that fiscal responsibility also formed the centerpiece of
the congressional Republicans’ policy document Contract with America (1994).
The Republicans, led by House Speaker Newt Gingrich, proposed a ten-point
plan which placed a Fiscal Responsibility Act first. The act would contain
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requirements for a balanced budget and limitations on tax as well as a line-item
veto for the president. Following the Republicans’ landslide victories in the
congressional elections of 1994, fiscal discipline, amongst other policies, was to
become the new battleground between Congress and the White House, and
in what would become a theme of the Clinton presidency, the unfolding drama of
policy battles would follow the script spelled out in the Contract with America
(Woodward 1994).

“Reinventing Government”

Clinton’s strategy to improve overall government performance consisted, princi-
pally, in the National Performance Review, complemented by the Government
Performance and Results Act of 1993 and the Government Management Reform
Act of 1994.

The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 requires all Cabinet
departments and agencies to prepare individual performance plans that must be
transmitted to Congress with the performance goals they plan to meet that year.
By the end of 2000, all 14 Cabinet departments and approximately 85 indepen-
dent agencies had prepared two cycles of strategic plans, four annual plans, and
had completed the first set of annual reports that compare actual corporate per-
formance against goals set in the annual plans (OMB 2001). These plans provided
the basis for the second Government-wide Performance Plan, which was contained
in the fiscal 2000 budget (OMB 2000: 33–4). The Government Management
Reform Act of 1994 introduced the requirement for a consolidated financial
report for the government as a whole (Clinton 1994e).

In March 1993, Clinton launched the National Performance Review, commonly
referred to as the “Reinventing Government Initiative (REGO)” (DLC 2001a), in
which he asked Vice President Gore

to make the entire federal government both less expensive and more efficient
to change the culture of our national bureaucracy away from complacency
and entitlement toward initiative and empowerment . . . [and that] cutting
spending will be a priority [as] there are many things the states or the private
sector could do better.

(1993f, italics added)

Gore added the additional term of reference: “a federal government that
treats its taxpayers as if they were customers” (1993: 7). In 1996 the National
Performance Review was renamed the National Partnership for Reinventing
Government.

Gore’s final report, From Red Tape to Results: Creating a Government That
Works Better and Costs Less: Report of the National Performance Review (1993),
found that the “root problem” was that government was composed of centralized
bureaucracies that delivered “one size fits all” solutions suited to the industrial era
but not to the information age; that government regulation was excessive and
stifling innovation; that consumers of government services were not treated like
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customers; that procedures stifled individual employees from developing
innovative solutions; and that the monopoly power of many public organizations
discouraged them from innovation.

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) (2001) credits the National
Performance Review and the National Partnership for Reinventing Government
with abolishing an estimated 377,000 full-time-equivalent federal civilian posi-
tions, reducing the total number to the lowest level since 1960; eliminating 250
federal government programs; creating over 4,000 customer service standards and
introducing private sector customer satisfaction measures to the public sector; and
reducing 640,000 pages of internal rules.

Monetary policy

In the United States, the president does not directly control interest rates; they are
set independently by the Federal Open Market Committee of the central bank, the
Federal Reserve System. However, social scientists have discovered considerable
presidential influence on monetary policy processes and outcomes. Such influ-
ence is expressed through both the appointment of members of the Federal Open
Market Committee and direct lobbying of the central bank (Chappell 1993;
Krause 1994; Havrilesky 1995). Moreover, it has been argued that Democrats and
Republicans have different preferences with regard to monetary policy (Alesina
and Sachs 1988; Grier 1991). Periods of Republican administration appear to
have lower rates of inflation. In addition, they are more inclined to higher inter-
est rates and slower growth in the money supply than Democrats (Woolley 1984;
Hibbs 1987). An assessment of Clinton’s monetary policy, both of interest
rates and money supply, should reveal whether his performance more closely
resembles that of previous Democrats or Republicans.

Inflation

Since the end of the Second World War, Democratic administrations have been
characterized by higher levels of inflation than their Republican counterparts (Tufte
1978; Hibbs 1987; Quinn and Shapiro 1991; Coleman, J. J. 1996). One potential
benchmark with which to assess Clinton is his performance with respect to infla-
tion: Burns and Taylor (2001) argue that if Clinton is not a traditional Democrat
he should tolerate less inflation than have previous Democratic administrations.

Chart 4.5 shows the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index
from 1945 to 2000. The years when Clinton’s Democratic predecessors occupied
the White House (1945–53, 1961–9, and 1977–81) generally exhibit higher rates
of inflation than those when Republicans controlled the presidency. As Chart 4.5
shows and Burns and Taylor (2001: 389) note, the Clinton Administration
“breaks with this general pattern: the mean inflation rate under Clinton stands at
2.3 percent, about half that achieved by Democratic administrations and even
lower than the [4 percent] post-war Republican average.” It is important to also
note, however, that inflation in most countries was lower in the 1990s and that
therefore the role of policy in controlling inflation should not be exaggerated.
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Money supply

Chart 4.6 examines the annual percentage change in the United States’ money
supply between 1959 and 2000, defined as “M3.” M3 consists of deposits with all
savings banks plus fixed deposits and certificates of deposits with all trading
banks as well as the sum of currency and checks in the hands of the public.

Chart 4.6 reveals that Clinton’s performance in the supply of money also more
closely resembled that of Republican administrations rather than Democratic.
The average annual rate of change in the money supply during the Clinton
Administration is 6.5 percent, much lower than previous Democratic administra-
tions since 1959 (with an average of 9.4 percent) and lower too than Republican
administrations (with 7.8 percent). In dollar terms, between 1993 and November
2000, the money supply increased by 62.6 percent (CEA 2001: 355).

Burns and Taylor (2001: 396) employ Friedman and Schwarz’s “high-powered”
money measure of money supply in examining Clinton’s performance. High-
powered money is defined as money in circulation plus vault cash plus deposit
liabilities of the Federal Reserve to banks. They also find the “annual average
money-supply expansion [of 7.0 percent was] not particularly extraordinary”
(Burns and Taylor 2001: 397).

Interest rates

Chart 4.7 shows the monthly US federal funds interest rate between 1954 and
2001. The federal funds interest rate is the rate at which banks lend reserves to
each other overnight. It shows that the difference in average federal funds rate
between administrations of different parties is not significant: for previous
Democratic administrations the rate is 5.7 percent, for Republican administra-
tions 6.55 percent, and for Clinton 5.0 percent. It is worth noting that the average
rate for Clinton’s predecessor, Bush (senior), is a low 2.6 percent.
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Burns and Taylor’s examination (2001: 398) of the annualized average monthly
real federal funds rate between 1949 and 1999 finds that Clinton’s performance
is closer to that of Republican than Democratic administrations: Clinton’s average
annual score is 3.0 percent, whereas for all other Democrats it is 1.2 percent, and
for Republicans 2.3 percent.

In July 2000, the three-month Treasury bills rate overtook the 30-year Treasury
bonds rate. This means that, for the first time since 1981, yields on longer-term
securities fell below those on shorter-term securities. This development appears
to have been determined mostly by diminishing government debt resulting in
recognition in the market that the stock of Treasury securities would decline. This
perception was reinforced in January 2000, when the Treasury detailed plans for
buying back federal debt (CEA 2001: 67).

As noted, the neoclassical argument for deficit reduction – that it prevents
crowding-out of private investment – is repeated throughout Clinton’s economic
documents, such as the budget papers and economic reports (OMB 1996:
10, 1997: 25, 1998: 23, 1999: 23, 2000: 24, 2001: 27; CEA 1999: 43, 2000: 33,
2001: 43).

Many economists agree that Clinton’s interest rate containment is the direct
product of the declining deficit (Miller and Russek 1996 quoted in Burns
and Taylor 2001: 398; Blinder and Yellen 2001). Others, such as Meeropol
(2000: 276) and Berman (2001: 51), contend that interest rates were kept low
because in mid-1995 Greenspan paid less attention to the popular theory of
the Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment (NAIRU). This argues
that when unemployment falls below a “natural” minimum rate, inflation accel-
erates exponentially. In order to fight inflation, then, interest rates should be
raised preemptively when unemployment is deemed to be approaching that
minimum rate. The Full Employment Act 1946 identifies that minimum rate as
6 percent. Instead of targeting unemployment in this manner, Greenspan chose
to target inflation much more directly. As accelerating inflation did not material-
ize, despite very low unemployment rates, Greenspan did not raise interest rates
to the level that the NAIRU theory might have warranted (Bernstein and
Baker 2003: 2).

Table 4.2 US interest rates

Type of rate 1993 rate 2000 rate Percentage
(%) (%) point change

Federal funds rate 3.02 6.51 �3.49
3-month Treasury bills 3.02 6.19 �3.17
10-year Treasury bonds 5.87 5.78 �0.09
30-year Treasury bonds 6.59 5.78 �0.81
New home mortgage yields 7.20 7.53 �0.33

Source: CEA 2001: 360–1.
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Investment policy

This section analyses Clinton’s performance in investment policy in two subsections:
public investment and private investment. Public investment consists of direct
federal government capital expenditure in NSI and infrastructure. The next subsection
examines those policies designed to stimulate private investment.

We have shown that the overall macroeconomic settings of the Clinton
Administration were contractionary. This prevented Clinton from pursuing his
Third Way program in the key policy areas of public investment in infrastructure,
education, and R&D.

Public investment

The Clinton Administration claims to have complemented its strategy of fiscal
discipline – which, as we have seen, it credits as the lynchpin for creating an
economic climate conducive to private investment through lower interest rates –
with a supply-side strategy of public investment in infrastructure to improve the
productive capacity of the workforce and the economy:

If fiscal discipline had been achieved through cutbacks in education, train-
ing, and technological development, it probably would have failed. At the
least it would have undermined the potential for long-term growth. But
the Administration did not make this mistake; instead its budget proposals
consistently pushed for increased spending for growth-oriented programs
while reducing total outlays. . . .

The most effective fiscal strategy to prepare for the future is to pursue poli-
cies that boost the productive capacity [supply side] of the economy. These
include encouraging productive public investments in infrastructure and human
capital – as well as maintaining fiscal discipline, to encourage public saving and
private investment. Productive public investment complements private invest-
ment in raising the economy’s capacity to produce goods and services.

(CEA 2001: 43, 91)

Clinton placed a high importance on his investment-spending program early in
office; indeed he frequently described public investments as “the things I got
elected for” (Woodward 1994: 90). Similarly, Clinton’s Labor Secretary and close
adviser, Robert Reich, argues that the public investments, especially in education
and training, are the distinguishing feature of the Third Way, without which “the
Third Way wouldn’t be a third way at all [but] the Second Way, blazed by Reagan
and Thatcher” (1999).

Despite Clinton’s pro-public investment rhetoric, Chart 4.8 shows that total
public investment outlays for major physical capital, R&D, and education
and training in fact declined during his presidency. Instead of the additional
“$50 billion each year” promised in his election manifesto (Clinton and Gore
1992: 3), in constant (1996) dollars, investment spending declined by a total of
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$25.6 billion by 1996 and by a total of $11.5 billion by 2000 (OMB 2001:
table 9.1).

Also noteworthy is that Clinton’s level of investment does not in any year exceed
the 1992 level, in either constant dollars or as a percentage of total outlays or as a
percentage of GDP. The decline in investment spending as a percentage of total
outlays is particularly striking because it occurred in a period when federal revenue
increased by 85 percent (OMB 2001: tables 1.2 and 9.1). The decline in public
investment as a percentage of GDP from 3.8 percent in 1992 to an estimated
2.6 percent in 2001 is also striking because GDP grew by 58.9 percent in the same
period (CEA 2001: table B-1; OMB 2001: table 9.1).

Reich claims that the cuts to new investments were even more severe: the
five-year package of $231 billion had been reduced to $1 billion in fiscal 1994
and $6 billion in fiscal 1995 (1997: 104). By either measure, it is clear that
Clinton sacrificed public investment in favor of fiscal discipline.

Chart 4.8 shows total investment outlays in major public physical capital,
R&D, and education and training for the years 1962–2000. It reveals that
Clinton’s is the only Democratic administration to reduce investment expenditure
in that time and that his pattern of reductions resembles that of the Republican
Nixon/Ford administrations (1969–77).

Chart 4.9 shows US federal government infrastructure spending between 1956
and 1998 both as a percentage of total federal spending and as a percentage of
GDP. The CBO defines infrastructure as highways, mass transit, rail, aviation,
water transportation, water resources, water supply, and wastewater facilities
(CBO 1999). It reveals that Clinton’s spending is significantly less than previous
administrations, particularly Democratic. In fact, quantitatively, Clinton’s perfor-
mance most closely resembles that of the Reagan Administration. Reagan affected
the largest decline in spending and Clinton has continued to maintain spending at
that lower level. This is noteworthy because traditionally the Democratic Party is
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more closely associated with domestic spending, through social welfare programs
and public works, whereas the Republicans have been more vocal in opposing
increases in government spending (Hibbs 1987).

As noted, the reason for the reduction in investment spending is to be found in
deficit reduction. Investments became, along with the stimulus package and the
“middle-class” tax cut discussed earlier, another casualty of the all-important
deficit reduction plan, which Reich condemns as a “conceptual prison” (1997:
119). It shows that Clinton’s priority had shifted from public investment to fiscal
discipline. In fact, investments rapidly went from being “the things [Clinton] got
elected for” to barely worthy of a passing mention by his first State of the Union
Address (Clinton 1993d; Woodward 1994: 90).

Many commentators agree with Clinton’s assertions about the importance of
public investments but are disappointed with his performance in this regard (Davis
et al. 1996; The Nation May 26, 1997: 3; Reich 1997, 1999; Leighninger 2000).
Clinton is accused of having sacrificed public investment for deficit reduction and
tax cuts for private investment and the wealthy. In December 1998, the heads of
33 scientific and engineering organizations called on Clinton to at least double
federal research investment over the following 12 years, pointing out that it had
reduced to half that of 30 years earlier as a percentage of GDP (Sea Technology
December 1998: 12).
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One national magazine criticized the BBA97 for ignoring the exigency of
public investments: “the real threat is the ‘investment deficit’, which will worsen
under the accord . . . the agreement cuts expenditures to pay for tax cuts for the
affluent, in capital gains and estate taxes [and] $1.2 billion in business tax breaks
and incentives” (The Nation May 26, 1997). Reich claims that the BBA97 would
require cutting another 25 percent from the “modest” domestic spending that had
been planned between 1997 and 2002:

We’re now well beyond cutting fat. Critical bones are being sacrificed. Forget
new investments. Even to hold education and training steady with their level
in the Bush Administration (adjusted for inflation and a growing population)
would require that everything else [sic] in the domestic discretionary budget
be hacked by over a third. Since corporations will holler before giving up their
welfare, and middle- and upper-income voters won’t part with their Medicare
(especially now that B[ill Clinton] has vowed to protect it), what’s left to cut?
Public welfare, food stamps, low-income housing, nutrition for poor children,
mass transit, and everything else that keeps the bottom ten percent afloat.

(1997: 291)

Some scholars find Clinton’s performance a clear repudiation of a Keynesian
“consumption-led” approach that has been the hallmark of Democrats and more
like the Republicans’ private “investment-led” philosophy (Quinn and Shapiro
quoted in Burns and Taylor 2001: 399). Reich (1997: 306) rather bitterly
describes Clinton’s approach as “standing Keynes on his head.”

Privatization

In the 1980s, the Reagan Administration introduced the newly coined term
“privatization” to the United States from Margaret Thatcher’s Britain (Yergin and
Stanislaw 1998: 364). Privatization has since become part of the lexicon of
Democrats as well as Republicans (Baer 2000: 167). Indeed, when Clinton
announced the National Performance Review on March 3, 1993, he remarked,
“the Federal Government simply can’t do everything and there are many things . . .
the private sector could do better” (Clinton 1993f). One of the principal recom-
mendations of the review was privatization or, in Vice President Gore’s words,
“spinning off functions to the private sector that are better accomplished there”
(Gore 1995: 117). Shoop (1995) observes that when Vice President Gore
launched the second phase of the Clinton Administration’s REGO in December
1994 “he dusted off a term [privatization] that hadn’t been heard much since the
Reagan Administration, and which Democrats have almost never dared speak.” In
fact, Gore told a press conference “REGO I (Reinventing Government Phase I)
had set out to make government work better and cost less. Now we are going
make government work better and do less” by ordering the executive to identify
programs suitable for privatization “to the private sector where they belong”
(Shoop 1995, italics added). It should be emphasized that privatization is a policy
at the extreme end of a continuum that includes the neoclassical prescription for
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reduced public expenditure. It is at the extreme end because it goes beyond simply
reducing government spending and actually divests government of its assets,
thereby reducing the size of government overall.

Privatization has over time expanded to mean not only the sale of government
assets but also the increasing participation of the private and not-for-profit sec-
tors in the provision of government services, even those previously thought of as
exclusively public (Yergin and Stanislaw 1998: 366). The express purpose is to
bring market forces to bear: to increase efficiency, to reduce costs and the burden
on public budgets, and to improve the quality and effectiveness of services.
Clinton Administration official and head of Vice President Gore’s National
Performance Review, Elaine Karmack, interprets privatization as broadly “divest-
ing the government function” (Karmack quoted in Shoop 1995). Kittower (1997)
notes that due to opposition from labor unions and other quarters, some avoid
using the “P-word” (privatization) and talk of out-sourcing, competitive bidding,
or partnerships, yet they are all forms of privatization.

Privatization of government goods and services has been occurring in many
countries since about 1980, yet the United States was “the last country in the world
to adopt [it] as an important component of its management and budget strategy”
(Shoop 1995). The reason may be that, traditionally, there has been much less
public ownership in the United States than in other countries, so the relative vol-
ume of public assets and services available to privatize is smaller (Shoop 1995;
Yergin and Stanislaw 1998: 364). It should be noted that in the United States,
unlike the United Kingdom, most government assets and services are owned and
delivered by state, county, and city, not federal governments.

Privatization proliferated in a wide range of government activities during
the Clinton Administration (Reason Public Policy Institute 1999, 2001: 13). Some
of the privatization highlights of its fiscal 1996 budget, for example, include
distributing rental vouchers to eligible recipients to purchase private rental
accommodation; selling four of the Energy Department’s power marketing
administrations for an estimated $3.7 billion; selling the Naval Petroleum Reserve
for an estimated $1.6 billion; selling excess uranium for an estimated $400 mil-
lion; inviting the private sector to build-own-operate three federal prisons and one
detention centre; allowing employees to purchase commercial functions of the
General Service Administration through employee stock ownership plans; and
corporatizing a fifth of the Bonneville Power Administration. In fact, Clinton set
an ambitious agenda to sell off as many electricity utilities as possible but aban-
doned another proposal to privatize the Social Security disability claims process
in the face of labor union opposition (Shoop 1995). Private correctional facilities
were a growth industry in the 1990s. By the end of 1996, 132 private prisons were
in operation, with another 39 under construction. The growth in the number of
“charter schools” – public schools that secede from local school districts and set
their own curricula – is another example (Reason Public Policy Institute 1999).

Despite their application in the United States since at least the 1970s, public–
private partnerships (PPPs) became especially fashionable during the Clinton
Administration as “the epitome of a new generation of management reforms”
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(Linder 1999: 35; Stiglitz and Wallsten 1999). PPPs were rediscovered by David
Osborne (a fellow at the New Democrats’ Progressive Policy Institute) and Ted
Gaebler in their influential 1992 publication Reinventing Government: How the
Entrepreneurial Spirit Is Transforming the Public Sector, in which they advocate
that above all the state should “steer, not row,” that is, set policy and regulate but not
necessarily provide public services which could be provided by the private sector.

The Clean Car Initiative Clinton launched on September 29, 1993, is an
example of a PPP. Under the terms of the partnership, the long-term goal was to
triple the fuel efficiency of motor vehicles through the collaboration of industry
and government engineers, and the government would bear the greater share of the
risk identified by the project steering group. Clinton remarked that the partnership

brings together a number of things we are trying to do in this administra-
tion. . . . Government can’t do these things by itself, but there are a lot of
things we need to be working on that market forces alone can’t do. So the
third way, a partnership between Government and the private sector . . .

(1993j, italics added)

From this first instance, PPPs grew throughout the 1990s to become a central
vehicle for service delivery in many policy areas, from health care (Sparer 1999)
to welfare (Rom 1999) to urban renewal (USDHUD 2001a) to technological
research (Stiglitz and Wallsten 1999). Linder suggests that the popularity of
PPP can in part be explained by its linguistic appeal to the traditional virtue of
cooperation as opposed to the privatization fashionable in the 1980s:

[T]he hallmark of partnerships is co-operation not competition; the disciplin-
ing mechanism is not customer exit or thin profit margins, but a joint venture
that spreads financial risks between public and private sectors. . . . The idea of
government and business partnering for some common [public] purpose
evokes images of wartime solidarity and memories of small town life in
America, where business and local government shared talent and community
responsibilities.

(1999: 36)

To facilitate this form of delivering public services, in 1997 the Internal Revenue
Service extended from 10 to 20 years the permissible time span for public agencies
to allow private sector providers to operate, maintain, and manage contracts, thereby
increasing the size of the private equity that can be invested (Kittower 1997).

According to its proponents, partnerships require a meeting of the minds
between public and private parties: government parties embrace entrepreneurship
and, reciprocally, business actors embrace public interest and greater account-
ability (Linder 1999: 36–7). The central problem, according to this interpretation,
is that government bureaucracies are slow, rigid, and uniform while private firms,
in contrast, are seen as nimble, innovative, and flexible (Rom 1999: 159).

There is agreement that the principal reason governments privatize is fiscal
stringency, that is, when governments perceive that they do not have access to the
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financial resources required to deliver the services expected without driving
budgets into deficit, and thus turn to the private sector for efficiency improve-
ments, cost savings, and financial equity (Kittower 1997; Linder 1999: 46; Sparer
1999: 152). In one survey of US public officials’ principal reason for considering
privatization, “internal financial pressure” was nominated by 55.2 percent of
respondents and “external financial pressure” by 41.4 percent (Reason Public
Policy Institute 1999).

In addition to budget savings, argue the proponents, partnerships offer the
advantage of deregulating employment relations by transferring public projects
from a public to a private workforce, and the application of market forces that
implies (Linder 1999: 47). Linder (1999: 48) notes that another perceived bene-
fit of partnerships is that they privatize government functions without reducing its
legitimacy, unlike outright asset sales.

Rosenau (1999) meanwhile laments that despite the billions of public dollars
committed in PPPs during the Clinton Administration, not much is known about
their success.

Private investment

Clinton’s policy for encouraging private investment contained two components:
lower interest rates and tax incentives. We have already seen that Clinton sought
to induce lower interest rates by reducing the budget deficit, thereby reducing the
financial crowding-out of private borrowing (OMB 1996: 10, 1997: 25, 1998: 23,
1999: 23, 2000: 24, 2001: 27; CEA 1999: 43, 2000: 33, 2001: 43).

Besides interest rates, the other instrument Clinton adopted to stimulate private
investment was tax incentives. As part of the 1993 budget package, Clinton
(1993h) implemented a range of tax incentives; in his own words “over 90 per-
cent of small businesses would be eligible for tax reductions if they invest in their
businesses” and investors who kept investments in new firms, especially new
high-technology firms, capitalized up to $50 million for five or more years were
given a capital gains tax break of 50 percent.

Chart 4.10 shows that private investment increased significantly during
the Clinton presidency. As a percentage of GDP, between 1992 and 2000 pri-
vate fixed investment increased from 13.4 to 17.9 percent and investment
in equipment and software increased from 7.1 to 10.5 percent (CEA 2001:
274, 296).

Despite the apparent effectiveness of tax incentives in generating investment,
Clinton insists, nevertheless, that the key was to reduce interest rates through
reduction of the budget deficit:

The most direct link between fiscal discipline and growth is that through low
interest rates, which encourage investment. As interest rates fall, financing of
all kinds of activities becomes less costly. In addition, low interest rates keep
the stock market strong, allowing companies both old and new to lower
their cost of capital. Strong investment is essential to rapid growth, and by
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reducing the amount of saving that must go to finance the public debt, fiscal
discipline has made room for strong investment. The result has been a
virtuous cycle.

(CEA 2001: 43)

The argument contained in the above passage is particularly important as it is
repeated so often throughout Clinton’s economic policy as to acquire the status of
a mantra. Thus, it would seem that for Clinton all economic policies – if indeed
not all policies – rest on the cornerstone of fiscal discipline. See Chart 4.11.

As noted, Clinton’s deficit reduction effort, which he dubbed the “financial
markets strategy,” was designed to please the bond and equity markets into reduc-
ing interest rates and thereby encouraging investment (Woodward 1994: 266).
Clearly, the US equity markets appreciated his efforts. Between January 1993 and
2000 the Dow Jones Industrial Average increased from 3,255.99 to 11,500 points
and the broader Standard and Poor’s 500 Index from 435.13 to 1,500. The aver-
age annual return for both measures was just over 26 percent in that period, the
best annualized returns for both measures since the Second World War (Burns and
Taylor 2001: 399). In fact, Clinton, in first place for annualized returns for the
Dow Jones Industrial Average, is the only Democrat in the top five, followed
by Reagan with 16 percent, Bush 13 percent, Eisenhower 13 percent, and Ford
12 percent.

The “New Economy”

The Clinton Administration credits investment in new technology with leading to
the emergence of what has become known as the New Economy (CEA 2001: 19).
The New Economy is the name used to refer to a high rate of economic growth
characterized by high productivity growth, low unemployment, and moderate
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inflation that are claimed to have resulted from improvements in information and
communication technologies and business practices. Some of the more enthusi-
astic commentators have gone so far as to claim that in the New Economy, the
traditional relationship between employment and inflation, whereby growth in
employment is thought to fuel growth in inflation, is broken, thereby signaling the
end of the traditional business cycle (Martin 2001).

From the first quarter of 1993 to the third quarter of 2000, real GDP grew at
an average annual rate of 4.0 percent – 46 percent higher than the average
between 1972 and 1993 (CEA 2001: 19). In that period, US output per hour in the
non-farm business sector grew at a high average rate of 2.3 percent, compared
with an average of 1.4 percent for the previous 20 years and, from the fourth
quarter of 1995, an average rate of 3 percent per annum (CEA 2001: 20).

The measured unemployment rate decreased markedly from 6.9 percent in
1993 to 4 percent in 2000, and it remained below 5 percent between 1997 and
2001 (CEA 2001: 324). Such low levels of unemployment in the past have meant
rising levels of inflation (CEA 2001: 324; USDL 2001). Yet inflation averaged
only 2.5 percent between 1993 and 2000, ranging between 3.4 and 1.7 percent
(USDL 2001). Chart 4.12 shows that the 1990s saw a new development: low
levels of unemployment contemporaneous with low levels of inflation. It is thought
that what makes this new development possible is high productivity growth, espe-
cially through the application of technology to production (CEA 2001: 22). This
is the defining feature of the New Economy.

Although the information technology sector accounts for only 8.3 percent of
GDP, it accounted for almost one-third of output growth between 1995 and 1999
and 11 percentage points of the 14 percent real growth in total equipment and
software spending by business (CEA 2001: 25).
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According to the CEA in yet another restatement of standard neoclassical theory:

The increased growth prompted by the new technologies has helped the
Federal Government restrain its spending growth and boosted its revenue;
the resulting smaller budget deficits (and later surpluses) have helped keep
interest rates down, encouraging further investment in new technologies.
Economic policies directed toward promoting competition have prodded
firms to adopt the new technologies [and] policies aimed at opening foreign
markets have increased earnings in the U.S. technology sector.

(2001: 23)

Education policy

Education policy held a special place on Clinton’s policy agenda as, according to
Burns and Sorenson (1999: 62, 64), early in his political career Clinton had
resolved to become the “education governor” of Arkansas and had used the issue
as a “springboard to the presidency.” In his 1997 State of the Union Address,
Clinton (1997) declared “my number one priority for the next four years, is to
ensure that all Americans have the best education in the world.” Clinton ele-
vated education and its funding issues to a high priority on the national agenda by
focusing on access, enforcement of national standards, devolution to states and
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school districts, accountability, teacher quality, class-size reduction, literacy, after-
school programs, public school choice, disadvantaged schools, and bilingual edu-
cation (What Works in Teaching and Learning January 24, 2001). However, even
in education policy – a policy area which Clinton claimed to hold dear – deficit
reduction came to dominate in the form of real funding cuts.

Funding

Despite the creation of a range of new programs and his aspiration for universal
college education and physical school improvements, Clinton provided only
modest funding increases (Hardi 2001). Table 4.3 summarizes changes to funding
for new and pre-existing student financial assistance programs.

According to Hardi (2001), Pell Grant funding has barely outpaced inflation
since fiscal 1993 and even then only because of a $1 billion increase in fiscal
2001. Pell Grant funding was only embraced by the Clinton Administration after
the Republicans captured the Congress in 1994 (Hardi 2001). Taken together,
Pell Grants, TRIO, GEAR UP, the HOPE, and lifetime learning credits and the
campus-based programs have only just kept pace with college costs, which have
risen faster than inflation, although almost half of the total increase comes from
the tax credits, which do nothing for the poorest students. Complying with the
rationale of the “user-pays” system, increased access to college has come at
the price of increased student indebtedness.

Table 4.3 Student financial assistance under the Clinton Administration

1993 2001 2001 Change
(inflation- (inflation-
adjusted) adjusted)

(%)

Pre-existing student aid programs
Pell Grant total cost $6.5 billion $8.8 billion $7.2 billion 11
Pell Grants maximum $2,300 $3,750 $3,060 33
grant

Work–study total cost $617 million $1.0 billion $824 million 34
SEOG total cost $583 million $780 million $564 million �3
Perkins Loans total cost $181 million $160 million $130 million �28
TRIO $388 million $780 million $636 million 64
Student loans program $6.9 billion $3.1 billion $2.5 billion �64

total costs
FFEL Program $6.9 billion $3.7 billion $3.0 billion �57
Direct Loan Program 0 �$646 million �$527 million �100

New student aid-related programs
Americorps Begun 1993 $252 million
(excluding VISTA)

GEAR UP Begun 1998 $295 million
College tax credits Begun 1997 $7.9 billion
Loan interest deduction Begun 1997 $333 million

Source: Adapted from US Department of Education in Hardi 2001.
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McPherson and Schapiro (1997) find that the government’s share – both federal
and state – of student aid funding has been declining since the 1980s and has been
offset by increasing tuition payments from students and families, discouraging
students from lower-income families from enrolling in colleges at all; that student
aid programs have failed to keep pace with inflation in college costs; and that
Clinton’s policy proposals seem focused principally on assisting the middle- and
upper-income families by offering tax credits, rather than grants, which are of ben-
efit only when income reaches a certain level; in this case families in the $60,000–
80,000 income bracket will benefit most. They also find that schools increased
their own aid spending when Pell spending increased, absorbing much of the
benefit of the tax cuts themselves. Brainard et al. (2000) similarly find that “under
Clinton, there has been a massive expansion of assistance to middle-income [but
not low-income] students.”

In his 1997 State of the Union Address, Clinton (1997) proposed a new school
upgrade initiative of $5 billion to help communities finance $20 billion in school
construction over the following four years. In early 1998, the Clinton
Administration proposed to underwrite approximately $22 billion in zero-interest
school construction bonds (Temple, J. 1998: 221). Instead of receiving interest
payments financed by the local schools, individual and corporate bondholders
would receive tax credits from the federal government (US Department of the
Treasury in Temple, J. 1998). In the 2001 budget, Clinton reserved $1.2 billion
for a program to support renovation of dilapidated school facilities yet conceded
that the net need for school repair would cost over $100 billion (Clinton 2001a).

The Statistical Abstract of the United States (2000a) reveals that federal funding
to schools remained relatively static between 1990 and 1997, both in real terms
and as a percentage of all sources of funding (US Census Bureau 2000a: 154). In
that time, federal funding as a percentage of all schools’ funding rose from 8.3 to
8.4 percent; for elementary and secondary schools from 5.6 to 6.1 percent; but for
higher education declined from 12.3 to 12 percent.

Chart 4.13 shows that, over the two terms of the Clinton presidency, total fed-
eral expenditure on education and training as a percentage of GDP was actually
0.003 percent less than if the 1993 level of 0.0059 percent had been sustained.

As part of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Clinton introduced Vice
President Gore’s E-Rate program for providing low-cost Internet connections for
schools, libraries, rural health clinics, and hospitals (CEA 2001: 108). Between
1994 and 2001 the number of classrooms connected to the Internet rose from 3 to
65 percent and the number of schools rose from 35 to 95 percent (Clinton 2001a).
Clinton believes access to technology as well as skills is crucial to succeeding in
the “knowledge economy” and told Congress in 2000: “opportunity for all
requires . . . having access to a computer and knowing how to use it” (Clinton 2000c).

Education, Burns and Sorenson (1999: 120, 338) observe, was “a good middle-
class issue, a good bipartisan issue” which appealed to Clinton not least because
it appealed to these two constituencies, yet they conclude that “no teacher or
parent could enjoy the illusion in 1999 that public education as a whole had been
dramatically improved. . . . Education was still in crisis.” Brainard et al. (2000)
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agree that “many of [Clinton’s] education achievements came about because
of . . . the Republican takeover of Congress in the 1994 elections. And educators
remain divided over some of Mr. Clinton’s promises.” For example, after two
years of working with a Democratic Congress, Clinton had raised the maximum
Pell Grant by only $40 and had not increased funding for the campus-based
student-aid programs.

In testimony to the National Summit on High Technology held in June 1999,
the president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Charles Vest, testified
that between 1993 and 1997 federal government funding for basic and applied
research had fallen by 12 percent as a share of GDP (Johnson, H. 2001: 45). He
concluded his testimony by asking whether the US Government was investing
sufficiently in research and ended with the unequivocal reply: “No. We are reduc-
ing our investments. We are going in the wrong direction” (Johnson, H. 2001: 46).
In addition to funding, and as part of an effort to “re-invent” government, Clinton
(2001a) also reduced government regulation in the Department of Education by
two-thirds.

Public school choice

Clinton strongly supported public school choice and sought to improve the
quality of state education by introducing competition within the state sector
through the creation of charter schools (Coates and Lawler 2000: 38). A charter
school is “an independent public school organized as a non-profit organization
funded on a per-pupil basis from the state school aid fund and operated under a
contract [or charter] issued by a state authorizing body” (MAPSA 2001). Despite
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falling short of his goal of increasing the number of charter schools to 3,000, their
number still increased markedly from 1 to 1,700 by the year 2000 (Clinton
2000c). By 1998, 200,000 of 53 million students were enrolled in charter schools
(Clinton 1998b). Clinton opposed the use of public funds for private school
vouchers at a federal level but he was not opposed to them at a state or local level
(What Works in Teaching and Learning January 24, 2001).

Employment policy

When Clinton assumed office in January 1993 the unemployment rate was a
relatively high 7.5 percent. Employment had featured prominently during the cam-
paign and in his policy agenda, summed up in his campaign slogan “putting
America to work” (Clinton and Gore 1992: 3; OMB 2001: 13). Clinton’s perfor-
mance in employment policy is distinguished by increased deregulation (known as
labor market flexibility in neoclassical theory), significant reductions in public
employment, growth in private employment, and increased wage inequality.

Labor law reform

One of Clinton’s first acts on taking office was to initiate a wide-ranging
investigation of the state of worker–management relations in the United States.
Appointed by Secretary of Labor Robert Reich and the Secretary of Commerce,
and headed by John Dunlop (who had been Secretary of Labor under Republican
President Gerald Ford), the Commission on the Future of Worker–Management
Relations (the “Dunlop Commission”) held hearings across the United States in
1993 and 1994. The assumptions behind its inquiries were that because the US
economy had changed during the past six decades, the time had come to consider
restructuring the mode of labor regulation to increase US workers’ competitive-
ness in the global marketplace (Herod 1997: 167).

Herod (1997: 171) observes that the Dunlop Commission recommendations, the
TEAM Act, and negotiated regulations (“reg-neg”) represent a significant change
of policy direction: devolution of workplace regulation from the federal govern-
ment to the level of the individual workplace and the privatization of workplace
relations through a diminishing government role. Moreover, whereas workplace
regulations developed prior to Clinton stipulated minimum standards below which
firms could not fall, under Clinton it was increasingly a ceiling on standards that
was being imposed above which states and communities would not be able to go
for fear of losing capital investment to other less-regulated states (Peck 1996).
These shared policy directions point to an emerging consensus between Democrats
and Republicans on increasing labor market flexibility so that the United States
might become more competitive in the global economy, taking the form of greater
use of market forces in industrial relations reform (Herod 1997: 168; Jaenicke in
Coates and Lawler 2000: 35). Thus, just as in other economic policy areas, the
influence of neoclassical theory in promoting labor flexibility is clear.

As discussed in Chapter 3, neoclassical theory promotes labor market flexibil-
ity in the belief that the sole cause of unemployment is wage rigidities that
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prevent the labor market from clearing and therefore, by definition, failing to
attain full employment.

In his January 1999 State of the Union Address, Clinton announced that “we
should eliminate the limits on what seniors on Social Security can earn.” In April
2000, Clinton signed the Senior Citizen’s Freedom to Work Act, which abolished
means testing for people above the “normal retirement age” of 65 years. Under
prior legislation, retirees aged 65 through 69 had their retirement benefits reduced
by one dollar for every three dollars earned above $17,000 in 2000. Thus, any
such retirees earning about $68,000 per annum would lose their retirement bene-
fits. This acted as the major disincentive to paid employment amongst that age
cohort (Clinton 2000b; Ford 2000).

Importantly, the legislation actually increases federal revenue in three ways
(Ford 2000). First, by removing the disincentive to work, retirees who engage in
employment transfer the cost of their health care from the national Medicare-
Medicaid programs to the employer’s private health insurer. Second, as older
workers extend their careers, they continue paying 1.45 percent of their earnings
into the Medicare-Medicaid programs for a longer period. In sum, the Medicare-
Medicaid programs spend less and receive more income. Third, the US Treasury
receives revenue benefits as older workers extend their liability to income taxes
by working longer.

The “Middle-Class Bill of Rights”

On December 15, 1994, in an Oval Office Address to the Nation (“Clinton’s
‘Middle-Class Bill of Rights,’ ” Historic Documents of 1994: 610–6), Clinton
proposed a “Middle-Class Bill of Rights” which embraced $60 billion in tax
cuts over five years in four major proposals designed to reverse the decline in real
incomes and living standards:

● full tax deductibility for education and retraining of up to $10,000 per year
for families earning up to $120,000 a year;

● a tax cut of up to $500 for every child up to age 13 in families with incomes
below $75,000;

● allowing families with incomes of less than $100,000 to place $2,000 a year
in a tax-deferred Individual Retirement Account. People could withdraw the
money without a tax penalty to pay for college, a first home, a major illness,
or the care of an elderly parent;

● eliminating 60 different federal job retraining programs and instead giving
people who qualify vouchers for $2,000 to $3,000 each to use at private
facilities.

The package would be paid for by “continuing to reduce government spending”
by $24 billion over five years in five government departments. Clinton said his
“test will be: Does an idea expand middle-class incomes and opportunities?
Does it promote values like family, work, responsibility, and community? Does it
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contribute to strengthening the new economy? If it does, I’ll be for it . . .”
(“Clinton’s ‘Middle-Class Bill of Rights,’ ” Historic Documents of 1994: 614).

The Clinton Administration successfully enacted a tax credit worth up to
$1,500 per annum for the cost of the first two years of post-secondary tuition.
This was, according to Jaenicke (in Coates and Lawler 2000: 38), clearly targeted
at the “middle class” since only those paying at least $1,500 of federal income tax
receive the full benefit, while those paying little or no federal income tax receive
little or nothing.

Public sector employment

Clinton’s professed commitment to “putting America to work” did not, however,
extend to public employment. In fact, Clinton pared federal public employment
down to the lowest level since 1960 (OMB 2001: 38).

During the Clinton presidency, executive branch civilian employment fell by
302,000 to 2,645,000 and uniformed military personnel by 360,000 to 1,384,000,
reducing total federal personnel by 666,000 to 4,092,000, and the ratio of federal
executive branch civilian employees per 1,000 population fell from 11.4 to 9.6
(OMB 2002: table 17.5). The federal government lost more employees than any
other industry, except for the apparel and other textiles products industry, and the
Department of Defense suffered the greatest losses – 333,000 civilian workers
(Hatch and Clinton 2000: 15).

Clinton proudly declared to the Congress on February 17, 1993, three days
short of his first month in office, that he had fulfilled his promise to cut White
House staff by 25 percent, saving $10 million, and had cut the federal bureau-
cracy by 100,000 positions, for combined savings of $9 billion (Clinton 1993d).
According to the OMB, Clinton actually eliminated 138,000 positions in his first
year in office (2002: table 17.5).

The Clinton Administration credits the National Performance Review and the
National Partnership for Reinventing Government with abolishing an estimated
377,000 full-time equivalent federal civilian positions, as shown in Chart 4.14
(OMB 2001: 38).

Unemployment

Historically, Democratic presidents have tended to focus on lowering unemploy-
ment at the expense of higher inflation (Tufte 1978; Hibbs 1987; Burns and Taylor
2001). Chart 4.15 shows that unemployment has been lower under Democratic
administrations than Republican: the mean unemployment rate for Democrats
(excluding Clinton) is 5.1 percent, for Republicans 6.4 percent, and for the
Clinton Administration 5.2 percent. The declining unemployment rate under
Clinton is striking, from 6.9 percent in 1993 to 4 percent in 2000 – the lowest rate
since 1969 (CEA 2001: 188, 324).

It is generally accepted that Clinton presided over the longest running
expansion in US history and a large growth in employment, with estimates of
13.25 million new jobs between 1992 and 1999 (Wray and Pigeon 2000: 811) and
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21 million between 1989 and 1999 (Hatch and Clinton 2000: 3). Note that this is
jobs growth that Clinton argues occurred due to – not despite of – fiscal discipline
(CEA 2001: 3, 43, 249).

In employment policy too, deficit reduction was central to policy-making.
According to Clinton’s Secretary of Labor, Robert Reich, Clinton was unwill-
ing to tax the “economic winners” of the past two decades to pay for the neces-
sary education and training which would help welfare recipients and the
unemployed obtain decent jobs (Reich 1997: 155–6, 213–14; Jaenicke in Coates
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and Lawler 2000: 40). The one innovation which Reich claims to have supported
and which was enacted – the Workforce Investment Act 1998 – actually saved the
government money (Reich 1997: 130–1; Jaenicke in Coates and Lawler 2000: 40).

Reich complained that all policy-making was framed within what he calls the
“conceptual prison” of deficit reduction:

[T]he Wall Street and Federal Reserve . . . bankers argue that a lower deficit
leads to more private savings, that more savings result in more capital invest-
ment, that more capital investment means higher productivity, and that higher
productivity translates, as night follows day, into higher wages.

(1997: 29)

According to the administration, the other key ingredient to economic growth
besides deficit reduction was labor market flexibility as the “flexibility of labor
markets has been an important aspect of economic success in the United
States . . . [by assisting] firms to adapt their workforce to changing economic
prospects” (CEA 2001: 166).

Hatch and Clinton (2000) find that between 1989 and 1999 the largest job
losses occurred in the federal government followed by the manufacturing and
mining sectors. The largest job gains occurred in the services sector, specifically
the personnel supply industry followed by the personal service and financial
services sectors.

During the 1990s, employment in manufacturing declined due to technological
innovations combined with the effects of the Asian financial crisis on manufac-
turing exports (Hatch and Clinton 2000: 7). The only exception to the industry as
a whole was construction, which boomed as home purchases increased due to low
rates of interest and unemployment.

The services sector was the driving force behind the jobs growth of the 1990s
(Hatch and Clinton 2000: 13). Table 4.4 shows that between 1998 and 1999, the
services sector generated 99 percent of the 21 million new jobs created and that
the average weekly earnings from those jobs increased by 7.6 percent over the
decade – four times faster than the private sector average (Bureau of Labor
Statistics 2001).

Of the 10 specific industries adding the most jobs, 7 were in services. Business
services in particular generated more jobs than any other industry group during
the decade. Personnel supply services tops the list of most jobs added and is
ranked third by growth rate during the decade, with an increase of 147.6 percent.
Demand for contract or temporary personnel, especially for the highly skilled,
soared as firms adopted more “flexible” labor practices such as contracting-out
and “just-in-time labor” – rather than direct hiring of employees – to help them
quickly adjust their labor forces to stay competitive (Clinton, A. 1997; Hatch and
Clinton 2000: 13).

Employment in computer and data processing services increased by 148.6 per-
cent due to the increasing role of technology in business practices. Demand for
personal services, such as health care, beauty, and hospitality, also soared, by
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160.8 percent and 77.8 percent respectively, due to reforms expanding Medicare
benefits for home health care coverage and increasing disposable incomes.

The financial services industry, which includes finance, insurance, real estate,
and securities, enjoyed rapid job growth also. Historically low interest rates and
higher incomes combined to increase the number of households owning stocks to
50 percent by the end of the decade, earning Wall Street record profits and
increasing securities’ employment by 120.4 percent.

The Clinton administration claims that income “gains were shared by
Americans at all income levels” during its two terms and that, in addition, “the
most disadvantaged groups tended to experience the greatest improvements in
financial well-being” (CEA 2001: 188–9). Wolff’s analysis of income and wealth
distribution (Table 4.5) challenges these claims, finding that the years between
1983 and 1998 were a period of increasing income and wealth inequality (Wolff
2001). Throughout that time, only the top 1 percent of households increased their
share of total net worth (assets minus debts), financial wealth (liquid assets), and
income, while the rest either stagnated or declined. The bottom 40 percent’s share
of total net worth, financial wealth, and income declined significantly. Wolff also
finds that, between 1982 and 1997, the average real income of non-Hispanic
black households remained unchanged. He concludes that “the results point to
stagnating living conditions for the average American household, with median net
worth growing by only 4 percent and median income by 5 percent between 1989
and 1998” (Wolff 2001).

Table 4.4 Change in US employment by industry 1989–99

Industry 1989 1999 Change in %
number

Total nonfarm employment 107,884,000 128,786,000 20,902,000 19.4
Total private employment 90,105,000 108,616,000 18,511,000 20.5
Total service-producing 82,630,000 103,304,000 20,674,000 25.0
employment

Transportation and public 5,614,000 6,826,000 1,212,000 21.6
utilities employment

Wholesale trade employment 6,187,000 6,924,000 737,000 11.9
Retail trade employment 19,475,000 22,788,000 3,313,000 17.0
Finance, insurance, and 6,668,000 7,569,000 901,000 13.5
real estate

Services employment 26,907,000 39,027,000 12,120,000 45.0
All government 17,779,000 20,170,000 2,391,000 13.4
employment

Federal 2,988,000 2,669,000 �319,000 �10.7
State 4,182,000 4,695,000 513,000 12.3
Local 10,609,000 12,806,000 2,197,000 20.7

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 2001.

Note
Average weekly earnings are expressed as constant 1999 dollars.
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Bernstein and Mishel (1997: 16) also note the accelerating rate of wage
inequality during the 1990s, and find that its “pattern . . . does not comport well
with the oft-repeated description of an economy in which all are doing well
except ‘less educated, less skilled workers’ ” but, on the contrary, suggests that
only the wages of the high-wage workforce grew, while those of the rest either
stagnated or declined. In other words, they find that the 1990s was a decade in
which “the rich got richer” not necessarily the educated, thus continuing a trend
begun in the 1980s. Even Reich concedes that the United States “has the widest
inequality of income and wealth of any advanced country – wider than it has
experienced in more than a century – but no strategy for how to reduce it, and
none is being discussed” (Reich quoted in Hartcher 2001: 52).

Wray and Pigeon (2000) examine how widely the Clinton economic expansion
distributed new employment opportunities. They find that opportunities were
distributed very narrowly as 98.3 percent of the 13.25 million new jobs created
between 1992 and 1999 went to 13.033 million of the 16.5 million persons with
some college education and only 217,000 – or less than 2 percent – went to the half
of the population without a college education. This, they argue, means those with
a college education “crowded out” low-skilled job seekers. They conclude that
“neither the Reagan rising tide nor the Clinton rising tide has been sufficient to lift
the boats at the bottom in terms of job opportunity” (Wray and Pigeon 2000: 835).

Table 4.5 The distribution of US wealth and income (percentage
share of wealth or income held by)

Year Gini coefficient Top 1% Bottom 40%

A. Net worth
1983 0.799 33.8 0.9
1989 0.832 37.4 �0.7
1992 0.823 37.2 0.4
1995 0.828 38.5 0.2
1998 0.822 38.1 0.2
2001 0.826 33.4 0.3

B. Financial wealth
1983 0.893 42.9 �0.9
1989 0.926 46.9 �2.5
1992 0.903 45.6 �1.1
1995 0.914 47.2 �1.3
1998 0.893 47.3 �1.1
2001 0.888 39.7 �0.7

C. Income
1982 0.480 12.8 12.3
1988 0.521 16.6 10.7
1991 0.528 15.7 10.5
1994 0.518 14.4 10.7
1997 0.531 16.6 10.5

Source: Adapted from Wolff 2001.
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Handel (2001) claims the evidence indicates that the labor market behaved
according to Say’s Law: the increased supply of the college-educated generated
its own demand as employers selected employees from the top, casting doubt on
the popular Clinton claim that there has been an accelerating demand for higher
skills in the workforce (Reich 1991, 1997). According to Handel:

[I]t is hard to find evidence that information technology has done much to
alter either the skills content of work within occupations or the occupational
composition of the workforce. . . . . It appears that the skills requirements of
postindustrial technology have had far less influence on wages than the state
of the overall economy.

(2001)

If, as Reich (1991) has argued in a reversal of Say’s Law, the demand for more
educated employees creates its own supply, we would expect all 16.5 million college-
educated persons to have been employed. Other commentators (Mishel et al. 1999)
also argue that the data contradict Clinton’s argument that higher education neces-
sarily leads to real income gains, much less to reductions in economic inequality.

Chart 4.16 shows historical data collected by the US Bureau of the Census
(2000b: table A-3) in which there appears to be a correlation between education
and income, but that fact by itself is by no means new or unique to the 1990s. It
also shows evidence of accelerating real income growth for college graduates
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over the decade as opposed to declining real incomes for non-college graduates,
which would appear to support Clinton’s claim that “today’s income gap is largely
a skills gap” (Clinton 1999c) as “the more you learn, the more you earn” (Clinton
and Gore 1992: 16).

It should also be noted that whilst the official unemployment rate declined
across all demographic categories, it may have been distorted by the increasing
prison population. Like those in the armed forces, the prison population is
excluded from the official unemployment statistics. Becket and Western (1997 in
Wray and Pigeon 2000: 820) find that the unemployment rate between 1990 and
1994, for example, would have been 7.7 percent instead of the official 5.9 percent
had it been adjusted to include the prisoner population. Moreover, the prisoner
population consists disproportionately of young black men, a cohort which has
a higher unemployment rate than the general population (11.3 percent). When
adjusted to include this group, the official unemployment rate would have been
an even higher 18.8 percent.

Bluestone and Rose (1998), meanwhile, call into question the Clinton
Administration’s claim that technological innovations have increased productivity
without increasing wages, thereby generating the New Economy’s inflation-free
economic growth (CEA 2001: 19–25). They find that hours worked have
increased consistently since the 1980s and throughout the 1990s, leading to a de
facto labor supply increase equivalent to one-sixth of the additional supply that
has kept a lid on wages, thereby increasing output without inducing inflation. The
average annual hours worked by prime-age workers (age 25–54) increased by
2.5 percent to 2000 hours between 1991 and 1995 (Bluestone and Rose 1998: 32).
Greenspan (1996 quoted in Bluestone and Rose 1998) and Reich (1997: 295)
both attribute the longer (unpaid) hours to increasing job insecurity. Much of the
evidence seems to suggest that labor intensity, rather than technology, has driven
the majority of increased productivity (Greenspan 1996; Reich 1997; Bluestone
and Rose 1998; Meeropol 2000).

The picture that emerges then is one of rising income and wealth inequality,
along with displacement of the low-skilled by the high-skilled, longer working
hours, and stagnating incomes. Quite a different picture to that painted by Clinton
and one which could hardly be described as a case of “a rising tide lifting all boats.”

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that the distinguishing features of Clinton’s economic
policy program are all drawn from neoclassical economic theory: fiscal discipline
through spending cuts, deficit reduction, and tax cuts; competitiveness and dereg-
ulation; pro-market policies to attract private investment; privatization and labor
market flexibility along with deregulation. Indeed, the defining feature of Clinton’s
agenda, as noted at the beginning of this chapter, is its fiscal discipline, at
the expense of reduced public investment. The following chapter analyzes the
economic policies of the United Kingdom’s prime minister, Tony Blair, and finds
that his New Labour Government has pursued a remarkably similar economic
policy course to Clinton’s.
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This chapter will argue, first, that the overall macroeconomic framework of the
Blair Government was contractionary – based on the twin-deficits proposition of
standard neoclassical theory – and, second, that this constrained the key public
investment elements of the Third Way program to such an extent that Blair, like
Clinton, effectively abandoned them in favor of fiscal discipline. This will be
shown through a detailed examination of public spending in the key areas of
fiscal policy, investment policy, and education policy.

Fiscal policy

As with Clinton, Blair’s fiscal policy performance is defined by its fiscal disci-
pline along with lower rates of taxation and high revenue growth. The important
point to note is that fiscal discipline or fiscal consolidation was achieved through
reduced government spending rather than through higher tax rates, consistent
with the standard neoclassical theory that lower taxes stimulate investment and
that government spending crowds out private investment, the latter being, as
discussed in Chapter 2, the standard neoclassical vehicle for economic growth.

Revenue

In an address to the financial community of the City of London, Blair said
that the objective of any government should be to lower, rather than raise,
taxes because “the presumption should be that economic activity is best left
to the private sector” (quoted in Yergin and Stanislaw 1998: 373). The Blair
Government has indeed abolished or reduced a wide range of taxes. Chancellor
of the Exchequer Gordon Brown boasts of having reduced corporate tax from
33 to 30 percent, the lowest level of business taxation of the major industrial
countries (Callinicos 2001: 53); abolished advance corporation tax; removed
repayable dividend tax credits from pension funds; moved to a quarterly system
of tax payments for large firms; and introduced a lower rate of corporate tax of
20 percent for companies with annual profits of less than £300,000 (Clark and
Dilnot 2001: 3).

5 The Third Way in the 
United Kingdom
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In April 1999, the starting rate of personal income tax on the first £1,520 per
annum was reduced from 20 to 10 percent, and in the 2001–2 budget the upper
limit of this tax rate was increased to £1,880. In 1997–8, the basic tax rate (on
income between £1,521 and £28,400) was reduced from 24 to 23 percent and
again in April 2000 from 23 to 22 percent. In April 2001, its upper limit was
increased to £29,400 whilst the higher rate of 40 percent for income above
£29,400 remained unchanged (New Labour 1997d; Inland Revenue 2001).

The Blair Government also increased the starting point for National Insurance
Contributions (the pensions system) to £76 weekly in April 2000 and again to
£87 in April 2001. In order “to reduce the burden on employers,” the point at
which they begin to pay National Insurance Contributions was raised by
£17 weekly in April 2000, which, with some other measures, reduced the total
contributions burden on employers by £1.35 billion (New Labour 1997d). In
1997, the Government reduced the Value Added Tax on fuel from 8 to 5 percent,
the lowest level allowed under European Union law (New Labour 1997d).

The Government also introduced a range of tax credits to “help make work pay.”
The biggest change has been the Working Families Tax Credit (WFTC), which,
much like Clinton’s EITC, aims at guaranteeing any family with a full-time
worker £214 per week from spring 2001 (Glyn and Wood 2001: 53). It was set at
a considerably more generous level than the Family Credit program which it
replaced, and was boosted by an additional subsidy to cover child-care expenses
for the low-paid. Those on low earnings also benefit from adjustments to the
bottom end of the tax and national insurance schedules. The 1999 Budget claimed
that the number of those employed who face effective marginal tax (and with-
drawal of benefit rates) of more than 70 percent had fallen from 715,000 to
230,000. Single-earner families would be £30–40 per week better off over a large
range of weekly earnings (£120–280 per week).

Despite the Government’s reduction of income and corporate tax rates, the
buoyant economy saw government revenue rise from 37.4 percent of GDP in
1996–7 to 40.1 percent in 2000–1 (HM Treasury 2002b: table C23). Furthermore,
and despite the reductions in corporate taxation, overall tax revenue from private
firms also increased from 3.5 percent of GDP in 1998–9 to 3.9 percent in 2001–2
(Taylor 2001a: 53).

Expenditure

In 1998 Blair told the French Parliament: “First, we must maintain strong,
prudent discipline over financial and monetary policy. . . . There is no right or left
politics in economic management today. There is good and bad” (1998a: 3). The
role of government, Blair explained in a 1998 interview, is “not to pile up big
budget deficits and hope for the best” but “to run a prudent financial policy
and combine that with government intervention to equip people and business to
survive and compete in this new global market” (Blair quoted in Wilkinson, R.
2000: 141).

As Blair had promised in his 1997 election manifesto, his Government has
adhered to the previous Major Conservative Government’s spending limits for its
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first term in office (Foley 2000: 98). In its 2001 budget, the Blair Government
restated its ongoing commitment to its two “fiscal rules” (HM Treasury 2001).
The first is the “golden rule”: that over the economic cycle it will borrow only to
invest and not to fund current spending. The second is its “sustainable investment
rule,” which requires that public sector net debt as a proportion of GDP be limited
to a “stable and prudent” level, which the Chancellor Gordon Brown has defined
as a maximum of 40 percent over the economic cycle (HM Treasury 1998b). The
“golden rule” restricts the government to running a surplus on the current budget.

In terms of aggregate spending, Blair’s Government has adhered to the “golden
rule” by pursing disciplined fiscal policy (Chart 5.1). Total managed expenditure
declined every year from 41 percent of GDP in 1996–7 to 38.1 percent in 2000–1 –
the lowest level since at least 1970–1 (the Treasury’s earliest historical figure)
(HM Treasury 2002b: table C24).1 Public sector current expenditure also
declined, from 38.7 percent in 1996–7 to 36.5 percent in 2000–1. As a conse-
quence of the buoyant economy and the Government’s spending restraint, the cur-
rent budget surplus thus increased, from a deficit of 3 percent of GDP in 1996–7
to a surplus of 2.3 percent in 2000–1, the largest since 1970–1.

Public sector net borrowing – one key measure of the budget deficit – was
reversed from 3.7 percent of GDP in 1996–7 to net savings of 1.7 percent in
2000–1 (HM Treasury 2002b: table C23). As a result, public sector net debt has
declined massively: from 43.7 percent of GDP in 1996–7 to 31.3 percent in
2000–1 (HM Treasury 2001: table C23). As with the “golden rule,” the Government
has also adhered to the “sustainable investment rule” (Chart 5.2).

Chart 5.1 UK public expenditures, receipts, and budget surplus (% of GDP) 1970–1
to 2000–1.

Source: HM Treasury 2002b: tables C23 and C24.
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92 The Third Way in the United Kingdom

The Blair Government announced the results of its Comprehensive Spending
Review at the end of July 2000. The Review set departmental spending plans for
the next three years – from fiscal 2000–1 to 2003–4 (New Labour 1997d).
Alongside the plans are quantified performance targets setting out what taxpayers
can expect for this investment. Fifteen cross-departmental reviews addressed
issues which cut across traditional departmental boundaries. Within limits for
spending in line with the Government’s fiscal rules, the Review provided new
funding and set new performance outcomes as well as investment strategies for
each department which set out detailed plans for how capital programs will
contribute to their overall goals.

The move to three-year planning cycles from 1999 and the establishment of a
link between planned expenditures and the performance of spending departments
reflects what Moran and Alexander (2000: 114) describe as the “unusual author-
ity” of the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Treasury over other agencies. It
also offers the Government greater control over spending, enabling it to better
meet its fiscal “rules” (Emmerson et al. 2003b: 9).

According to the United Kingdom’s Institute for Fiscal Studies, the Blair
Government has spent significantly more on health and education than either the
Major Conservative or the Thatcher Conservative governments but, due to its
resistance to higher taxes, could only do so by internally reallocating from the
defense and social security budgets (Table 5.1). In terms of total spending, how-
ever, the Blair Government is located exactly halfway between the Conservative
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Chart 5.2 UK public sector net borrowing and net debt (% of GDP) 1974–5 to 2000–1.

Source: HM Treasury 2002b: table C23.
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Thatcher and Major governments. Discussion and evidence of the Blair
Government’s spending on public investments and education is presented below
that challenges the Institute for Fiscal Studies’ view of education spending.

The Fabian Society’s Commission on Taxation and Citizenship (2000: 3) and
the commentator Samuel Brittan (Callinicos 2001: 54) both point out that New
Labour’s public spending plans for the period 2001–4 will leave public spending
as a proportion of GDP lower than when the Major Conservative Government left
office in fiscal 1996–7.

Redistribution

This section examines the redistributive impact of the Blair Government’s policies
as income redistribution is a standard test of a government’s commitment to social
democracy. It is, therefore, also a good test of Blair (1998d: 1) and Giddens’
(2001: 2) claims that the Third Way is a form of “modernised social democracy.”

There is some disagreement over the precise impact of New Labour’s policies
on income inequality. According to the Commission on Taxation and Citizenship
(2000: 3), the first four Labour budgets (1997–2000) have been modestly redis-
tributive in impact, both to low-income households and to families with children.
By one estimate, the Blair Government’s budgets have increased the incomes of
the poorest 20 percent of households with children by 15 percent whilst the
incomes of the richest 20 percent rose by only 1 percent (Moran and Alexander
2000: 115–16).

Clark and Dilnot (2001) agree that the incomes of the poorest households
have risen under the Blair Government but argue that the richest households have
benefited more. Whilst the incomes of households in the poorest quintile have grown
by 1.4 percent, they calculate that the richest households’ income have grown by
2.8 percent and the next richest quintile’s by 2.4 percent (Clark and Dilnot 2001: 31).
Glyn and Wood (2001: 57) argue that the Blair Government’s refusal to reverse
Conservative prime minister Margaret Thatcher’s decision to index welfare

Table 5.1 UK government spending (average annual real percentage
increase)

Portfolio 1979–92 1992–7 1997–2002
(Thatcher) (Major) (Blair)

Health 3.1 2.6 4.7
Education 1.5 1.6 3.8
Defense �0.2 �3.1 �1.3
Social security 3.5 3.8 1.5

Total spending 1.6 2.0 1.8

Source: Adapted from Institute for Fiscal Studies in Glyn and Wood 2001: 58.

Note
Social security spending includes tax credits (revenue forgone) for
comparability.
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benefits to prices rather than earnings has been a major contribution to the rise in
inequality because, since the poorest households receive most of their incomes
from benefits, this inevitably drags down the share of the poorest groups whenever
real incomes rise.

Callinicos (2001: 52) accuses the Blair Government of raising inequality. He
cites Gini coefficients (one key measure of inequality) which show income
inequality rising from 33 in 1996–7 to 35 in 1998–9, the highest level since the
Thatcher era. He also cites Department of Social Security figures which show
the number of people living in households with less than half the average income
(the United Kingdom’s official definition of poverty) rising from 16.9 to 17.7
percent of the population during Blair’s first two years in office. Moreover,
the wealthiest 10 percent of the population saw their incomes rise by 7.1 percent
compared with only 1.9 percent for the poorest 10 percent. Callinicos (2001: 53)
agrees with Glyn and Wood (2001: 57) that the key cause is the Government’s
continuation of Thatcher’s decision to index welfare payments to inflation rather
than to the growth in real incomes.

Monetary policy

The only explicit monetary policy commitment New Labour offered was to transfer
operational control over interest rates to the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy
Committee, which it did in June 1997, to “ensure that decision making on mone-
tary policy is more effective, open, accountable and free from short-term political
manipulation” (New Labour 1997e: 13).

The Government monetary policy framework requires that the Government
sets the inflation target, which is 2.5 percent per year, while the Monetary Policy
Committee sets interest rates to meet that target. By removing monetary policy
from the control of political parties, the idea is that interest rates would be
changed in a timely manner to offset inflationary or deflationary pressures as well
as “enhance its credibility in the eyes of the financial markets” (Glyn and Wood
2001: 51).

This is one example among many of Blair’s New Labour openly drawing upon
the American experience by emulating both the machinery and stability of mon-
etary policy established by the Federal Reserve Bank System in the United States.
Foley explains that

[T]he American linkage is unmistakable given that the choice undertaken
by the Blair administration in May 1997 owed much to advice Mr Brown
[then Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer] had received from Mr Alan
Greenspan, the chairman of the US Federal Reserve, two months prior to
New Labour’s victory in the [1997] general election.

(2000: 7)

According to the Bank of England’s (2001a) survey of selected retail bank interest
rates, the last time the average retail rate was lower than the 5.25 percent of
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May 10, 2001 was on June 12, 1972. Chart 5.3 shows the Bank of England’s base
(or discount) rates between 1970 and 2001 and similarly finds that the 5 percent
base rate on June 10, 2001, was the lowest since October 17, 1977 (Bank of
England 2003).

Like the United States, reduced government spending appears to have had the
intended effect of reducing demand on the money supply, thus contributing to
lower interest rates. Also like the United States, the United Kingdom has adopted
the monetary practice of inflation targeting, whereby monetary policy is adjusted
to maintain an inflationary target, 2.5 percent in the case of the United Kingdom.

Inflation

On November 27, 2001, New Labour’s Chancellor of the Exchequer Gordon
Brown told the House of Commons: “inflation has been at or near our target 
of percent for four years . . . [which is] the lowest inflation rate since 1963”
(Brown 2001) in fulfillment of New Labour’s 1997 election commitment. Whilst
this is probably overstating the case, price inflation has remained low, and
F. Wilkinson (2000: 661–3) agrees that inflation, which was 3.1 percent in 1997,
had by 1999 fallen to below 2 percent for the first time since the 1960s. However,
he argues that this was more due to the “extraordinary decline” in the price of
imports – which fell by 6.7 percent in 1997, 6.4 percent in 1998, and another
2.5 percent in 1999 – than to the effects of monetary policy.
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Chart 5.3 Bank of England base interest rates 1970–2001.

Source: Bank of England 2003.
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Money supply

Chart 5.5 shows that between 1997 and 2000, growth in M4 (the broadest UK
measure of money supply) was at its lowest rate since 1970 and most closely
resembled the rates under Conservative governments between 1991 and 1996.

This analysis of monetary policy reveals the standard neoclassical logic to be
at work: that by reducing government spending and government debt, interest
rates decline, thereby stimulating private investment.

Investment policy

We have seen that the overall macroeconomic settings of the Blair Government
were contractionary. As a result of its overriding commitment to a budget surplus,
this prevented the Government from pursuing its Third Way program in the key
policy areas of public investments in infrastructure, education, and R&D.

Public investment

In keeping with the evolutionary and endogenous growth theories, the Blair
Government devoted a large portion of its Spending Review 2000 (HM Treasury
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Chart 5.4 Annual percentage change in UK retail prices 1949–2003.

Source: ONS 2004.

Notes
Chart 5.4 uses the United Kingdom’s Office for National Statistics’ (ONS) longest time-series data for
inflation, which excludes mortgage interest payments. Data which include this expense are only
available from 1987.
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2000a) to stressing the importance of public investment, as it provides the
infrastructure essential to improvements in output, productivity, and growth.
Indeed, the Blair Government has accused its Conservative predecessors of cut-
ting capital programs “as a way of meeting short-term current pressures, with
long-term detrimental effects” (HM Treasury 2000b: 2). In its Spending Review
2002, it referred to estimated backlogs in 1997 of “in excess” of £7 billion in
schools, over £3 billion for National Health Service (NHS) buildings, and up to
£6.7 billion on roads (HM Treasury 2002a: 5). Despite its declared enthusiasm,
however, increased public investment has not only failed to materialize under the
Blair Government but has actually declined, as a share of GDP, to postwar lows
(Clark and Dilnot 2001: 25–6; Clark et al. 2002: 305).

Chart 5.6 illustrates the long-term trend of declining public investment in the
United Kingdom. Total gross public investment as a percentage of GDP has fallen
almost continuously since its peak in 1967–8 and has continued to decline under
the Blair Government.2 In 1996–7, the financial year in which Blair won office,
gross public investment represented 2.4 percent of GDP but, by 2000–1, it had
reached a postwar low of 1.8 percent of GDP. Net public investment shows a
similar continuous collapse from its peak of 7.1 percent in 1967–8 to 0.5 percent
in 1999–2000 and again in 2000–1.

According to Clark and Dilnot (2001: 25–7), over the course of Blair’s first
term his government spent an average of less than 0.5 percent of GDP per year
on public net investment, which is, they argue, “easily the lowest figure for any
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98 The Third Way in the United Kingdom

four-year period since the Second World War.” They calculate that, in that period,
real investment spending declined by an average of 4.4 percent per annum, a total
reduction of 16.4 percent over those four years.

Some commentators have considered the argument that the decline in public
investment may simply reflect the attempts of successive governments to reduce
the overall size of public spending (e.g. Clark et al. 2002: 312). If this argument
were true, we would expect to see the public investment share of total public
spending as relatively constant despite reductions in the total size of spending.
Chart 5.7, which shows the UK public gross investment as a percentage of all
government expenditure, reveals this not to be the case. Rather, it shows a signif-
icant and continuous decline in the public investment share of public spending
from very high levels in the 1960s and 1970s to unprecedented lows of less than
5 percent under the Blair Government. It thus appears to contradict the Blair
Government’s claims of priority for public investment (e.g. HM Treasury 2000a,b)
and exposes them to their own criticism that previous governments have diverted
capital expenditure to recurrent spending programs.

Chart 5.8 shows gross public capital formation for education – a key Third Way
policy area – and another important test of Blair’s commitment to the Third
Way program.
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Chart 5.8 reveals that public investment in education peaked at just over
0.7 percent in 1973 and, after that, declined extremely rapidly, so that by 1982 it
represented just under 0.2 percent of GDP. It has remained at a similar level ever
since, fluctuating between 0.15 and 0.25 percent. Despite a slight recovery in the
early 1990s, it declined again in the mid-1990s. Another recovery is evident
during Blair’s first term: gross capital formation rising to 0.22 percent in 2001,
almost but still less than the level of investment at the end of the 1980s. Of par-
ticular concern, argue Clark et al. (2002: 336), is that in 1990 the rate of growth
in pupil numbers turned positive yet education investment continued to decline as
a share of GDP. The absolute number of pupils in 1999 had reached its 1970 level
of 10.2 million; however, the level of gross capital formation in 1970 represented
0.57 percent of GDP, yet by 1999, in contrast, it had declined to only 0.19 percent.

Given the stated importance of R&D in economic theory as well as in Blair’s
New Economy rhetoric, it is particularly pertinent to examine his government’s
expenditure on R&D in comparison with that of earlier governments. As Chart
5.9 shows, the UK government expenditure on R&D peaked at 1.27 percent of
GDP in 1981 and in the 21 years between 1967 and 1988 generally remained in
a range of between 1 and 1.2 percent. Since 1988, however, a clear decline is evi-
dent and it has not been reversed by the Blair Government. In its first four years,
average R&D represented half its average between 1967 and 1987.

Chart 5.10 shows public investment in health care continued rising until 1973,
when it reached almost 0.4 percent of GDP. Thereafter, it fluctuated between
0.25 and 0.3 percent until 1991. It then appears to have collapsed to 0.02 percent
in 2001. However, the creation of the NHS Trusts in 1990 may have a bearing on
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these figures. NHS Trusts are classified as public corporations whose expenditure
lies outside of the “general government” statistical category and is not included
in the series. With their inclusion, Clark et al. (2002: 331) calculate that gross
capital formation for health may be as much a full percentage point higher from
1992, yet the rapidly declining trend thereafter is identical to that in Chart 5.10
(Clark et al. 2002).

Chart 5.11 shows total public investment in the roads network as a percentage
of GDP. It reveals that public investment in roads declined from 1.5 percent in
1970–1 to stabilize at about 0.7 percent in the 1980s. It then increased again in the
early 1990s, only to decline to record lows of less than 0.5 percent under the Blair
Government. This almost continuous decline is of particular concern considering
the almost continuous growth in the number and use of motor vehicles
(Department for Transport 2003) and the demands made upon the roads network
for the transportation of goods and services.

Privatization

Many commentators have turned to the increased role of privatization and private
financing of public services as one possible explanation for the decline in public
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Chart 5.10 UK general government gross capital formation for health (% of GDP)
1956–2001.

Source: ONS 2003: table 11.2.

Notes
General government includes central and local governments but excludes public corporations. Gross
capital formation is another measure of public investment, which includes the acquisition of fixed
assets plus changes in the level of inventories less sales of assets and the improvement of land. Gross
capital formation may be negative as the sale of assets may be larger than acquisitions.
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investment shown in Chart 5.6 (e.g. Bloom and Bond 2001: 6; Clark et al. 2002:
310; Emmerson et al. 2003b: 36).

On coming to office, New Labour privatized public assets in air traffic control,
student loans, and defense research as well as relaunching the Conservatives’
Private Finance Initiative (PFI) (Coates and Lawler 2000: 129). The PFI is a
method of privatization introduced by the Major Conservative Government in
1992 whereby private sector finance is used in the construction, maintenance, and
delivery of public services in return for government payment of an income stream
over a number of years. These payments are not classed as capital spending, so
public investment appears lower than it otherwise would under traditional public
procurement. The PFI is in many respects similar to Clinton’s PPP initiative
discussed in Chapter 4.

Several arguments have traditionally been put in favor of PFI (Institute for
Public Policy Research 2000; Robinson, P. 2000). The principal argument is that
the private sector can deliver public goods of a higher quality and more efficiently
than the government. The other main argument is that by helping government
overcome a perceived fiscal dilemma by securing new financing for public invest-
ment, the PFI appears to allow government to reconcile the desire for higher
capital spending with the commitment to maintaining a policy of fiscal discipline
and low taxation.

The Blair Government rebranded and relaunched the PFI as PPP and extended
its use into the delivery of public services previously thought of as exclusively
public. According to Toynbee and Walker (quoted in Taylor 2002), between 1997
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Chart 5.11 UK public investment in roads (% of GDP) 1969–70 to 2001–2.

Source: Department for Transport 2003.
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and 2001, PFI contracts had been signed for 150 projects worth more than
£12 billion, including 35 hospitals, 520 schools, and four prisons. According to
HM Treasury (1998a: table B15, 2001: table C16), the total value of capital
spending on public projects by the private sector increased 258 percent from
£1,500 million in 1997–8 to £3,878 million in 2000–1.

Chart 5.12 shows gross public investment with the addition of private sector
capital spending under the PFI. It reveals that even with the inclusion of PFI
investment, and despite its rapid growth, total gross public investment in the
fiscal year 2000–1 was only raised from 1.8 to 2 percent of GDP – still an
historically low level and the overall trend remains unchanged. These data appear
not to lend substance to the argument that public investment has made way for
private investment – a key element of the neoclassical approach to ‘sound’ public
finance known as the crowding-out hypothesis (discussed in Chapter 3).

Very controversially, New Labour has even begun a trial of privatized police
officers it calls the “rent-a-bobby” scheme, whereby consumers, usually busi-
nesses, can rent a police officer to guard client stores only (Police News 2001: 7).
South Yorkshire police, for example, charge £3,000 a month to shopkeepers in a
Sheffield shopping centre and that entitles them to one police officer to guard
their stores during daylight hours. The shopkeepers may also purchase protection
for night-time hours for an additional fee.

Blair’s support for PFI and PPPs and his “plans to push privatization” further
than Prime Minister Thatcher have proven extremely controversial and, because
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they transfer public sector services and jobs to the private sector, have incurred the
opposition of the trade unions – the traditional constituency of the Labour Party –
and accusations of betrayal (Taylor 2001b). Toynbee and Walker (quoted in The
Bulletin, May 15, 2001) accuse Blair of using private sector finance to actually
disguise the declining levels of public spending on infrastructure and services.

A final, and perhaps the most plausible, explanation for the decline in public
investment considered by a number of commentators is the desire demonstrated
by successive governments to contain public spending overall, and the budget
deficit in particular, by diverting capital spending to current spending (Clark and
Dilnot 2002; Clark et al. 2002). Politically, reductions in public investment, as
opposed to current spending, are less likely to be immediately apparent and there-
fore provoke political reaction. During the past 25 years, public investment in fact
appears to have been sacrificed to containing overall public spending and, indeed,
this strategy has been practiced even more actively by the Blair Government. The
risk this strategy runs, of course, is that such short-term political pressures may
result in public investment that is below the optimal long-term level required for
economic growth. Ironically, this is, as noted above, precisely the accusation the
Blair Government had leveled at its Conservative predecessors. Yet, just as
Clinton had done, Blair too sacrificed public investment for debt reduction.

According to the Commission on Taxation and Citizenship (2000: 33), as
“Labour’s commitment was not just to hold income tax rates, but to reduce the large
budget deficit inherited from the Conservatives . . . the new [Labour] Government
argued that high borrowing levels increase interest rates” and that this would crowd-
out private investment. Just as with Clinton (e.g. CEA 2001: 43), this is the stan-
dard neoclassical argument with which by now we have become well acquainted.

Private investment

In late 1999, Blair became the first Labour prime minister to address the
Confederation of British Industry. In his speech, he described the role of govern-
ment intervention in industry as a policy that had “passed its sell-by date” (Blair
1999). He confirmed that under New Labour, the role of contemporary govern-
ment was “to encourage innovation and entrepreneurship” and “to equip people
and business for the New Economy, concluding that as a New Labour Prime
Minister, he was proud to be pro-business and proud to have transformed
[New Labour’s] relations with business” (1999).

As with Clinton, Blair’s policy for encouraging private investment contained
the two components of lower interest rates and tax incentives. We have already
seen how the Blair Government sought to induce lower interest rates by adhering
to the standard neoclassical prescription of reducing the budget deficit and public
net debt.

The other instrument Blair adopted to encourage private investment was tax
incentives. As already noted, the Blair Government reduced the corporate tax rate
from 33 to 30 percent, the lowest level of business taxation of the major industrial
countries (Callinicos 2001: 53). It also introduced a new lower rate of corporate
tax of 20 percent for companies with profits of less than £300,000 per annum.

104 The Third Way in the United Kingdom
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Chart 5.13 shows private and public investment in the United Kingdom as a
percentage of GDP. It shows that, at 14.2 percent, 1989 represents the highwater
mark for business investment in the past 37 years. Overall in that period, business
investment has fluctuated between 10 and 15 percent. However, the early 1990s
is shown as a period of declining private investment until a slight resurgence
emerges during the last two years of the Major Conservative Government (1995
and 1996) and the first two years of the Blair Government (1997 and 1998).
Bloom and Bond (2001: 10) critically note that, despite the Blair Government’s
pro-investment rhetoric, suggestions that there has been an investment boom are
not supported by the range of available evidence.

Interestingly, we would expect that if the neoclassical theory of crowding-out
were to apply (discussed in Chapter 3), then an inverse relationship between
private and public investment should emerge: the higher the level of public invest-
ment, the lower the level of private investment should be from crowding-out, and
vice versa. Yet no discernible pattern is apparent.

It is also of interest to examine the portion of total business investment dedicated
to R&D, which, as we can recall from earlier chapters, is, according to the Third
Way, an important “driver” of the New Economy. As Chart 5.14 shows, after its
reaching its highest point of 1.5 percent of GDP in 1981 and 1986, business
investment in R&D has consistently declined until a very modest reversal in 1999,
still at a considerably lower level than during the late 1980s.

Chart 5.15 shows that, as with Clinton, whilst the United Kingdom’s private
saving has fluctuated within a small range over the past 20 years, public saving
has changed markedly and undergone a major reversal to budget surplus with the
election of the Blair Government.
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Chart 5.13 UK business and public sector investment (% of GDP) 1965–2002.

Source: ONS 2003.
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Chart 5.14 UK total business investment in R&D (% of GDP) 1967–2000.

Source: ONS 2002: table 7.

Note
As Chart 5.14 shows, the UK ONS’ time-series data for business expenditure in research &
development (BERD) are not complete.

Finally, in the endless quest for discernible patterns and valid theories, it is also
worth comparing time series for national savings and private investment. If, as
neoclassical growth theory would have it, increased savings are vital for increased
investment, we would expect to see a positive relationship between them. Yet this
is not the case. To the extent that any relationship is able to be discerned at all, a
pattern emerges whereby private investment is greater during periods of public
dissaving, that is, budget deficits. Whilst it is not suggested that this represents
conclusive empirical evidence, it does seem to point, however, to the important
economic role of the government and to the value of evolutionary growth theory
(discussed in Chapter 2) and Keynesian public finance theory (discussed in
Chapter 3).

Education policy

If, as Glennerster (2001: 3) has noted, sheer policy activity were the measure of
success, the Blair Government would do very well indeed. However, on the
question of funding – despite Blair’s famous declaration that his “three priorities
for government would be education, education and education” (Blair 1996a) – his
Government scores considerably less well (Chart 5.16).

There have been no fewer than 36 major education policy initiatives between
1997 and 2001. In Opposition, the Labour Party identified educational standards
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as its central concern (New Labour 1997e) and its reforms in office are
characterized by an intense focus on educational standards through performance
testing, competition and the devolution of resources, responsibility, and account-
ability to the local level.

The importance of standards was illustrated by the subject of the Government’s
first White Paper Excellence in Schools in July 1997 and by the School Standards
and Framework Act of July 1998. Under the Act, standards are centrally set in the
National Literacy Strategy (1998) and the National Numeracy Strategy (1999)
and centrally overseen by the Standards and Effectiveness Unit in the Department
for Education and Skills and the Chief Inspector of Schools in the Office for
Standards in Education (Ofsted), established by the Conservative Government
in 1992.

In November 1998, the Government introduced national homework guidelines
for primary and secondary schools after its 1997 Excellence in Schools White
Paper proposed that these be published. The Government also introduced regular
testing and assessment of both students and teachers and the publication of
performance in controversial “league tables” of schools.

In addition to standards, the central Government exercises tremendous power
over education through two programs known as “Fresh Start” and “Educational
Action Zones.” Introduced in July 1997, the Fresh Start program involves the
closure of a school judged to be “failing” and the opening of a new school on the
same site. A “failing school” is one subject to a formal Local Education Authority
warning that it repeatedly failed to meet designated educational standards. The
Government supplemented Fresh Start the following July with its “New Deal for
Schools” program, a program aimed at raising educational standards by improv-
ing the condition of school buildings and technological facilities.

In September 1998, the Government established Educational Action Zones
which are clusters of two to three secondary schools and their associated primary
schools working with the Local Education Authority, parents, businesses, and
other stakeholders to overcome obstacles to learning in areas of social and eco-
nomic disadvantage. That same month, the Government identified “beacon
schools,” which are the best performing in the country and represent examples of
best practice that less effective schools can learn from. Each beacon school is
partnered with at least one school in a disadvantaged area. The scheme was
piloted with 75 beacon schools in 1998 and, by 2001, their number had risen
to 1,000.

The Government has also sought to increase the responsibility and account-
ability of both teachers and parents. It set out a series of reforms to the teaching
profession in its 1998 Green Paper Teachers: Meeting the Challenge of Change
to empower individual school leaders to more easily recruit, promote, and better
reward teachers. It also enabled school leaders to more easily dismiss teachers
identified as failing to achieve educational standards. Parents too are not exempt
from their obligations. With the establishment of learning contracts, parents are
obliged to assume responsibility for their child’s attendance and preparedness
to learn.
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In addition to the devolution of staffing decisions, individual Local Education
Authorities and schools have been given greater responsibility over budgetary
resources such as funding and maintenance decisions. More funding has been
devolved to the individual school level and each Local Education Authority
receives a grant from the central government but has discretion over how it is
spent on different functions.

The Government also brought competitive pressures to bear on schools as a
means of improving educational outcomes (Glennerster 2001). In particular,
competition between schools was introduced in the form of quasi-market mea-
sures such as the allocation of funding to individual students which schools then
must compete to attract. The higher the quality of the school, the more students it
attracts, and the more funding it receives. Conversely, schools that, for whatever
reason, fail to attract students in sufficient numbers will find their funding
reduced. The quality of a school is largely determined by its performance in the
“league tables” of national examinations.

A further New Labour initiative was the publication of its discussion paper on
lifelong learning, The Learning Age, in July 1998. The paper committed the
Government to investing £150 million in 1 million individual learning accounts
and reconfirmed New Labour’s commitment to a University for Industry
(Department for Education and Employment 1998). The University for Industry
aims to stimulate demand for lifelong learning by providing information and
advice on learning opportunities through its 70 “hubs” – local PPPs of colleges,
universities, local governments and authorities, trade unions, private companies,
and community organizations (Glennerster 2001: 36). As an example of New
Labour’s attraction to PPPs, Stedward (2000: 174) notes that the University for
Industry “may provide one way of meeting the Government’s aim of increasing
participation in . . . education without increasing the resources” spent on the task.

The Government’s reforms in funding for higher education – particularly the
introduction of tuition fees and the abolition of grants – marked a distinct depar-
ture from the ideology of previous Labor governments, for whom free education
had been a matter of faith (Stedward 2000: 177). After a major inquiry into higher
education funding, the Dearing Committee recommended in 1997 that graduates
should make a contribution equivalent to 25 percent of the average cost of their
tuition on some income-related basis. Since 1998, new undergraduate students in
full-time higher education courses and their parents are means-tested and charged
up to £1,000 for each year of their course. As Glennerster (2001: 20) notes, this
reform was much in line with what neoclassical economists had been recom-
mending since Milton Friedman’s (1955) proposals and similar to the scheme the
Australian Hawke Labor Government had introduced in 1989. The introduction
of fees was considered radical not just in the context of a departure from the
policies of previous Labor governments but also in its willingness to implement
a reform successive Conservative governments had canvassed but feared adopting
(Stedward 2000: 178).

As noted, whilst the Blair Government performs well with respect to policy
activity, it has performed less well, however, when it comes to funding education
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(Chart 5.17). Overall, real public expenditure on education as a share of GDP
actually declined from 4.9 percent of GDP in fiscal 1996–7 to 4.5 percent in
1999–2000 – less than even the lowest figure of the previous Thatcher and Major
Conservative governments and the lowest figure since the early 1960s
(Glennerster 2001: table 2: 7). By 2000–1, government spending had only risen
slightly to 4.8 percent. Glennerster (2001: 6) attributes the relative decline in
government spending on education to “the Labour Government’s determination to
keep to the Conservative [overall spending] plans.” Thus, in its first term, the
Blair Government failed to meet its 1997 manifesto commitment to “increase
the share of national income spent on education” (New Labour 1997e: 8).

Chart 5.18 examines public expenditure on education by individual sector on
a recurrent (not capital) basis for England only. It reveals that as a percentage of
GDP, the higher and further education sectors have fared worst under the Blair
Government. The further education sector – which includes adult education and
lifelong learning – declined from 0.52 percent of GDP in 1996–7 to 0.43 percent
in 2001–2. The higher education sector, which includes universities, similarly
declined from 0.57 to 0.48 percent over the same period.

The three other sectors – under-fives, primary, and secondary education – have
remained static over the period 1993–4 to 2001–2 at 0.2, 0.8 and 1 percent
respectively. Very small recoveries in 2001–2 fall very short indeed of offsetting
reductions in the first term.

We should note that the spending reductions shown in Chart 5.18 are similar in
trend and additional to the declining public investment in education and R&D
illustrated by Charts 5.8 and 5.9 respectively.
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Conclusion

The similarities between the economic policies pursued by both the Clinton
Administration and the Blair Government are striking: reduced government spend-
ing and public investment; debt reduction; reduced rates of taxation; deregulation
and increased competitiveness; pro-market policies to attract private investment;
privatization and increased private sector participation in public services.

From these analyses of both Clinton and Blair’s economic policy practice, it is
clear that the defining feature of the Third Way in practice is the similarity with
which both governments sacrificed their stated commitment to public investment
in favor of fiscal discipline. This feature confirms that the potential conflict that
was acknowledged in Chapter 3, that is, the conflict between the two components
of the Third Way economic program – public investment and ‘sound’ public
finance – did in fact emerge and was resolved in favor of the latter.

In Chapter 2 it was established that the public investment component of the
Third Way program is based on evolutionary and endogenous growth theories of
economic growth due to its advocacy of active government intervention in the
provision of NSI and infrastructure. Chapters 4 and 5 find, however, that the Third
Way’s policy practice is clearly based on neoclassical theory, demonstrated by its
overriding commitment to fiscal discipline as a means of increasing savings for
investment, which is the standard neoclassical vehicle for economic growth.
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In a letter to John Maynard Keynes, Sir Dennis Robertson warned:

[E]ducational disadvantages [can have] the tendency . . . to exaggerate
differences and represent all knowledge as brand new: It doesn’t breed a scien-
tific spirit but the reverse, viz., a blind scramble to acquire the new orthodoxies
for fear of being out of fashion.

(quoted in Keynes 1973: 95–6)

His warning might well apply to proponents of the Third Way, and indeed the
purpose of this study has been, in the spirit of Sir Dennis’ words, to attempt to
draw some meaningful conclusions by subjecting historical practice to theoretical
analysis.

This study has found that the Third Way’s program for economic growth is
based on both evolutionary and endogenous growth theory, which advocate
increased government investment in the provision of certain types of public
goods, namely, national systems of innovation such as education and public infra-
structure. The Third Way’s program for ‘sound’ public finance, however, is based
on standard neoclassical theory’s requirement for fiscal discipline and chose to
express itself in the form of neoliberal economic policies.

It was warned that there exists potential conflict between these two programs:
specifically, the economic growth program’s advocacy for increased public
spending and ‘sound’ public finance’s requirement for fiscal discipline.

The study then proceeded to test the Third Way’s historical practice against eco-
nomic theory and found that the conflict it warned of did in fact emerge and public
investment was sacrificed in favor of ‘sound’ public finance, so that the macroeco-
nomic policies of the Third Way can best be described as neoliberal, more closely
associated with governments of the Right not the Left, and certainly not a “third” way.

It should be noted that while the adoption of ‘sound’ public finance and the
abandonment of alternative policies is a defining characteristic of the Third
Way, it is by no means unique to it; on the contrary, it has been an experience
common to many social democratic governments such as the Mitterand Socialist
Government in France (1981–95) and the Australian Hawke and Keating Labor
Governments (1983–96) (Pierson and Castles 2002), which are discussed in more

6 A Third Way or no way at all?
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detail later. In fact, the process of the Third Way described has been characteristic
of most governments that have initially pursued a non-standard neoclassical policy
paradigm. This suggests that the ‘failure’ to really pursue a Third Way is sympto-
matic of a more general tendency inherent in capitalist liberal democratic systems
to converge on the standard neoclassical approach. Schumpeter’s warning, in
Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1942), that a capitalist economy can only
be governed according to capitalist logic resonates loudly. This suggests that a
more complete explanation of the process described in this study must be sought
in political theory and practice, not just in economic analysis.

As discussed in Chapter 1, a convincing interpretation of the Third Way which
enjoys widespread support is that of a political strategy designed to reposition the
Left within the political mainstream as a viable alternative to the Right, capable
of successfully governing capitalist economies in the age of global capitalism
(Reich 1997; Burns and Sorenson 1999; Dionne 1999; Harris 1999; Hay 1999;
King and Wickham Jones 1999; Morris 1999; Scanlon 1999; Baer 2000;
Campbell and Rockman 2000). Political strategy in this context should simply be
understood to mean an electoral tactic designed to win sufficient electoral support
from voters for political parties to govern.

As Dionne (1999, quoted in Temple, M. 2000: 303–4) argues, in order to win
elections “parties on the left . . . have to prove they’re comfortable with the market
and accept its disciplines”; however, voters want capitalism tempered by other
values, such as community and compassion.

Harris (1999: 52–61) too argues that the Third Way represents the Left’s
response to the New Right and the ‘victory’ of capitalism over socialism.
According to Harris, if the Left were to persist in the redundant argument of social-
ism or social democracy versus capitalism, it would face certain political irre-
levance. The Third Way therefore represents the Left’s reinvention to enter the
mainstream political debate by, first, accepting capitalism as the given economic
system and, second, inventing the language of a “New Left” paradigm for “admin-
istering” capitalism. In fact, Blair explicitly acknowledges that a political ambition
for the Third Way project is as “an attempt to marginalise the free-market Right”
(Blair 1996b: 13–15). It should be noted that the principle of equality of opportu-
nity for its citizens, as opposed to equality of outcome, is not distinctively Third
Way but is, of course, a well-established liberal principle (Adams 1998: 85).

Hay (1999) also interprets the Third Way as a political strategy by applying
Anthony Downs’ framework in An Economic Theory of Democracy (1957). Downs
(1957: 300) posited that “political parties tend to maintain the ideological positions
that are consistent over time unless they suffer drastic defeats, in which case they
change their ideologies to resemble those of the party that defeated them.” Applying
Downs’ theory, Hay argues that Blair’s New Labour, having been kept out of
office by the Conservative Party for the 18 years to 1997, recrafted its agenda to
more closely resemble that of its Conservative opposition, thereby reducing the
difference and increasing its electoral appeal (1957: 94). Hay’s argument can
easily be extended to apply to the US Democratic Party, which had similarly been
kept out of office for the 12 years to 1992 by its Republican opposition.
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Duncan (1999) builds on Schumpeter’s (1942) argument that if the Left were
to govern a capitalist economy they would have to do so according to capitalist
not socialist logic:

Socialists had to govern in an essentially capitalist world . . . a social and
economic system that would not function except on capitalist lines. . . . If they
were to run it, they would have to run it according to its own logic. They
would have to “administer” capitalism.

(1999: 32)

Baer’s (2000) findings concur with those of Hay (1999) and Downs (1957). Baer’s
thesis is that the Third Way project was originally developed by the “New
Democrat” faction of the Democratic Party and their most important organiza-
tional form, the DLC, to reposition the Democratic Party to appeal to the electoral
mainstream and thus win elections. With the election of their former chairman
Bill Clinton to the presidency, the New Democrats saw many of their ideas
become national policy and some of their most prominent members enter the
presidential cabinet and staff.

Adams (1998: 43) explains that in reshaping and repositioning New Labour,
Blair was strongly influenced by Clinton’s performance with the Democratic
Party. Secretary of the British Fabian Society, Michael Jacobs, has also noted that
Blair and his Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon Brown, have explicitly styled
themselves on the United States’ Democrats rather than in the tradition of
European social democrats (Jacobs 2001a). Foley (2000) goes so far as to speak
of Blair’s as a “British presidency.” Thus, a consensus has emerged that Blair
imported the Third Way – amongst other ideas – from Clinton as a means to repo-
sition the Labour Party to win elections, as it had been for Clinton and the
Democratic Party in 1992 and again in 1996 (Adams 1998; Hay 1999; Claven
2000; Fairclough 2000; Foley 2000). Blair is also known to have been interested
in the political success of the Australian Hawke and Keating Labor Government
(Scott 2000), a point which is discussed in some detail later.

This literature offers a convincing account of the reasons for Clinton and
Blair’s adoption of neoliberal policy agendas, namely, that their political prede-
cessors had installed the neoliberal economic paradigm to such an extent that it
compelled them to believe that either they too adopt it as their own or they would
face certain electoral irrelevance. Fukuyama (1992) goes so far as to describe the
ideological dominance of the neoliberal paradigm over alternatives in contempo-
rary macroeconomic management as “the end of history.”

However, history has by no means ended as far as Blair is concerned. In July
2003, 14 heads of government including Tony Blair met in London to hold a
conference for the purpose of developing “Third Way” policies for the new mil-
lennium under the banner “Progressive Governance.” The joint communiqué of
the conference identified as the first priority, under the heading “progressive
strategies for growth,” the need for governments to “invest in future prosperity
through education, modern infrastructure and research and development; to
support the shift into more resource efficient products and processes; and
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to maintain fiscal rigor and sound monetary policy” (Progressive Governance
Summit 2003). Given the zeal of the Clinton and Blair governments to sacrifice
the former to achieve the latter policy objectives, the persistence with the myth of
practicing a “Third Way” is astonishing.

The Third Way has also been the subject of some debate in Australia.
Politicians of different and even opposing political parties have sought to associ-
ate themselves with it. Their error, however, has been to interpret the Third Way
as narrowly as Clinton and Blair, that is, as a standard neoclassical program.

The former Minister for Employment Tony Abbott, for instance, has invoked
the Third Way to describe the outsourcing of employment services as part of the
Jobs Network initiative:

the Howard [Liberal/National] Government was already pursuing the Third
Way. . . .While the political Left has been trying to create an ideology of the Third
Way, the Howard Government has been making it happen in practice. . . .As the
purchaser, but not the provider, of employment services, the Government has
created what might best be described as a social market, a competitive market
which exists because government has summoned it into being. . . [and therefore]
the Third Way might even have come further in Australia than in Britain.

(quoted in Tingle 2000: 6)

Following its 1996 federal election defeat, some members of the Australian Labor
Party (ALP) – especially Latham (1998a) – began advocating the Third Way as a
program for Labor’s political renewal. The then Labor Leader of the Opposition,
Kim Beazley, writes in the foreword to Claven (2000) – which examines New
Labour’s importation of the Clinton Third Way into Britain – that the Third Way
is to his mind a term which describes well the neoliberal policies of the Hawke
and Keating Labor Governments (Claven 2000: 9–10). As Beazley claims: “We
invented the third way, and that was essentially the philosophical underpinning of
the Hawke and Keating governments” (quoted in Seccombe 1999).

Former Prime Minister Keating strongly disagrees with Beazley’s assessment.
Keating insists that the Hawke and Keating Labor Governments’ pursuit of
policies for economic growth was in order to make the economic pie bigger
for everyone, and as such is not at all novel but completely within the social
democratic and Australian Labor traditions:

[I]n continuing to pursue this growth objective, the Hawke Labor Government
is operating completely in concert with the tradition of the Labor movement.
In essence, in adopting practical, pragmatic measures to create growth and
jobs, the Labor Party is doing nothing out of the ordinary from what the Labor
Party in government has sought to do throughout its long history.

(1987: 173)

Indeed, Keating, unlike Clinton and Blair, goes to some lengths to dissociate
the Hawke and Keating Governments’ policies from any suggestion of novelty,
observing that “We didn’t call what we were doing the Third Way. For Australia, we
saw it as the only way” (Keating 1999, quoted in Pierson and Castles 2002: 683).
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Nevertheless, a number of commentators find the neoliberal economic policies
of the Hawke and Keating governments in breach (for some even a betrayal) of
the Australian Labor tradition (Stilwell 1986; Maddox 1989; Frankel 1997).
Others even find in those policies what Pierson and Castles (2002) call
“Australian antecedents of the Third Way.”

Stilwell (1986) critically examines the economic agreement between the
Hawke and Keating Labor Governments and the Australian Council of Trade
Unions known as “the Accord,” which was presented as the centerpiece of
national economic policy. It is interesting to note Stilwell’s observation that the
Accord emerged in response to “the perceived need [of the times] for a ‘third
way’, a new economic strategy to replace, or at least supplement, the Keynesian
and monetarist-oriented policies which had proved to be of such limited effec-
tiveness” (Stilwell 1986: 8). He adds that this “ ‘third way’ came increasingly to
be seen in terms of a combination of a prices and incomes policy (to control infla-
tion) and a stimulatory Keynesian fiscal policy (to restore the social wage and
generate employment)” (1986: 8).

However, in the final analysis, argues Stilwell, the government expenditure
component of the Accord was sacrificed in favor of the so-called “Trilogy” of fiscal
discipline: (1) no increase in total taxation as a percentage of GDP; (2) no increase
in total government expenditure as a percentage of GDP; and (3) no increase in the
size of the budget deficit as a percentage of GDP (Stilwell 1986: 15, 117).
These neoliberal policies are all based on neoclassical theories of crowding-out,
increased efficiency, and private sector profitability, reflecting a central concern
with reassuring investors and the financial markets of the government’s commit-
ment to capital accumulation in the private sector (1986: 67, 83, 111). In this
respect, the Australian Labor experience could easily be said to anticipate that of
Clinton and Blair.

Maddox (1989) accuses the Hawke Governments of betraying the Australian
Labor tradition by pursuing neoliberal policies, such as the “Trilogy,” which sac-
rificed social justice for private profitability. Maddox attributes these policies to
the ALP’s perceived political need to break from the image of the previous
Whitlam Labor Government as profligate and economically irresponsible (1989:
149). It is interesting that Keating seems to agree with this observation, arguing
that the Whitlam Government was insufficiently concerned with private prof-
itability and fiscal discipline (Keating 1987: 178–9, 182). Maddox adds that this
strategy “has helped Labor politicians to hold the middle ground of politics,
pushing their conservative opponents into the narrow confines of reaction”
(Maddox 1989: 12, italics added). In both of these respects too the Australian
Labor experience uncannily resembles that of Clinton and Blair.

Other commentators believe that, more than Clinton’s “New Democrats,” the
Hawke and Keating governments’ economic policies explicitly represent the
inspiration for Blair’s Third Way. Frankel (1997) and Pierson and Castles (2002)
argue that Tony Blair’s celebrated visits to Australia in 1990 and again in 1995
convinced him to base his model of New Labour on the Hawke and Keating
governments. Blair himself practically said as much. When asked what lessons he
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drew from Australian Labor, he replied that they were, first, the ALP’s capacity to
win and retain office and, second, the possibility (and popularity) of combining
economic growth with communal well-being (Blair 1995).

Despite its possibly Australian origins, the Australian Third Way debate has not
been without its opponents. Within Labor circles, the parliamentarian Lindsay
Tanner and the union leader Doug Cameron have argued strongly against Labor
adoption of the Third Way as a concession to vacuous pragmatism (Tanner 1999: 52)
and “a panacea for its electoral woes” (Cameron 2002: 11). Tanner’s critique of
the Third Way is particularly trenchant:

Hordes of earnest academics and spin doctors are debating the meaning of
terms like the Third Way and the radical centre. The British intelligentsia in
particular is absorbed by the search for a label which can provide intellectual
respectability to New Labour. Unfortunately, much of this dialogue is very
superficial. It has produced many good sound bites, but few insights. . . . It
is mere cocktail politics: pour two nips of markets forces, throw in a few
platitudes, add a dash of socialism, and stir vigorously. This approach is
extremely simplistic. It threatens to reduce the search for a new political
framework to an empty quest for the swinging voter and the middle ground.
The process should not be weighed down with labels which were out of
date before they were conceived. We don’t need a new label for vacuous
pragmatism.

(1999: 51–2)

Cameron (2002: 11) warns that the ALP should not engage in “parroting the
so-called Third Way agendas of British Labour or of the US Democrats.”
McGregor also warns that the Third Way represents no more than the Left’s
capitulation to the “fashionable new clothes” of neoliberalism:

[T]he greatest triumph of neo-liberalism was to have its ideological wish list
categorised as both [new and inevitable] during the ’80s. Most parties of the
Centre-Left clambered to don the fashionable imperial new clothes. The trouble
was they were not especially new.

(2001: 11)

Hutton too warns not to look to the British Labour Party for political 
inspiration as it

[L]acks any governing ideology underpinned by a distinctive and coherent
model of the way economy and society work. The Third Way is supposedly
neither free market capitalism nor old socialism, but the advantage of both
those models is that they rested on clear sets of guiding principles. Without such
principles New Labour risks being no more than a group of well-intentioned
men and women making it up as they go along.

(1998: 23)

A Third Way or no way at all? 117
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Some economists have correctly pointed to the contradictions within the Third
Way generated by its lack of both a critical economic analysis and an alternative
economic vision. Hamilton (2001: 13, 2003: 125) accurately observes that the
Third Way’s error is that it “is not based on any critical analysis of modern
capitalism . . . [and that this] absence of social analysis . . . means that, in the end,
it can do nothing other than endorse the prevailing system. . . . The Third Way
therefore lacks a rationale.” Stilwell (2000: 121) adds that the Third Way suffers
from “the contradictions arising from grafting social democracy onto a capitalist
economic base . . . [and that] this draws attention to the awkward tension in ‘third
way’ politics between the concern for social justice and the fundamentally anti-
egalitarian character of capitalist markets.”

Some critics argue that the community is losing patience with facile slogans
such as the “third way” and want better public services and increased public
investment funded through tax revenues. McGregor (2001: 11), for example, in
discussing the 2001 British election, warns: “voters want the social infrastructure
repaired. They have had enough of dangerously neglected rail infrastructure and
ramshackle health system. Nor are they interested in a Third Way. They issued an
Old Labour mandate to Tony Blair. Fix [public services].” Similarly, the Australian
clergyman and social commentator Tim Costello is critical of the Third Way’s
policy of “social entrepreneurship” whereby the private sector is involved in the
delivery of social goods because, he argues, it has delivered more profits for the
private sector than it has outcomes for the public and therefore “economic policy
options like tax and fiscal policy will still be needed to battle economic inequality
for some time yet” (quoted in Wade 2002: 46).

Even Latham, Australia’s most vocal political proponent of the Third Way, has
criticized the Howard Liberal-National Government for basing “its entire
[neoclassical] budget strategy on a single, essentially flawed, economic theory –
the twin deficits theory” (Latham 1998a: 344). Given that, as has been shown, the
practice of the Clinton–Blair Third Way, which Latham has so strongly supported,
is almost entirely based on the neoclassical theory of the twin deficits, this is a
matter of intense irony if not outright contradiction.

A neoclassical counter-critique

A neoclassical economist might well challenge the critical tone of this study with
the observation that, after all, given that economic growth was the primary objec-
tive, then Clinton and Blair’s Third Way has been extremely successful (in the
strictest economic sense) and the tone is not justified.

Such a challenge would, however, be missing the central argument of the study.
This study has not sought to argue that the Third Way has been unsuccessful in
delivering economic growth; on the contrary, it has in fact offered proof of that
growth. The critical tone adopted is based on its central argument that the Third
Way is a misnomer because it is not a third way at all but is in fact the first
(neoclassical) way.

Furthermore, as, at the time of writing, the Third Way has occurred entirely
within a period of economic growth, it is thus not possible to gauge its effectiveness
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in dealing with the entire business cycle, which clearly represents a litmus test of
economic policy.

Interpreting the Third Way: economics,
philosophy, or politics?

In Chapter 1, it was noted that existing evaluations of the Third Way have focused
on its philosophical and political dimensions, that economic assessments are lack-
ing, and that it is precisely the purpose of this study to analyze it as an economic
program.

It was also noted that the Third Way’s so-called chief philosopher, Anthony
Giddens (1994, 1998, 2000a,b,c, 2001) has written extensively about the Third
Way as an alternative public philosophy to the two other “ways” of “classical social
democracy” and “neoliberalism.” Pierson (2003), quoting Hobsbawm, uses the
label “social democracy” to refer to any economic strategy which aims “to regulate
and socialise the wealth-creating and directionless economic dynamism of capital-
ism, not replace it.” Neoliberalism, on the other hand, is prepared to sacrifice eco-
nomic equality in the pursuit of growth through policies that foster wealth creation
based on the free market, minimal government, and maximum individual freedom
and responsibility (Adams 1998: 28). Giddens thus portrays the Third Way
project as “modernising social democracy” by uniting its traditional concern with
equality through redistribution with the neoliberal values of economic growth,
through competitiveness and public investment (Giddens 1998: 99, 2001: 2).

This study has sought to demonstrate that despite the social democratic rhetoric
of public investment and equality, the Third Way abandoned these values and
adhered most closely to standard neoclassical economic theory, which manifested
itself in neoliberal policies concerned with economic growth and competitiveness.

The political dimension of the Third Way was also discussed at length in
Chapter 1 and again more briefly in the preceding sections to offer an account of
the Third Way as a political strategy designed to reinvent the image of parties of
the Left as business friendly, low taxing, and low spending so as to achieve
popular appeal and win elections.

By uniting social democratic rhetoric with neoliberal policies into a powerful
political strategy, the Third Way has shown that policies lacking economic con-
sistency nevertheless can have broad economic appeal and impact as they can be
offered as “all things to all people.” An important question generated by the Third
Way experience is whether economics drives politics or politics drives economics.
A useful way in which to consider this question is to ask whether governments
consist primarily of political parties or policy-makers. If governments consist
primarily of political parties then we would expect their principal concern to be
winning and keeping office and therefore developing and changing policies to
serve that end. This is clearly the position taken by the many commentators who
argue that the Third Way should be understood above all as a political strategy. On
the other hand, if governments consist primarily of policy-makers then we would
expect the emergence of policies that do not change or at least change much less
between campaigning for office and governing in office.
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In applying this distinction to the Third Way, it is found to conform more
closely to the former category, where governments consist primarily of political
parties. Political parties, of course, serve one paramount purpose and that is as
vehicles to win and keep office. The reason for this conclusion is that, in the case
of the Third Way, it has been shown that despite campaigning on policies which
placed emphasis on the social democratic values of public investment and equal-
ity, the economic policies implemented in office pursued the neoliberal values of
economic growth and competitiveness. Thus, the evidence suggests that, in the
case of the Third Way at least, politics drives economics.

Whilst Giddens’ interpretation of the Third Way as “modernising social democ-
racy” does not hold true in the cases of Clinton and Blair, the interpretation of the
Third Way as a political strategy not only stands up to scrutiny but is reinforced by
the evidence presented in this study that it is a neoliberal economic policy program.

The preceding discussion has emphasized the failure of most social democratic
governments to pursue an economic policy program different from that of stan-
dard neoclassical theory, regardless of whether they consider themselves as
pursuing a second, third, or another way. This begs the question: is an alternative
economic policy paradigm possible? If such an alternative is to be possible, be it
called a Third Way or something else, the following section will lay down some
economic principles which I believe must be a necessary element.

Marrying Schumpeter and Keynes:
a more genuine Third Way?

A central implication of this analysis of the Third Way is that it highlights the
necessity for economic programs to possess, perhaps above all, theoretical coher-
ence. Due to its theoretical incoherence – namely the incompatibility between its
program of public investment and that of ‘sound’ public finance – the Third Way
was not practiced in reality.

The fundamental problem – in fact error – in Third Way thinking was to
attempt to reconcile two mutually exclusive programs: an evolutionary program
of economic growth based on dynamic efficiency and the active role for govern-
ment that it implies with a neoclassical program of ‘sound’ public finance based
on static efficiency and the passive role for government that it requires.

The requirement for ‘sound’ public finance could be said to have doomed the
Third Way program from the start. In particular, the requirements of ‘sound’ public
finance for balanced budgets and reduced taxation meant that reductions in public
expenditure were essential as a matter of arithmetic, negating the possibility for
increased public investment.

An important outcome of the Third Way’s theoretical incoherence is the
renewed need for governments to reassess macroeconomic policy on sounder
intellectual foundations. There is also an imperative for governments to restore
the objective of full employment to the center of the macroeconomic policy
program. Unlike the neoclassical program pursued by Clinton and Blair, it will
be argued that a more genuine Third Way macroeconomic program that is
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theoretically coherent and places the objective of full employment at its center is
not only possible, but in fact desirable.

The Third Way program suggested here proposes uniting an evolutionary pro-
gram of economic growth with a Keynesian program of public finance in order to
achieve what Phillimore (1998) calls the “high road to economic development”:
high growth with high real wages and high rates of innovation. These two pro-
grams have complementary but distinct roles: the program of economic growth is
concerned with determining the average growth path of the economy, whilst the
program of public finance is concerned with the business cycle around that path.

As discussed in Chapter 2, evolutionary growth theory points to the central role
of government in the (supply-side) provision of national systems of innovation
and infrastructure, such as education and training, R&D, transport and communi-
cations. However, just as it was noted earlier that the Clinton–Blair Third Way
program is only concerned with the supply side or the productive capacity of the
economy, so too evolutionary growth theory is mainly concerned with the supply
side of the economy. Indeed, it was the absence of a demand side that allowed
neoclassical theory – through its assumption of full employment – to fill the void
in the Third Way.

Palley (2003: 84) has critically noted that economic growth models have
tended to assume away the problem of reconciling demand and supply growth:
neoclassical growth models have tended to assume away the demand side, while
Keynesian models have tended to neglect the supply side. What is needed, there-
fore, is an economic program that focuses on full employment and economic
growth by paying attention to both the supply and demand sides of the economy.
In this sense, a program that transcends earlier programs singularly concerned
with either the supply or the demand side but addresses both sides may come
closer to constituting a genuine Third Way.

According to demand-led economic growth theory there is no supply-determined
equilibrium towards which the level of output converges; instead, at any point in
time, the utilization of existing productive resources is determined by demand
conditions that are relatively autonomous from conditions of supply. Therefore
the actual output path of the economy is demand-determined (Setterfield 2003).
Any expansion of demand and output today will influence firms’ investment
expectations, their ability to execute these expectations, and hence the availability
and productivity of capacity tomorrow.

In a simple insight with remarkable implications, Nell (1988, 1996) argues that
the economic growth of the industrial capitalist economy is, through virtue of
capitalist logic, always constrained by demand not supply. The reason is that firms
in the industrial capitalist economy are always required to maintain some level of
excess reserve capacity in their production so as to be capable of exploiting
any sudden increases in demand. If they do not, their competitors will exploit any
increased demand at their expense. Thus, excess reserve capacity is not only strate-
gically desirable for the firm but is, in fact, essential to its ability to seize growth
opportunities. Therefore, since firms maintain such an excess reserve capacity,
the industrial capitalist economy cannot, by definition, be supply constrained.
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Quite the contrary, the industrial capitalist economy is constrained by demand
because economic growth requires that demand grow at a higher rate than the
excess reserve capacity. Otherwise, firms will simply not invest as they are
already carrying excess capacity for which there is insufficient demand.

Nell (1988: 163) adds that a “capitalist industrial system, being inherently
dynamic, has two and only two long-run options – transformational growth or
stagnation.” “Transformational growth” is growth that transforms the economy by
changing the relative size of its sectors through innovations which create new
markets, increase productivity, and maintain high employment (1988: 162–3).
For these reasons, transformational growth is dependent on demand.

Therefore, a demand-side is needed to complement the evolutionary (supply-side)
program of economic growth. Hence, the government should look to developing
a strategic public investment program capable of stimulating effective demand
and economic growth which can therefore grow the economy out of public debt
rather than depending solely on reducing public expenditure. This is where the
second component of the proposed program – the Keynesian program of public
finance – enters the picture to play an important role.

The role for a Keynesian program of public finance is to stimulate effective
demand so as to satisfy the needs of economic growth for a demand-side strategy.
The evolutionary program for economic growth can cater to the supply needs of
growth and, as noted, is concerned with determining the average growth path of
the economy. The purpose of a Keynesian program of public finance is to strate-
gically manage fiscal policy so as to stimulate demand and (1) help achieve full
employment and rising real wages and (2) move the economy from recession to
boom around the average growth path.

Keynes famously argued in his General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money (1936) that the benefit of a program of public investment is the stimulation
of investment, consumption, and effective demand leading to increased output,
incomes, and employment. Keynes showed that this can occur through two
mechanisms: the income multiplier and the redistribution of income.

Public investment in cases of less-than-full employment can stimulate
consumption and effective demand by increasing aggregate income. The additional
income will increase aggregate demand and consumption by more than unity
through the multiplier effect. The total effect of the multiplier will be determined
by the marginal propensity to consume of the recipients of that additional income.
The marginal propensity to consume is the portion of additional income that an
income-earner spends in consumption. The higher their marginal propensity to
consume, the higher the multiplier effect of the public investment will be.

Keynes also posited that lower-income earners display a higher marginal
propensity to consume than higher income earners. Therefore, government policy
that redistributes income from higher to lower income earners will have a larger
total effect on aggregate consumption and effective demand. Nell (1988: 165–8)
adds that by redistributing income to lower-income earners, larger new markets can
be created for consumer goods which would otherwise have been limited to the
much smaller market composed of high-income earners. In effect, redistributive
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policy as well as government spending can and should be used to subsidize
consumption (Kalecki 1943). These arguments lead to recommendations for
increased public investment and redistribution through countercyclical budget
policy in situations of less-than-full employment. Economists such as Eisner
(1986, 1989, 1991a) and Heilbroner and Bernstein (1989) have pointed to the
pressing need for a complete reconceptualization of the public finance account-
ing system to distinguish between recurrent consumption spending which bene-
fits current generations (and should be funded by them) and public capital and
investment spending which will benefit future generations and should therefore
be funded through borrowing over the life-cycle of the investment.

Countercyclical budget policy requires budget deficits in times of recession
and budget surpluses in times of boom. The principal objective is to avoid the
excessive peaks and troughs of business cycles and thus employment. In this way,
economic growth and full employment are restored as the central objectives of
economic policy, and budget policy is an instrument enlisted in their pursuit. This
argument is, of course, precisely the converse of the Third Way, in which
economic growth and employment policy are enlisted in the pursuit of surplus
budgets. As Tanner quite rightly observes: “The need to beautify government
balance sheets should not be allowed to dictate the pattern of infrastructure
investment” (1999: 131).

The concept of a countercyclical budget policy could hardly be described as
radical. In fact, it is the official policy position of the Australian Commonwealth
Government:

The primary objective of the strategy is to maintain budget balance, on
average, over the course of the economic cycle. This medium-term focus pro-
vides scope for fiscal policy to assist with short-term demand management,
while providing an anchor to ensure that spending during periods of weaker
economic activity is made possible by savings during periods of stronger
economic activity . . . [that is] to moderating cyclical fluctuations in economic
activity.

(Commonwealth of Australia Treasury 2002: 1–7 and 1–8)

As discussed in Chapter 3, Aschauer (1988, 1989, 1990) goes much further than
Keynes in arguing that even at full employment government capital spending
complements private sector productivity and can increase aggregate output with
consequent benefits for economic growth, without implying the need for deficit
budgets. An important implication of this argument is that due to the returns of
public capital investment, the ‘sound’ public finance requirement for balanced
budgets can still be satisfied with the increased revenue collected from the higher
economic growth generated through public capital spending.

Full employment, in turn, benefits both labor and capital (Kalecki 1943). It
benefits labor through higher aggregate income and consumption, and benefits
capital through higher effective demand for output, and thus higher profits.
Full employment can also deliver rising real wages, the benefits of which are
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three-fold for economic growth (Phillimore 1998; Argyrous 2000). First, rising
real wages prevent less efficient firms from competing through means of lower
wages rather than innovation. Second, rising real wages stimulate investment in
innovation and the capital stock as firms will seek innovations with which
to replace expensive labor costs. Third, rising real wages increase effective
demand for innovations as consumers receiving rising real incomes will demand
increasingly innovative consumer products, such as home electronics.

The advantage of developing a demand-side program of redistribution and public
investment in national systems of innovation would be to simultaneously capture
the benefits of improvements to supply-side inputs as well as the benefits of full
employment. Public investments in national systems of innovation of the kind dis-
cussed are of the supply side but, especially if financed through a deficit, would
stimulate increased investment, innovations, employment, and real wages.
Increasing employment and real wages (demand side) also augment demand for
investment and innovations (supply side). More investment and innovations
(supply side) lead to rising employment and real wages, and thus demand. All
would lead to economic growth and therefore rising government revenue to reinvest
in the national systems of innovation. In short, it would enable the stimulation of
both the demand and supply growth rates and thus overall economic growth. The
process of economic growth described here is, of course, a form of the process
known as circular and cumulative causation made famous by, amongst others, the
economists Gunnar Myrdal (1944, 1957) and Nicholas Kaldor (1966).

An economic program such as that described here would indeed represent a
marriage between Schumpeter and Keynes and deliver the high road to economic
development; a virtuous cycle in which public investment in economic growth
would actually be funded through economic growth. No insignificant feat for any
government of any political persuasion.

However, a macroeconomic program such as that described is not without its
own potential political and economic limitations. The dominant ideology of free-
market liberalism is so powerful that it could encounter fierce resistance from the
electorate. The quest for full employment and rising real wages may well meet
with opposition from employers concerned with the opportunities it creates for
labor – especially organized labor – to extract higher wages. Nor are employers
likely to welcome the effect of rising real wages on their firms’ profitability.
Employers are also likely to resist government demands for higher regulatory
standards due to the often large costs of compliance. Higher-income earners may
oppose the higher marginal taxes associated with a redistributive incomes policy.
Moreover, there are likely to be citizens and organizations, powerful interests in
particular, that oppose the large economic and regulatory role for government
such a program calls for. Finally, and in addition to all these potential limitations,
there is also disagreement over unresolved theoretical issues such as the functions
of money, credit, and debt in the economy. Overall, the economic (and therefore
political) costs are likely to be felt sooner than the benefits. Clearly, this is a program
that demands strong political leadership as an essential but by no means sufficient
criteria for success.
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1 Blinder and Solow (1973: 320), however, do warn that if deficit-financed spending is
not accompanied by new issues of money, and therefore requires issuing public debt
instruments which compete with private debt instruments in financial markets, the
resulting upward pressure on interest rates will reduce any private expenditures which
are sensitive to interest rates, which may include private investment, thus resulting in
crowding-out.

5 The Third Way in the United Kingdom

1 Total managed expenditure is the total amount of public expenditure by all levels of
government in the United Kingdom comprising central government, local authorities,
and public corporations.

2 There are two components to investment: net investment and investment to offset
depreciation. The former is spending on new fixed assets and the latter is spending to
replace and/or repair existing fixed assets. Gross investment is the sum of net investment
and investment to offset depreciation.
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